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ABSTRACT
An Art of Translation
French Prints and American Art (1848-1876)
Marie-Stéphanie Delamaire

This dissertation calls attention to the significance of translation for two related trends in
American art and visual culture of the antebellum and Civil War eras: the transatlantic expansion
of the nineteenth-century French art publishing industry, and the conceptual shift in the period’s
literature on reproductive prints from the notion of imitation to that of translation. The
production, circulation, and consumption of reproductive prints were tied to the period’s
innovations in printing, and to broader patterns of transatlantic economic integration and
exchange. These developments placed Americans in increased contact with European art and
visual culture. Focusing on the decades following the Parisian firm Goupil & Company’s
establishment in New York, this dissertation investigates the impact of the proliferation and
widespread dissemination of what Americans saw as translated images—that is, French-made
reproductions of European and American works of art.
The first part of this dissertation explores how Goupil’s establishment in New York in
1848 and the firm’s subsequent investments in lavish publications of American paintings
destabilized the American approach to the translation of the image and influenced the manner in
which both critics and artists conceived of the visual arts as a repository of American national
identity. Engravers’ lines were more than a place for the adaptation and representation of the
European artistic legacy. They were also a locus for critical cultural, social, and political
transformations. The second part of this dissertation examines how American artists working

either in the United States or in Europe engaged with the period’s transatlantic visual culture of
reproduction, and with a notion of translation conceived both in literary and visual terms. George
Caleb Bingham and Richard Caton Woodville, two of the leading antebellum American genre
painters, and Thomas Nast, the most influential cartoonist of the Civil War and Reconstruction
era, deployed the visual possibilities of translation in relation to the transatlantic production and
circulation of reproductive engravings not only to address various local, national, and
transnational audiences but also to articulate their own creative practices and mode of artistic
expression in an expanding art world.
Unlike earlier studies, which focused on American artists’ expatriation to Europe in the
later part of the nineteenth century, this dissertation shifts attention to the early impact of French
prints on the visual imagination of American artists and illustrators during the antebellum and
Civil War eras. Focusing on the circulation and displacement of images rather than artists’
migration, this thesis demonstrates that continuous processes of integration, representation, and
transformation were as significant to the artistic relationship between France and America as
were the later experiences of rupture and estrangement highlighted by the studies of artists’
expatriation. By foregrounding American artists’ approach to the metaphorical understanding of
reproduction as translation, this dissertation extends our understanding of the nineteenth-century
practices and processes of Euro-American exchanges beyond the tensions between the
recognition of an artistic affiliation and the search for artistic independence. Positioning
American art in a world frame, this dissertation enriches the broad investigation of cultural
exchanges that have been at the core of the recent scholarship on American art.
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1

INTRODUCTION:
TRANSLATION AND NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICAN
VISUAL CULTURE

It has been remarked by an ingenious writer, that engraving is the
translation of painting; because ... the change which the conceptions of a
painter must undergo, in being transferred from the glowing canvass [sic.] over
which the brush has swept, to the dotted, lined, and colorless print, is similar to
the modification which takes place in the ideas and figures of a poet, when they
are made to conform to the idioms and genius of a foreign language.
The North American Review (1839)1

Prints always played an important role in shaping cultural and artistic contact between
Europe and America.2 Yet, as the North American Review article quoted above illustrates, the

1

Art. IV. “Manuel du Graveur, ou Traité Complet de l’Art de la Gravure en Tous Genres, d’après les
Renseignements fournis par plusieurs artistes et rédigé par A. M. Perrot, membre de l’Athénée des Arts, de la
Société Philotechnique, de celle de Géographie, de la Société d’Agronomie Pratique, etc. Paris, 1830, 12mo.
pp. 255,” The North American Review 49, no. 104 (July 1839): 132-133.
2

Recent publications analyzing the role of printed images of America in the transatlantic world have primarily been
concerned with the early modern era. See among others: Michael Gaudio, Engraving the Savage: the New World
and Techniques of Civilization (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2008); Malgorzata OleszkiewiczPeralba, The Black Madonna in Latin America and Europe: Tradition and Transformation (University of New
Mexico Press, 2007); Benjamin Schmidt, Innocence Abroad: The Dutch Imagination and the New World, 15701670 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001); Claire Farago, ed., Reframing the Renaissance: Visual
Culture in Europe and Latin America, 1450-1650 (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1995). The role
of printed media in the formation of America’s cultural identity has also been at the core of lively debates since
Benedict Anderson’s seminal study of nationalism. Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the
Origin and Spread of Nationalism, 2nd ed. (London and New York: Verso, 1991). However, this scholarship gives
prominence to printed texts rather than images, and is more concerned with problems of circulation rather than
formal processes of transformation in the text/image’s displacement from one geographical area to another. See for
instance Meredith L. McGill, American Literature and the Culture of Reprinting 1834-1853 (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2003). See also Elizabeth L. Eisenstein, The Printing Press as an Agent of
Change: Communication and Cultural Transformation in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge and New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1980)--quoted and critiqued by Carl Goldstein in Print Culture in Early Modern

2
transformations that affected the art publishing industry and transnational print trade during the
1830s and 1840s fostered the emergence, in America, of a vigorous antebellum visual culture in
which the circulation of pictures in reproduction was perceived as a translation process with both
formal and cultural dimensions. In addition, the mid-nineteenth century witnessed a decisive
development for American art and culture: the mass circulation of French reproductive prints
following the opening of the Parisian art publisher and dealer Goupil, Vibert, & Company’s New
York branch in 1848.3 [Fig. 1] Founded by Joseph-Henri Rittner in Paris in 1829, and later
known as Rittner & Goupil (1831-1840), then Goupil & Vibert (1841-1846), Goupil, Vibert &
Company (1846-1850), and finally Goupil & Company (1850-1884), the house of Goupil
pioneered the transnational expansion of the European publishing industry and its role in
American visual culture.4 Both of these developments not only placed Americans in increased

France: Abraham Bosse and the Purposes of Print (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012).
For a critical outlook on Anderson’s perspective and a close analysis of the role of printed media in the Early
Republic, see Trish Loughran, The Republic in Print: Print Culture in the Age of U.S. Nation Building, 1770-1870
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2007).
3

The term “reproductive” to define the art of the printmaker is a modern concept coined by Franz Wickhoff in 1899
(Franz Wickhoff, “Beiträge zur Geschichte der Reproducirenden Künste: Macantons Eintritt in den Kreis Römischer
Künstler” Jahrbuch der kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des allerhöchsten Kaiserhauses 20 (1899): 181-194). A
recent renewed interest in art reproduction is at the origin of several re-examinations of the reproductive print in
early modern Europe. See Rebecca Zorach and Elizabeth Rodini, “Introduction: On Imitation and Invention: an
Introduction to the Reproductive Print,” in Paper Museums, The Reproductive Print in Europe 1500-1800, ed.
Rebecca Zorach (Chicago: The David and Alfred Smart Museum of Art, 2005), 1-29; Lisa Pon, “Framing
Marcantonio Raimondi’s Prints,” in Raphael, Dürer, and Marcantonio Raimondi: Copying and the Italian
Renaissance Print (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2004), 15-38; Caroline Karpinski, “Preamble to
a New Print Technology,” in Coming About… A Festschrift for John Shearman, ed. Lars R. Jones and Louisa C.
Matthew (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Art Museums, 2001), 375-380. An essential reading on the origins
of the reproductive print remains David Landau and Peter Parshall’s “From Collaboration to Reproduction in Italy,”
in The Renaissance Print, 1470-1550 (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1994), 103-168.
4

During this period, the Parisian art publisher not only opened branches in New York (1848), Berlin (1852), London
(1857), The Hague (1861), Brussels (1865), but also contributed to the formation of a transnational network of
publishers and dealers who distributed one another’s art works and often co-published one another’s reproductions.
For a thorough investigation of Goupil’s international expansion between 1846 and 1884, see Agnès Penot’s recent
doctoral dissertation, “L’internationalisation des galeries françaises durant la second moitié du XIXe siècle:
l’exemple de la Maison Goupil (1846-1884)” (thèse de doctorat, Université de Paris I, Panthéon Sorbonne, 2012).
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contact with European visual culture, but also contributed to the proliferation of what they saw as
translated images--that is French made reproductions of American works of art for the European
and American print trades.5
This dissertation examines the phenomenon of Franco-American cultural translation as it
occurred in the visual arts in the aftermaths of Goupil & Company‘s establishment in New York.
I chart the repercussions of the mid-nineteenth-century intensification in the transatlantic
movement of French prints in American visual culture, and the challenges and possibilities it
presented for American artists working both at home and abroad between 1848 and the end of
the Civil War era. The history of Franco-American artistic exchanges has indeed been dominated
by narratives of artists’ expatriations, and the emergence of Modernism in Paris with its later
migration to and establishment in New York.6 Focusing on the significance of medium-to-
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In this dissertation, I will use both words “transnational” and “international,” but not as equivalents. The adjective
“transnational” reflects the transformations of the nineteenth-century European publishing industry, which
developed collaborations and business operations across national boundaries generally outside of the nation-states’
intervention. It is particularly relevant to the publishing industry since there was no international copyright law
before the later part of the nineteenth-century (1886). This movement occurred, however, as notions of nationality
were becoming increasingly significant to Americans and Europeans alike. The terms “international” and
“cosmopolitan” will thus refer to the manner with which nineteenth-century writers, artists, and audiences
understood or articulated the cultural exchanges that occurred as a result of the circulation of works of art across
national boundaries.
6

This narrative has been central to the framing of American art history as distinct and separate from the history of
modern art. It remains largely dominant in the literature on modern art (see the recent Fernand Léger retrospective
exhibition and catalogue at the Fondation Beyeler in Basel: Delia Ciuha and Raphaël Bouvier eds., Fernand Léger
(Basel: Beyeler Museum AG, 2008)) in spite of the pressures of the past twenty years’ rich revisionist literature
from scholars of modern art such Serge Guilbaut, Michael Leja, and more recently Jody Patterson. See Serge
Guilbaut, How New York Stole the Idea of Modern Art: Abstract Expressionism, Freedom, and the Cold War, trans.
Arthur Goldhammer (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985); Michael Leja, Looking Askance, Skepticism and
American Art from Eakins to Duchamp (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 2004);
Jody Patterson, “Modernism and Murals at the 1939 New York World’s Fair,” American Art 24, no. 2 (Summer
2012): 50-73. This narrative is also pervasive in most studies of nineteenth-century American art, which are
primarily concerned with artist’s expatriations, master/student relationships in Paris, and the rise of Paris as a global
center of the art world. See for instance the recent exhibition catalogue Marian Wardle ed., The Weir Family, 18201920 (Provo UT: Brigham Young University Museum of Art, 2012), or the exhibition catalogue Kathleen Adler et
al. Americans in Paris 1860-1900 (London: National Gallery, 2006). See also Barbara Weinberg, The Lure of Paris:
Nineteenth Century American Artists and their French Teachers (New York: Abbeville Press, 1991), Barbara
Weinberg, The American Pupils of Jean-Léon Gérôme (Fort Worth: Amon Carter Museum, 1984), and Lois Marie
Fink, American Art at the Nineteenth-Century Paris Salons (Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1990).
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medium translation as metaphor for reproduction, and on the circulation and displacement of
images of French and American art rather than artists’ migrations, I recover a forgotten but
crucial aspect of transatlantic exchange, constituted by continuous processes of representation,
integration, and transformation rather than the experiences of rupture and estrangement
highlighted by the story of transatlantic Modernism. My dissertation thus intends to illuminate
the role that a system of transatlantic reproduction and circulation of printed images played on
the development of American artistic culture before the Gilded Age—that is before Americans’
expatriation became a prominent mode of transatlantic exchange.

1. From Imitation to Translation: The Reproduction of the Work of Art in the NineteenthCentury

The early nineteenth century experienced both significant innovations in printing
technology and an important conceptual shift in the critical discourse on the creation and
reception of printed reproductions of works of art in Europe and in America. From the notion of
imitation, which had dominated the early modern literature on engraving, authors on both sides
of the Atlantic adopted the metaphor of translation during the first decades of the nineteenthcentury.7 The adoption of translation as conceptual metaphor for the production of printed
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The significance of the shift to translation in European and American print literature has not received critical
attention. As Stephen Bann explains, Walter Benjamin’s seminal essay, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction,” played an important role in establishing the long prominence of lithography and photography in the
literature on the nineteenth-century. Indeed Bann re-examines the significance of engraved reproductions of works
of art in relation to photography in Parallel Lines. Printmakers, Paintings, and Photographers in NineteenthCentury France (New Haven and London, 2001). This study provides scholars with new elements from which to
rethink nineteenth-century visual culture and its modes of image production characterized by seriality and repeated
images. For Bann, however, the notion of translation represents continuity with early modern practices of
reproduction rather than a new phenomenon: “The well-ingrained notion of burin engraving as translation …
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images thus took hold concurrently with the profound changes that affected the European and
American publishing industries in the nineteenth century, and partook in the broader
transformations that brought into existence the period’s modern visual culture. At the same time,
the conception of printmaking as translation contributed to many a professional engraver’s
exploration of new techniques and to their reception within the aesthetic discourse of intaglio
engraving.8
The technical innovations that affected the industry during the early 1830s included the
development of lithography discovered in 1798 by Alois Senefelder of Munich, and the use of
steel engraving, which had been implemented in America and in Britain for the printing of
banknotes in the early decades of the nineteenth century, before being adapted for illustrated
books. In the United States, where steel engraving reached a high degree of technical excellence
much earlier than lithography due to the inventions of Jacob Perkins, the reproduction of works
of art was first carried out on an industrial scale for the production of American banknotes.9 In
contrast to the copper plate, which would wear after a few hundreds impressions, a steel plate

provided the critic with historically based concepts for the systematic discussion and evaluation of the reproductive
printmaker’s art.” (Bann, Parallel Lines, 150).
8

Henri Delaborde’s article, “La photographie et la gravure, à propos de quelques œuvres d’art photographiées en
1854 et 1855,” for instance, discusses the advantages and disadvantages of hand-drawn or mechanically produced
images for the translation of works of art (Revue des Deux Mondes, seconde période, 2 (March-April 1856): 617638).
9

Perkins (1766-1849) was a prolific inventor, who developed a process for engraving on steel in order to make
counterfeit money nearly impossible. He is also well known for inventing a steel printing technique that allowed the
reproduction of the steel plate itself, a process particularly adapted for the production of banknotes. In 1818, he
moved to England where he established steel engraving for the printing of banknotes. For the importance of the
reproduction of works of art in banknotes in America, see Bernard F. Reilly, Jr., “Translation and Transformation:
The Prints after William Sidney Mount,” in William Sidney Mount, Painter of American Life, ed. Deborah J.
Johnson (New York: American Federation of Arts, 1998), 134-135. For the role of transatlantic exchanges in the
development of American lithography between 1820 and 1860, see Georgia B. Barnhill ed., With a French Accent:
American Lithography to 1860 (Worcester, MA: American Antiquarian Society, 2012).
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enabled many thousands of impressions without deterioration.10 During the 1830s, steel
engraving became essential to the successful industrial production of illustrated annuals and
topographical books, which frequently recycled one another’s illustrations. [Fig. 4, 6] This
industry also contributed to the geographic circulation of images between Europe and America.
If steel enabled an infinitely greater number of impressions of the plate without wear, the
production cost of illustrated publications remained high. The essentially speculative enterprise
of illustrated publishing during the 1830s thus encouraged the most innovative publishers, such
as Rittner & Goupil in Paris, and H. Fisher and Son in London, to establish business alliances
outside national boundaries in order to increase the audiences for their plates or explore various
possibilities for reprints of their engravings. Such publishers were instrumental in the creation of
a transatlantic visual culture characterized by widespread practices of intermedia translation
within and across local, regional, and national boundaries.11
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Various steel engraving techniques were developed in America and Europe throughout the nineteenth century,
including the coating of a copper plate with iron, also referred to as “steel engraving.” See Bamber Gascoigne, How
to Identify Prints. A Complete Guide to Manual and Mechanical Processes from Woodcut to Ink Jet (New York:
Thames and Hudson, 1986), 13. It is difficult to precisely evaluate the average print run for each particular technique
because of the lack of publishing firms’ archival records. The nineteenth-century technical literature on engraving
concurs that steel engraving could produce from 20,000 to an infinite number of fine impressions. The print run
limitations were imposed by an image’s purpose (banknote or book illustration for instance) and its expected market
rather than by the technique itself. See Perrot, Manuel du Graveur ou Traité Complet de l’Art de la Gravure en Tous
Genres (Paris: Librairie Encyclopédique de Roret, 1830), 144; The New American Cyclopaedia: a Popular
Dictionary of General Knowledge (New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1858-63), s.v. “Engraving.”
11

More research is needed on the early nineteenth-century book industry and its role in the transatlantic
dissemination and recycling of printed reproductions of works of art. Despite its largely national focus, James
M’Kenzie-Hall’s dissertation “Embellished Topography and Extended Sale: The Production of 19th Century
Topographical Books with Steel Engravings with Particular Reference to the London Firm of H. Fisher, Son & Co.”
(Ph.D. diss., Nottingham Trent University and Southampton Solent University, 2010) is a thorough study of H.
Fisher, Son & Co. a firm based first in Liverpool and then in London, which was also one of the key actors in the
transatlantic expansion of the illustrated book publishing industry. There are several reference books on American
and European annuals, but they are generally national in scope. (See for instance Ralph Thompson, American
Literary Annuals and Gift Books 1825-1865 (New York: The H. W. Wilson Company, 1936), which only alludes to
the popularity of similar publications in France, England, and Germany. However, a quick look at Edwin Bruce
Kirkham’s Indices to American literary annuals and gift books, 1825-1865 (New Haven: Research Publications,
1975) gives ample evidence of the international dimension of the visual culture published in both American and
European annuals.)
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Beside the invention of steel engraving, lithography, and photography in 1839, artists and
publishers implemented numerous improvements on or alternative to intaglio engraving,
developing in particular a variety of mixed and hybrid processes that combined the strengths of
hand-drawn and mechanically-produced images.12 Photomechanical processes such as
Knoedler’s photolithographs, Goupil & Company‘s photogravures or Disdéri’s gravures
photographiques represent only some of the industrially successful mid-nineteenth-century
hybrid processes in which the photographic image was transferred onto a conventional printing
surface such as a copper plate, stone, and later woodblock, where it was reworked and adapted
for the printing press. The inventiveness of nineteenth-century printmakers was key to the
multiplication of techniques that marked and sustained the transnational expansion of the art
publishing industry during the nineteenth century. For instance, Goupil, Vibert & Company
relied on the transatlantic circulation of mechanically produced images for their publication of a
series of American lithographic portraits. Based on Matthew Brady’s daguerreotypes translated
into lithographs in Paris, Goupil’s American portrait series were distributed on both sides of the
Atlantic. [Fig. 9] Fascinating audiences and allowing for considerably greater production and
circulation of images, nineteenth-century print innovations played a fundamental role in the
emergence of an American modern mass visual culture with a transatlantic dimension.13
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For a discussion of other inventions that the period brought forth, see chapters 22 and 23 of Perrot’s Manuel du
Graveur, 1865 edition and the “Lithography” and “Engraving” articles of the Encyclopaedia Americana: a popular
dictionary of arts, sciences, literature, history, politics and biography brought down to the present time, including a
copious collection of original articles in American biography, on the bases of the seventh edition of the German
Conversations-Lexicon, Francis Lieber, Edward Wigglesworth, and Thomas Gamaliel Bradford eds. (Philadelphia:
Carey, Lea & Carey, 1829-1833, 1847).
13

For a study of translations of photographs into different printing techniques in the United States during the 1840s
and 1850s, see David A. Hanson, “The Beginnings of Photographic Reproduction in the USA,” History of
Photography 12, no. 4 (October-December 1988): 357-376. For the role of mixed and hybrid techniques in the
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Translation: a Modern Metaphor for Engraving

The conceptual change from imitation to translation in the early nineteenth-century
literature on engraving not only signaled an evolving conception of the practice of reproducing
images away from an art of mimetic representation towards an art of communication at a time of
geographic expansion for the art publishing industry. It also corresponded to the concurrent
emergence of a new set of reproduction practices and theoretical reflections on the nature and
role of translation in the intellectual life and culture of the nineteenth-century.
Produced in multiples and easily transportable, reproductive prints had been the preferred
medium for the dissemination of famous works of art since the Renaissance, and had thus played
a critical role in the circulation of artistic designs beyond painters, sculptors, and engravers’
restricted circles of patronage.14 As intaglio engravings, or engravings on metal, came to be
considered the highest form in which a painting could be reproduced, the foremost engraver’s
task became the reproduction of an artist’s design on the copper plate.15 At the same time, the
quality of an engraving was measured in terms of the competence and creativity of the

emergence of American mass visual culture, see Michael Leja, “Fortified Images for the Masses,” Art Journal 70,
no. 4 (Winter 2011): 61-83.
14

This function of the print is key to art historical inquiries concerned with the development of the concept of prints
as works of art, and with prints’ roles in European artistic practices in early modern and modern Europe. See Landau
and Parshall, The Renaissance Print, 1-3, 6, 43-46, 50-65; Pon, Raphael, Dürer, and Marcantonio Raimondi, and
Sarah Cree, “Translating Stone into Paper: Sixteenth-and Seventeenth- Century Prints after the Antique” in Zorach,
Paper Museums.
15

Vasari participated in the establishment of this conception of printmaking with his addition of a chapter
specifically dedicated to Marcantonio Raimondi in the second edition of the Vite (1568): “For Vasari the central role
of the print was not to invent but to reproduce the invenzione and the disegno of another work of art.” (Landau and
Parshall, The Renaissance Print, 103.)
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engraver’s imitation: “Engraving, which only imitates Nature, must follow her in every way,”
explained Abraham Bosse, in what was the most influential treatise in Europe until the end of the
eighteenth century.16 In other words, the critical vocabulary and intellectual framework in which
engravings were evaluated before the nineteenth-century did not differ from those of the other
visual arts, painting and sculpture, which it was its task to reproduce and convey in a new
medium.
The turn towards translation in the European discourse on printmaking first became
apparent during the second half of the eighteen century. In an article on engraving for Diderot
and d’Alembert’s Encylcopedia which otherwise relied heavily on Bosse’s treatise and remained
largely focused on the notion of imitation, artist and critique Claude-Henri Watelet, inserted a
short statement comparing the engraver’s art to the task of a translator. “The engraver is for the
painters whose pictures he imitates, what the translator is for the authors whose works he
interprets … One reads a translation, and one considers an engraving only to get acquainted to
the original authors.”17 Watelet’s brief assertion hints at some of the most significant outcomes of
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After the Renaissance, the most influential treatise on engraving was Abraham Bosse’s Traicté des Manières de
Graver en Taille Douce sur l’Airin, Par le Moyen des Eaux Fortes, et des Vernix Durs & Mols (Paris: 1645), which
analyzed the medium in terms of mimesis: “La Gravure qui n’est qu’une imitation de la Nature doit la suivre dans
tous ses effets.” (Bosse, Traicté des Manières de Graver (Paris: 1745 ed.), 79). Bosse’s treatise was republished in
new and augmented editions in 1701, 1745, and 1758. It was widely influential in Europe: translated and published
in England in William Faithorne’s The Art of Graveing and Etching, wherein is expressed the true Way of Graveing
in Copper; also the Manner of that famous Callot, and M. Bosse, in their several ways of Etching (London: A.
Roper, 1702); and translated in German in 1765 (Die Kunst in Kupfer zu stechen: sowohl vermittelst des
Aetzwassers als mit dem Grabstichel ; insgleichen die sogenannte schwarze Kunst, und wie die KupferdruckerPreße nach ietziger Art zu bauen und die Kupfer abzudrucken sind. Dresden: Gröll, 1765). Despite the technical
additions and aesthetic changes that are reflected in Bosse’s successive editions and translations--in particular the
mid-eighteenth-century predilection for painterly rather than graphic effects--the framing concept of reproductive
engraving remained the notion of imitation. (See Michel Roncerel, “Traités de gravure,” Nouvelles de l’estampe, no.
194 (May-June 2004): 19-27.) Bosse’s 1745 edition formed the basis of Claude-Henri Watelet’s article “engraving”
in Diderot and d’Alembert’s Encyclopedie, which is also one of the first essays to introduce the notion of engraving
as translation.
17

“Le graveur est pour les peintres dont il imite les tableaux, ce que le traducteur est pour les auteurs dont il
interprète les ouvrages; ils doivent l’un & l’autre conserver le caractère de l’original, & se dépouiller de celui qu’ils
ont; ils doivent être des protées: on ne lit une traduction, & l’on ne consulte pour l’ordinaire une gravure, que pour
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the reliance on translation as an explanatory metaphor for printmaking, namely the evaluation of
engraving as a visual language, and the primary focus on the relationship between the print and
its ‘original,’ or between painting and engraving as separate languages, at the expense of a
broader perspective on the engraver’s artistic invention.18 The turn toward translation, which
would become prominent in the aesthetics and practice of engraving in the nineteenth century,
not only set the task of the printmaker apart from that of the other visual artists, it also
circumscribed the questions that engravers and critics could and should address vis-à-vis
printmaking.
For most nineteenth-century engravers and critics, printmaking became conceptualized as
an adaptation of the painter’s brushstrokes into different reproductive media characterized by the
expressive possibilities of lines, dots, tones and ink. The very popular Manuel Roret--otherwise
known as Perrot’s Manuel du Graveur, a book that was used both by artists and collectors
throughout the period, and reviewed in America, popularized Nicolas Ponce’s comprehensive
theory that engraving was not a copy of a painting, but its translation. Because “composition and
line are the only objects that the engraver can translate literally,” Ponce explained in 1826, “the
effect, color, and harmony of a print are the result of the engraver’s genius only. Having only, for
the rendering of all these objects, equivalents that are often insufficient, the engraver must make
up for it by his intelligence, all the more so as painting sometimes only produces its form and
effect through the kinship and variety of colors, and the engraver, who has only black and white,

connoître les auteurs originaux.” Claude-Henri Watelet, “Gravure” in Encyclopédie, ou Dictionnaire raisonné des
sciences, des arts et des métiers, ed. Diderot and d’Alembert (Paris: Briasson, David, Le Breton, and Durand, 1757),
7: 888.
18

This is a point made by Stephen Bann in the chapter “Strangers in Paris” (Bann, Parallel Lines, 127-168).
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has to create the effect and harmony of his print.”19 The linguistic metaphor was common among
nineteenth-century artists and critics alike. The painter Joseph Mallord William Turner also
commented that a good engraving “ought to be a translation of a picture, for the nature of each
art varies so much in the means of expressing the same objects, that lines become the language of
colours.”20 “When [engraving] a painting, the engraver only has black and white at his disposal
for depicting color and thus ceases to be a copyist and becomes a translator,” would Charles
Blanc explain again in 1867, “he truly translates painting’s color through light and shade, and by
making these colors abstract, he only gives their tone.”21
The widely acknowledged linguistic metaphor did not by any means reduce the discourse
on engraving to a general and meaningless trope, but rather anchored artists and amateurs’
arguments about the significance of engraving as a modern practice. While the common
understanding of engraving as an activity similar to literary translation, critics and artists Adam
Bartsch and Giuseppe Longhi promoted antithetical practices of printmaking. In his preface to Le
Peintre Graveur (1803), Bartsch found in the notion of translation a reason to prefer engravings
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“La gravure n’est point une copie de la peinture; elle en est une traduction; ce qui est un peu différent. … La
composition et le trait sont les seules choses que le graveur puisse traduite littéralement ; mais l’effet, la couleur et
l’harmonie d’une estampe tiennent presque toujours à son génie. N’ayant pour rendre tous ces objets que des
équivalents souvent insuffisants, le graveur est obligé d’y suppléer par son intelligence, d’autant mieux, qu’un
tableau n’ayant quelquefois de relief et d’effet que par l’accord et la variété des couleurs, le graveur, qui n’a que le
noir et le blanc, est obligé de créer l’effet et l’harmonie de son estampe. Le graveur habile supplée à la diversité des
couleurs d’un tableau par la variété de son style.” Nicolas Ponce, Mélanges sur les Beaux-arts, 1826, quoted by A.M. Perrot, Manuel du Graveur (1830), 14. Perrot’s Manuel was again published in augmented editions in 1844 and
1865.
20

Quoted by Robert Verhoogt in Art in Reproduction, Nineteenth-Century Prints after Lawrence Alma-Tadema,
Jozef Israëls, and Ary Scheffer (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2007), 59.
21

“S’agit-il d’une peinture, le graveur n’ayant à sa disposition, en ce qui touche la couleur, que du noir et du blanc,
cesse d’être un copiste pour devenir un traducteur. Il traduit vraiment en clair-obscur le coloris du tableau et, faisant
abstraction des teintes, il n’en donne que la valeur.’ Charles Blanc, Grammaire des arts du dessin (Paris : Renouard,
1867), 620 quoted by Ségolène Le Men in “Printmaking as metaphor for translation: Philippe Burty and the Gazette
des Beaux-Arts in the Second Empire” in Art criticism and its institutions in nineteenth-century France, ed. Michael
R. Orwicz (Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press, 1994), 101.
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made by the painters themselves. “A print made by an engraver after a painter’s drawing, can
perfectly be compared to a text translated into a different language. Just as a translation can only
be correct when the translator fathomed out the author’s ideas, a print will never be perfect
unless the engraver has the talent to understand the spirit of the original and thus transmit its
value. … In that respect, prints engraved by the authors, that is, by the painters themselves, are
almost always at advantage to those by engravers.”22 Even though Bartsch’s outlook was--as
Longhi’s work quoted below shows--largely refuted among professional engravers, it had a
profound legacy within nineteenth-century artistic practices and played a significant role in
nurturing numerous painters’ interest--Corot, Delacroix, Degas, Cassatt, and Whistler to name a
few--in various printing techniques.23
Gisueppe Longhi— a well-known engraver himself—writing a couple of decades later
dismissed Bartsch’s point of view as the one of an amateur rather than that of a professional
engraver.24 For Longhi, the worthy engraver was also a master of both painting and engraving,
but he was primarily an artist able to transfer the compositions and style of various painters,
creatively using his own medium while retaining the unique manner of each painter interpreted
in the new medium. The engraver who did not get to understand the manner of the original
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“L’estampe faite par un graveur d’après le dessin d’un peintre peut être parfaitement comparée à un ouvrage
traduit dans une langue différente de celle de l’auteur, et comme une traduction ne peut être exacte que quand le
traducteur s’est pénétré des idées de l’auteur, de même une estampe ne sera jamais parfaite, si le graveur n’a le talent
de saisir l’esprit de son original, et d’en rendre la valeur par les traits de son burin. … A cet égard les estampes
gravées par les auteurs, c’est-à-dire les peintres mêmes, ont presque toujours l’avantage sur celles des graveurs.”
Adam Bartsch, “Preface” in Le Peintre Graveur, (Vienna: 1803), 1: iii,.
23
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See Verhoogt, “The Author of a Reproduction,” in Art in Reproduction, 45-62.

“Perciò le sue riflessioni, quantunque giudiziose, sono più fatte veramente pel pittore incisore, o a meglio dire
dilettante d’intaglio, che per l’incisore di professione.” [Therefore his remarks, though very sensible, mean more to
the painter engraver, or better to the amateur of intaglio, rather than to the professional engraver.] Giuseppe Longhi,
La calcografia propriamente detta: ossia L’arte d’incidere in rame coll’acqua-forte, col bulino e colla punta, vol. 1,
Concernente la teorica dell’arte (Milan: Stamperia Reale, 1830), xviii.
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painter would never rise above imitating himself: “From this mistaken notion [that one does not
need to study the old masters to become a good engraver], one can infer that such engravers
adopt their own style of intaglio, and keep to it, without changes, for the rest of their lives, so
that having seen one print, you have seen them all … Therefore, apart from the different style of
composition of various painters, …, in the actual execution Corregio is confused with
Michelangelo, Raphael with Rubens, Guido with Ribera, Dolci with Rembrandt.”25
Ponce, Longhi, and Turner’s understanding of painting and engraving as visual
languages, together with their insistence on the engraver’s creativity and its source in the very
condition of untranslatability between painting and engraving reflected a new direction in
nineteenth-century theory of translation, which had first emerged towards the end of the
eighteenth century in German literature as a critique of earlier French free translation practices,
and had later spread in France during the 1820s and 1830s.26 The general line of Longhi’s
argument situated him at the opposite end of Bartsch’s thesis, which represented the transcription
in visual terms, of another important but soon highly contested trend in literary translation,
namely the recommendation that the translator made every effort to produce a text such as the
original author would have written, had he been writing in the translated language. Adapted to
the visual arts, the best reproduction was therefore that of the painter himself. What Bartsch did
25
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not take into consideration, and which is at the core of Longhi and Turner’s perspective is a
growing acceptance of and a confidence in a degree of untranslatability between painting and
engravings conceived as languages, and the correlated understanding that transposition from one
language to another involved a creative exploration of the medium of translation itself—that is
the language of engraving, which the professional engraver could best employ and develop in the
exercise of reproduction.

Translation in and outside the study of texts

Translation has become increasingly critical to contemporary reflections on intercultural
encounters, not only on a purely linguistic or literary level, but also as a form of negotiation that
encompasses broader historical, political, and cultural processes. On the one hand, what Finbarr
Flood calls the translation turn in the social sciences has embraced the use of translation as a
conceptual metaphor and a dynamic practice of exchange that accounts for the complex
transformation of cultural forms in processes of circulation, which not only occur between but
also within cultures.27 On the other hand, the recent field of Translation Studies has witnessed its
own cultural turn, with a significant body of research investigating the relationships between
translations and the cultures that produce them, rather than focusing on strictly linguistic
concerns and the transformation of an original text.28
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This scholarship attests to the importance of the early nineteenth-century German writers,
who first articulated a cultural dimension in literary theory of translation, founded on careful
deliberations about the central notion of translatability between languages. Disseminated
throughout Europe, the new concepts and practices of literary translation fostered by the writings
and translations of Johann Heinrich Voss, Friedrich Schleiermacher, Wilhelm von Humboldt,
and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe contributed to the early nineteenth-century literature on
engraving, and its own conceptual shift from imitation to translation. During the late eighteen
and early nineteenth century, a growing body of German literature questioned the assimilating
tendencies of the then dominant eighteen-century French translation practices, and investigated
the power of language and translation to shape thoughts according to linguistic, social, and
cultural structures. Respecting the foreignness of the original language and embracing the
innovative dimension of a degree of untranslatability between languages, Friedrich
Schleiermacher, author of the most theoretical statement of this German critique articulated the
notion that the best translations sought “to impart to the reader the same image, the same
impression that he [the translator] himself received thanks to his knowledge of the original
language of the work as it was written, thus moving the reader to his own position, one in fact
foreign to him.”29 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe and Wilhelm von Humboldt explicitly related
this practice of translation to their own literary creativity, and to the construction of German
national identity: “It is impossible to overstate the importance of the service Klopstock rendered
to the German nation with his first successful treatment of ancient meter or the even greater

66; and the special issue of Translation Studies 2 no. 2 (2009), devoted to cultural translation, in particular Boris
Buden and Stefan Nowotny’s essay “Cultural Translation. An Introduction to the Problem,” 196-219.
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Friedrich Schleiermacher, “On the Different Methods of Translating,” (originally published in 1813), translated by
Susan Bernofsky in Venuti ed., The Translation Studies Reader, 49.
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service of Voss, who may be said to have introduced classical antiquity into the German
language. It is difficult to imagine more powerful and beneficial impact on an already highly
cultivated national culture, and it can be attributed entirely to him.”30 Because of their wide
influence in Europe and the United States, the German Romantic preoccupation with the creative
aspect of translation and its role in the construction of national identity significantly influenced
the evolution of the nineteenth-century critical discourse on engraving, which became much
preoccupied with notions of translatability and cultural enrichment, originally associated with the
communication of a text or an image through translation. “The engraver from paintings is in a
high degree an originator,” explained the American reviewer of Perrot’s Manuel du Graveur.
“We should certainly assign to the translator ... a much higher place than to him, who gives only
a plain but literal version, in prose or in poetry, which bears no stamp of the translator’s own
mind, and adds nothing to the literature of the language.”31 While Nicolas Ponce, Perrot and his
American reviewer saw in the untranslatability between painting and engraving the locus of the
engraver’s artistic inventiveness and artistic achievement, Schleiermacher, Goethe and Humboldt
envisioned translation as a tool of linguistic and cultural enrichment for the nation at large. In
other words, both discourses embraced an element of foreignness between languages in order to
emphasize the creative role of translational activity. Medium to medium and literary translation
were thus conceptualized in the early nineteenth century as processes allowing not only the
communication of masterpieces to the general public but, more importantly, also as tools
inherently constructive of artistic and cultural identity.
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2. Reproduction as Translation in America from the Antebellum Era to the Civil War

The conceptual shift from imitation to translation spread to the United States during the
early decades of the nineteenth-century. European articles and treatises on engraving were
reviewed, commented, and used by American authors, print collectors, and artists throughout the
period. Francis Lieber, Edward Wigglesworth, and Thomas Gamaliel Bradford’s Encyclopaedia
Americana published in Philadelphia in the early 1830s summarized the understanding of the
linguistic metaphor in their article on engraving: “The engraver is to the painter what the
translator is to the author. As it is impossible to give a spirited translation of a work of genius
without a portion of the author’s fire, so it is essential to a good engraver that he should feel and
understand the character of his original, and be initiated into the secrets of drawing, that his copy
may be at once correct and spirited.”32 Ponce’s extensive exposition of the concept of engraving
as translation was reviewed in the United States through Perrot’s manual, and both Bartsch and
Longhi were well-known authors in America.33 From the Encyclopaedia, to reviews of European
publications, the definition of engraving as translation was widely reprinted in the American
popular literature throughout the antebellum era.34
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The definition of the Encyclopaedia Americana was reprinted verbatim in the article “Fine Arts” published in The
Family Magazine; or Monthly Abstract of General Knowledge 6 (1839), May 1: 62. Appleton’s Cyclopaedia also
summarized the general understanding of reproductive engravings as translation: “pictures, from originals drawn it
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Yet, even though the metaphorical understanding of engraving as translation had become
commonplace in American general knowledge by the late 1840s, dissemination, rather than
relationship between original and translation, remained the dominant concern of American
writers. “Perhaps the best way of expressing the relation, which subsists between the two arts
[painting and engraving] would be to call the engraver the herald of the painter.”35 The
conditions of translatability, and the relationship between original and translated image, were a
minor concern for Americans until the late 1840s. A concern for translatability and for the
artist’s accuracy in the engraver’s interpretation of the original into a printed image, in fact,
began to occupy a prominent role in American critical literature after Goupil, Vibert and
Company had opened a branch in New York.
Focusing on the 1849-1850 nation-wide controversy that opposed the American ArtUnion and the International Art-Union—an institution established in New York by William
Schaus and managed by Goupil, Vibert and Company—the first chapter of my dissertation
examines how Goupil’s intervention into the American art world and publishing industry
disrupted the American conception of reproduction as translation. While setting a nativist vision
of an American school of painting against a cosmopolitan model of artistic development, the
debates stirred by the controversy over Goupil’s International Art-Union also revolved around
the means by which national identity was perceived in the visual arts. No longer was national
identity visible solely in the subject of a picture, now the formal treatment of color, line, light,

may be by masters in painting or design, which cannot be transferred line by line to a new surface, even with the aid
of ingenious mechanical devices, unless the copier can enter somewhat into the spirit of the artist, and thus catch the
expression of the work. The relation of the engraver to the painter, as remarked by Allan Cunningham, is that of the
translator to the author.”
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and shade were equally important to its recognition. The “War of the Art-Unions,”—as the New
York Herald called it—was a symptom of Americans’ divided response to the increased contacts
between the American and European art worlds brought about by the transatlantic expansion of
the house of Goupil. Indeed, flooding the American market with reproductive prints largely
produced in Paris at a time when American workshops and publishers could not keep up with
their fast expanding audiences, the prosperous New York branch of Goupil, Vibert and Company
did much more than contributing to the popularity of French painting among the American
middle class.36 William Schaus and later Michel Knoedler, the branch’s New York managers,
also published hundreds of American works of art and commissioned American artists for
pictures to be reproduced in Paris, including among others the leading genre painters of the
antebellum era William Sidney Mount, George Caleb Bingham, and Richard Caton Woodville.
Goupil’s American prints series inflected American art critics’ attention to the formal elements
in the visual arts, and increased Americans’ concerns with the printmaker’s extended knowledge
of the original, and a close relationship between original and translation. The transatlantic
expansion of the French art publishing industry in the antebellum era as a result transformed the
mode of reproduction as translation as it operated in American culture.
The second chapter of my dissertation examines how the American genre painters
reproduced by Goupil, Vibert and Company in Paris utilized and addressed the changing notions
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For instance, Andrew Jackson Downing’s popular volume (it went through nine printings between 1850 and
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of visual translation in America, and the new transatlantic conditions of a work of art’s
reproduction. Looking more closely at the work of George Caleb Bingham, and Richard Caton
Woodville, I show that both artists attended to the translatability of their representation of
American daily life in view of reaching a variety of audiences in Europe and America. While
Bingham attempted to utilize the socio-cultural dimension of visual translation in order reach
national status, Woodville deployed the translatability of painting, engraving, and lithography as
visual languages in order to articulate the significance of American genre scenes in an
increasingly transnational art world.
Bingham’s celebrated paintings of antebellum Missouri have largely been understood as
a unified body of work with unsuccessful national ambitions due in part to the scenes’ strong
regionalism and political content.37 Yet, the painter was thoroughly vested in the reproduction of
his paintings, and the complex system of values ascribed to various media for the reproduction of
works of art in antebellum America. Looking at Bingham’s contribution to the translation of his
paintings as an integral aspect of the painter’s work, this chapter shows that the artist placed the
reproduction’s ability to destabilize a fixed national, regional, or local identity at the core of his
artistic practice. Goupil’s commission for Canvassing for a Vote (1851/52) as a painting to be
reproduced in lithographic print in Paris thus incited Bingham to emphasize the topicality and
political partisanship of this depiction of American frontier life. [Fig. 22] In contrast, the artist
not only spent time and energy in order to obtain the reproduction of County Election (1851/52)
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and County Canvas (1853/54) in large fine mezzotint engravings because he envisioned the
prints as national and historical pictures. [Fig. 26, 29] He also worked closely with the engraver
to implement subtle differences between painting and print in order for the printed images to
transcend the scenes’ regional settings. In other words, Bingham and his engraver saw in the
process of reproduction itself an opportunity for a subtle but well thought-out cultural translation
of a western painting into a national publication.
Woodville’s short career as an expatriate painter first in Germany, and later in Paris and
London, and the artist’s elusive personality—he died at the age of thirty leaving only a handful
of paintings behind, no correspondence, no papers—has driven largely contextual analyses.
These emphasize Woodville’s ambiguous pictorial narratives in relation to significant issues of
antebellum America such as economic change, the Mexican War and Abolitionism.38 My
approach to Woodville focuses on the painter’s engagement with the contemporary print culture
in its translocal and historical dimensions. Woodville was one of the most reproduced American
painters of the antebellum era. During the short span of his career, he gave preference to patrons
connected to large and powerful institutions—the American Art-Union and the house of
Goupil—that not only facilitated the public exhibition of his paintings but also were in a position
to commission and disseminate them in reproduction. As a result, all but one of his genre scenes
were reproduced in the form of engravings or lithographs during his lifetime, and three were
published in Paris. Woodville also produced several works—The Card Players (1846) [fig. 35],
Soldiers’ Experience (1848) [fig. 39], and Old ’76 and Young ’48 (1848) [fig. 42]—in which
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reproductive prints play a significant but ambiguous role. While Woodville’s career and his
works acknowledged the importance the printed reproduction of works of art, I suggest that his
paintings deliberately resisted the engraver’s interpretation beyond the print’s ability of to
convey a sense of the presence of historically and geographically distant artistic achievements
within the quotidian experience of the local. At the same time, I show that Woodville’s pictorial
translations of the graphic language of engravers was central to his own adaptation of the major
themes of seventeenth-century European genre painting to the modern American experience and
were essential to his negotiation of an artistic position in constant flux between European and
American centers and margins. These two examples, I argue, cumulatively demonstrate that the
social and cultural dimensions associated with the notion of reproduction as translation together
with the transformation of the art publishing industry and the transnational publication of
American genre scenes made it possible for American artists to conceptualize the painting and its
reproduction as several versions of a larger work of art directed at various local, national, and
transnational communities, and to envision and situate the representation of American life
outside the narrow confines of a fixed regional or national experience.
Despite the success Goupil & Company obtained in New York, Adolphe Goupil sold the
firm’s New York branch to its manager Michael Knoedler in 1857.39 The store remained
popularly known as Goupil for decades afterwards but its operation had changed. While the now
American firm rarely sent American paintings for reproduction and dissemination in Europe,
Knoedler & Company continued to be Goupil’s primary American outlet, and therefore an
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instrument of the popularity of French art in America. The third chapter of my dissertation
examines the manner in which the American artist Thomas Nast responded to the continuous
prominence of French paintings in reproduction in America during the years following the end of
the Civil War, and how he addressed their predominant dissemination in printed form.40 Probably
the most dominant American cartoonist of all time, Nast was not only a national figure politically
but was also perceived as a complex and aesthetically sophisticated artist. This chapter
investigates the manner in which the metaphorical understanding of engraving as translation
informed Nast’s elaboration of his first large-scale editorial cartoons based on the transformation
of paintings by David, Géricault, Delaroche, and Gérôme. I show that while Nast utilized his
audience’s wide familiarity with French history paintings to comment on national and local
politics, his cartoons were not designed as satire of the American enthusiasm for a foreign visual
culture, neither did they ridicule the French artist’s approaches to historical representation. In
contrast, Nast’s cartoons can be seen as an American translation of European reproduction
practices. Built on the distortion of the conventions of history painting and their juxtaposition
with elements of comic art, the political cartoons emphasized the graphic representation of
Nast’s process of transformation.
Looking at the transatlantic reproduction and circulation of French and American works
of art between the establishment of Goupil in New York in 1848 and their adaptation in Thomas
Nast’s cartoons of the Reconstruction, my dissertation historicizes the notion of translation as it
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was used as a concept metaphor for the adaptation of a work of art in its printed form in
nineteenth-century American culture. I theorize how the transatlantic production, and circulation
of works of art as reproductions constituted a translation of the image with aesthetic, cultural,
and political dimensions. Recent scholarship on translation has opened up to the problem of the
social and cultural roles of translation together with its political meaning. Looking at translation
as an activity that involves identity politics, Lawrence Venuti, Anne Brisset, and Edwin
Gentlzler have explored how various communities have been constituted by translation as social
practice. By dispensing with the binarism of traditional translation theory, and by becoming
cultural, scholars such as Gayatri Spivak, Homi Bhabha and Tejaswini Niranjana have built on
the post-colonial critique of literary theory, and Walter Benjamin’s essay “The Task of the
Translator,” to explore translation’s power to bring about social and political change.41 Bhabha,
in particular, articulates cultural translation as a subversive negotiation linked to but not
necessarily limited by language, and which enables the subject to interrupt historical narratives
or temporal continuity, and bring about something politically new. Both Niranjana and Bhabha
see translation as a potentially disruptive act profoundly intertwined with historical
representation, a process, which is visualized—as I show in the last chapter of this dissertation—
in the work of cartoonist Thomas Nast.
By foregrounding the American approach to reproduction as translation, my dissertation
enriches the broad investigation of transcultural exchanges that have been at the core of the
recent scholarship on American art and extends our understanding of the nineteenth-century
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practices and processes of Euro-American exchanges beyond the tensions between the
recognition of an artistic affiliation and the search for artistic independence. I formulate how
American artists deployed the visual possibilities of translation in relation to the transatlantic
production of engravings not only to address various local, national, and transnational audiences
but also to articulate their own creative practice and mode of expression. Engaging with the
nineteenth-century reproductive print and the critical literature on engraving directed the artists’
attention to the disjunction between form and content inherent in the translation of an image. In
other words, they addressed what Walter Benjamin has described in terms of untranslatability, or
alienation between the content of the original and the form in the translation, thereby bringing
the artist-translator’s agency to the fore.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE HOUSE OF GOUPIL IN NEW YORK (1848-1857): CHANGING
MEANING AND PRACTICES OF REPRODUCTION IN AN INTERCONNECTED
AMERICAN ART WORLD

In 1847, William Schaus, a twenty-six year old young man of German origin, arrived in
New York to create and manage the first foreign branch of the prominent Parisian art dealer and
publisher Goupil, Vibert, and Company.1 Only a few months after his arrival in the city, Schaus
expanded the New York initial whole sale operation into a full art dealing and publishing
business based in a New York gallery and print shop, located in the heart of the city’s
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Four years after his arrival in New York, Schaus severed his ties with Goupil and set up his own successful art
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commercial district, at 289 Broadway. At the end of 1848, Goupil’s New York branch no longer
functioned as solely an importer of European prints and paintings but also invested in American
art. Organizing traveling exhibitions, commissioning, and publishing, in Paris, more than a
hundred American works of art for both European and American audiences, Schaus built a
network of agents and retailers well beyond the city, establishing commercial relations with print
shops and bookstores in the East Coast’s largest cities, in particular in the most important centers
of the American print trade: New York, Philadelphia, and Boston. In order to arrange for a
nation-wide distribution of the firm’s paintings and vast inventory of reproductive prints, the
manager also created the International Art-Union, managed by Goupil, Vibert & Company in
Paris, which successfully expanded the firm’s network of operation to most urban centers of the
Union in less than a year.2 So great was Goupil's expansion into the American art market that its
presence alarmed the American Art-Union, one of the most powerful and ambitious art
institutions of the antebellum era, which launched a nation-wide press campaign against the
Parisian firm’s intervention in American art and visual culture.3
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This chapter investigates the role of Goupil’s American enterprise between 1848 and
1857, when the sale of the New York branch to its manager Michael Knoedler marked the end of
Goupil’s “direct” intervention in the antebellum American art world. After 1857, the store and
gallery remained popularly known as Goupil for decades. Knoedler & Company became
Goupil’s primary American outlet until the 1870s. Yet, what is often considered Goupil’s
American branch after 1857 was in fact an independent structure that only constituted a point of
entry for Goupil’s stock of prints and paintings into the American art market. Goupil’s
contribution to American artistic culture after 1857 was truly the dissemination of French art
through Knoedler and other American art dealers.4 Because most scholarship on nineteenthcentury French and American artistic exchanges focuses on the later part of the century and on
American expatriated artists, the early history of the New York branch of Goupil, Vibert &
Company has remained a marginal episode in the history of antebellum American art, merely
viewed as preparing the terrain for the popularity of French art after the Civil War.5 Between
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Reinterpreting Images of the Frontier, ed. William Truettner (Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press,
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1848 and 1857, however, Goupil’s direct presence in America had a significant impact on
American aesthetics and practices of art reproduction. Looking at the contentious reception of
French paintings and prints during the public debate that swarmed around the American ArtUnion in the fall and winter of 1849, this chapter shows that Goupil’s establishment in New
York altered the American Art-Union’s conception of national artistic culture.6 Because of the
centrality of printed images to both institutions, the “War of the Unions” also affected American
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literature on reproductive prints.7 From a product-oriented approach towards art reproduction,
which prioritized the function of the printed image and its absorption in American visual culture,
to a process-oriented outlook concerned with formal relationships between an original and its
reproduction and with questions of translatability between visual languages, the public debates
published during the controversy transformed the American aesthetics of art reproduction.
Goupil’s transatlantic expansion between 1848 and 1857 thus had a profound impact on
American visual culture, beyond the popularity of French art in America. Goupil’s New York
branch was instrumental in the emergence of new practices of art reproduction and in
Americans’ increased perception of cultural translations at work in the process of reproduction.

1. The “War of the Unions:” A Clash between Two Modes of Artistic Development

In December of 1848, Schaus formed an International Art-Union for “the dissemination
throughout the whole country of a taste for the Fine Arts—those beautiful yet powerful
instruments in the elevation and advancement of national character and public morals and
refinement.”8 The manager must have been inspired by the success of the New York based
American Art-Union when he decided to establish an international version of the American
institution. Not only did he borrow the structure of the popular American Art-Union, but he also
publicized a similar goal to promote national culture through the visual arts.

7

The main role ascribed to Goupil & Company‘s American print series is their marketing role for the company’s
stock of prints to American audiences. See DeCourcy E. McIntosh, “Merchandising America” and “American Genre
Prints.”
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At the time of Schaus’s arrival in the United States, the American Art-Union was
flourishing. After three years of presidency in 1846, William Cullen Bryant paid tribute to the
institution’s accomplishments and looked forward to its future in his final speech as the
organization’s president.9 The institution’s success boosted the president and managers’
confidence and their cultural ambitions. More than three hundred honorary secretaries were
appointed by the American Art-Union, in and outside New York. They promoted the
organization’s membership nationally.10 That year, the institution moved to a new gallery and
office building on 497 Broadway and its annual December lottery was eagerly anticipated and
widely reported. [Fig. 20] Throughout 1848, the influential position of the American Art-Union
was on the rise. The organization with its gallery, nation-wide membership, and its improved
monthly Bulletin could truly claim to hold a significant cultural role for the nation at large.
The International Art-Union’s structure closely followed that respected New York
institution. As with the American Art-Union, and other similar organizations in America, the
International Art-Union offered an annual membership for a five-dollar subscription. Following
the American Art-Union’s system, the International organization had opted for the creation of a
collection of works of art using the funds received from the membership dues and the sale of the
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Union’s catalogue and journal.11 Each member received a copy of the annual engraving, a
reproduction after Claude-Marie Dubufe’s painting, The Prayer, and a chance to receive a prize
in the annual drawing of the collection acquired by Goupil and Vibert on behalf of the
organization’s subscribers.12 The International Art-Union opened and maintained a free gallery
located at 557 Broadway, a few blocks up of that of the American Art-Union. Finally, the
institution’s plan and the growing of its collection was documented in the International ArtUnion Bulletin, a journal that also included artists’ news, discussions about the fine arts, press
releases, the names of new honorary secretaries and members, and the listing of a committee of
reference including New York’s famous literary and artistic personalities such as Washington
Irving and Asher B. Durand.13 Reading the International Art-Union Bulletin provided an
extensive account of the progress of the new institution together with reports and discussions
about artists and the fine arts. The journal was very similar to the Bulletin of the America Art
Union, which had recently been converted from a semi-monthly catalogue listing the purchases
of the American Art-Union into a full-length journal devoted to the fine arts.
Schaus designed the International Art-Union so closely after the American Art-Union,
and the new institution met with such rapid success in and outside New York, that the managers
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Durand had been associated with the Parisian publisher earlier since his engraving after Vanderlyn’s Ariadne had
been published by Rittner and Goupil’s firm in Paris in the early 1840s.
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of the American institution soon saw in Goupil’s new organization a dangerous and illicit
competitor.14 The American Art Union’s Committee of Management launched a wide press
campaign against the International Art-Union that included a series of articles, which tried to
undermine the competing organization’s claims of contribution to American artistic
development. In New York City, several major newspapers devoted a significant space of their
editorial columns to articles about this feud. The Morning Courier and New York Enquirer
together with the New York Tribune eloquently articulated the American Art-Union’s perspective
in a series of articles published early in October of 1849. In contrast, the Home Journal and one
of its editors, Nathaniel Parker Willis, strongly defended Goupil and Company’s enterprise and
remained the champion of the International Art-Union throughout the controversy. The Literary
World, on the other hand, whose editor was also a manager of the American Art-Union and one
of the most important American weekly dedicated to matters of literature and visual arts, revised
its stance several times between 1848 and 1850. Once favorable to Goupil’s New York branch,
the journal later espoused the American Art-Union’s views and associated the Parisian firm and
the International Art-Union with the dissemination of dubious French art. Finally, however, the
editors of the journal lessened its criticism of the Parisian firm’s presence in New York, in
particular after the publications of Alphonse-Léon Noël’s lithograph after William Sidney
Mount’s Music is Contagious and its exhibition at Goupil’s New York Gallery in 1849. [Fig. 16]
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In October of 1849, the New Orleans newspaper The Daily Picayune stated: “for the first three months after their
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During these heated debates, the New York Herald maintained a neutral stand, albeit cynically
reported.
The “War of the Art-Unions,”—as the New York Herald called it—was a major topic of
discussion about the Fine Arts during the fall and winter of 1849–50. Outside of New York City,
all the American Art-Union’s honorary secretaries had been informed of the “private schemes”
of Goupil, Vibert & Company. Afterwards, the American Art-Union’s launched a wide press
campaign.15 Wherever the International Art-Union established a representative—and they had
about one hundred and thirty secretaries located in twenty-one states by the end of December
1849—articles rehearsing the arguments of either one or both parties appeared in local
newspapers. Thus, the debates published in the New York press were also reprinted and further
discussed throughout the country, from New England to the western and southern states of the
Union.16
In appearance, the American Art-Union condemned the propriety of patronizing what
they deemed the fraudulent schemes of a French art dealer’s private enterprise in America. Yet, a
close study of the campaign lead by the American Art-Union reveals that the American
institution struggled with the greater proximity between European and American visual cultures
brought about by Goupil, Vibert & Company’s establishment in New York. Faced with the
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ostensible incursion of a large Parisian art publisher and dealer in the American art world, the
promoters of the American Art-Union were forced to examine the pertinence of their own
organization’s national agenda in an American visual culture, which had been de facto bound to
an expanding transatlantic publishing industry since the 1820s. To counteract the International
Art-Union’s cosmopolitan model of artistic development and its dependence on the transnational
art publishing industry, the managers of the American organization re-imagined a national school
of art founded on the formal expression of national character and experience in the work of art
and its reproduction.

The American Art-Union in 1849: a National Artistic Project under Pressure

While the American Art-Union looked at its future with great optimism at the end of
1848, the newly established International Art-Union rapidly attracted memberships in and out of
New York. Its popularity soon exceeded that of the Philadelphia and Western Art-Unions
combined.17 In a few months, using, and benefiting from the interest in art and fine reproductions
largely developed by the American institution over the 1840s, the International Art-Union had
become the only association seemingly in a position to challenge the New York organization’s
nationalist objectives.
The Committee of Management of the American Art-Union have hitherto
abstained from noticing, in a public manner, the proceedings of Goupil, Vibert &
Co., a print-selling house in Paris, which has lately established an agency in this
country. The Committee presumed that the sagacity of the American people
would penetrate the flimsy pretext of public spirit and benevolence assumed by
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this house, early enough to prevent its operations from injuring the cause of
Native Art. On this account, and notwithstanding an unwarrantable attempt on the
part of these foreigners to tamper with the agents of the Art-Union and enlist them
in their private schemes, the Committee confined their action to the issuing of a
circular letter to the Secretaries, in which the designs of Goupil, Vibert & Co.
were properly exposed. It seems, however, that the private nature of the
speculation of these French merchants is still largely misunderstood. ... It is
therefore necessary, in order both to protect the interests of this Society and the
cause of American Art and Artists, that the facts of the case should be distinctly
stated and extensively circulated.18

The American Art-Union’s campaign against the International Art-Union focused on reporting
what it perceived as Goupil, Vibert & Company’s deceptive enterprise, attacking both the public
character of the new organization, whose managers were at the head of a well-known
commercial firm, and the International Art-Union’s claims of contribution to the cause of
American art. The International organization broadly adopted the ideas expressed by the
promoters of the American institution, so much so that their “Prospectus” and “General Plan”
was all but directly copied from the American Art-Union’s by-laws, in particular its nationalist
stand on artistic development.19
Through its annual publication, the Transactions of the American Art-Union, the
institution had developed and disseminated a political theory of national artistic development
early on. William Cullen Bryant and other managers of the American Art-Union considered art
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Art-Union, 1848, 19; and The International Art-Union Journal 1, no. 9-10 (November 1849): 5. The two unions’
publications were offered free of charge to the institution’s members, and thus contributed to the dissemination of
their arguments.
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not only as a source of national wealth but also, and most importantly, as a national duty vital to
the survival of the Union. The cultivation of the fine arts in America was of utmost importance,
as its “calming and civilizing” influence would ease and soothe political tensions that pervaded
American life: “For if there ever was a people, or a community, that needed the softening,
harmonizing and soothing influence of that which admits not of passionate and selfish devotion,
it is we. Our institutions keep us politically and socially in a state of perpetual excitement and
competition. President-making, and money-getting, together, stir up all that is bitter, sectional, or
personal in us. We want some interests that are larger than purse or party, on which men cannot
take sides, or breed strifes [sic.], or become selfish. Such an interest is Art.”20 The American ArtUnion thus saw itself as a patriotic institution devoted to the promotion of a national school of
art, as a binding force for the country.21 The promotion of an American school of art was the
institution’s explicit goal because it was key to the very existence of the nation at a moment of
growing sectional tensions: “Patriotism, that noblest of sentiments, … is kept alive by art more
than by all the political speeches of the land. … Kings and statesmen have understood how much
national existence depends on national pride and patriotism, and how much those depend on
monuments and mementos of her great dead.”22 As a result, the union’s managers considered
“national character” a central criterion for evaluating the works they purchased for the annual
distribution and for the selection of paintings to be engraved and distributed to the subscribers.
Moreover, they also deemed specific subjects of visual representation particularly worthy
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because of their ability to embody and promote American patriotic sentiments.23 The union’s
Transactions and Bulletin envisioned an American school of art centered on the representation of
the country’s history and the depiction of scenes characteristic of American life such as those
found in the paintings of William Sidney Mount, Francis W. Edmonds, and George Caleb
Bingham. “A clever picture by Bingham, the Missouri Artist, has been added to the purchases
since our last publication. One or two other works by him will probably be upon exhibition
during the present month, and attract much attention by the fidelity of their representations of
Western life and manners. Most of our readers may remember that ‘The Jolly Flat Boatmen,’
which was engraved for the subscribers of 1847, as well as the ‘Raftsmen Playing Cards,’ and
the ‘Stump Orator,’ which were included in the late distributions, and greatly admired, were
from the easel of this artist. All these works are thoroughly American in the subjects, and could
never have been painted by one who was not perfectly familiar with the scenes they represent. It
was this striking nationality of character … which first interested the Art-Union in these
productions.”24 [Fig. 21, 31] The annual engravings commissioned by the union also expressed
the officers’ predilection for national subjects with, up to 1848, nine commissions out of twelve
representing episodes of American history, American literature or scenes of American daily
life.25
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General Marion in his Swamp Encampment Inviting a British Officer to Dinner, painted by John White, engraved
by John Sartain (New York: Apollo Association, 1840); Farmers Nooning, Painted by W. S. Mount, Engraved by
Alfred Jones (New York: Apollo Association, 1843); Sparking, Painted by F. W. Edmonds, Engraved by Alfred
Jones (New York: American Art Union, 1844); Escape of Captain Wharton, drawn by T. F. Hoppin, engraved by J.
F. E. Prudhomme (New York: American Art-Union, 1844); The Capture of Major Andre, painted by Asher B.
Durand, figures engraved by Alfred Jones, landscape by Smillie and Hinshelwood (New York: Geo. S. Appleton for
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Paradoxically, the Transactions and Bulletin of the American Art-Union and the publicity
given to the union’s annual engravings during the 1840s had encouraged and sustained critical
discussions on reproductive prints, and thus contributed to the enthusiastic reception of the
collection of reproductive prints available at Goupil and Vibert’s newly opened branch in 1848.
“Amongst the most useful establishments of foreign importation for the propagation of the taste
for fine arts,” wrote the New York Herald shortly after the opening of Goupil & Vibert’s New
York branch, “we must mention the celebrated print house from Paris, of M.M. Goupil & Vibert,
whose agent, Mr. Schaus, has opened in Broadway, No. 289, Lafarge Building, a branch which
has already met with great success. ... All the celebrated painters have been reproduced by MM.
Goupil & Vibert, and we admired there the Christus Consolator, by Schaeffer [sic.], the Pilgrims
at Rome, Charles I insulted by Cromwell’s soldiers, Lord Strafford, the Children of Edward after
Delaroche.”26 In its campaign against the International Art-Union, the managers of the American
organization needed to counteract both the popularity of Goupil’s New York print shop and
gallery, and the new institution with its alleged national program.
The promotional campaign of Goupil’s International Art-Union only loosely emulated the
rhetorical discourse about art, refinement and nationality that had been at the core of the
American Art-Union since its inception. Leaving aside its political agenda, Goupil and Vibert’s
rhetoric recuperated the notion that in order to grow in national character, a people needed a
national school of art. However, the International Art-Union’s prospectus also claimed that
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national artistic excellence emerged from the cultural exchanges enabled not only by artists’s
encounters, but even more so by the movement of images across geographic boundaries: “One of
the principal means which has placed the modern school in a position so enviable has been the
constant interchange of the works of different artists and different countries. … Artists and their
works are constantly moving from one country to another, and thus prejudices gradually lose
themselves, and old and long-seated antipathies are made eventually to contribute to a wide and
beautiful harmony.”27 Combining the circulation of images and artists across national boundaries
together with a loose universalism and national artistic progress towards excellence, the
discourse of the International Art-Union promoted what can be called a cosmopolitan model of
national artistic development. Rather than the pressing political concerns behind the American
Art-Union’s commitment to the creation of a national art, the International Art-Union’s
seemingly paradoxical mix of cosmopolitanism and nationalism could be seen as merely
expedient. This was certainly the point of view of the American Art-Union’s Committee of
Management. Nevertheless, Goupil, Vibert & Company’s New York branch together with the
International Art-Union also presented an alternate notion and practice for the development of a
national school of art where, instead of representing a coherent vision of national culture, the
significance of individual works of American art was envisioned both in national terms and in
relation to an expanding art world actually witnessing more and more circulation of images in
reproduction within and across national boundaries. Despite its internal contradictions, Goupil’s
approach was in fact rooted in the profound transformations affecting the art publishing industry
at mid-century.
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Goupil, Vibert & Company’s Publishing Practices
Accommodating Formal and Cultural (Un)Translatability in a Transnational Art
Publishing Industry

The International Art-Union’s discourse of “cosmopolitan nationalism” was tied to the
history and reproduction practices of its founding publishing house, whose commercial and
artistic success since its creation in the 1820s had been based on collaborations between artists,
printers, and publishers across national boundaries.28 The Parisian firm pioneered a broad
expansion for the nineteenth-century European and American art publishing industry, and new
publishing practices that often depended on indirect relations between artists, engravers, and
printers geographically distant with one another and on the extended circulation of paintings and
reproductive images.
The early history of the house of Goupil indisputably shows that the sale and publication
of their pictures developed on a transnational scale. Joseph-Henry Rittner (1802-1840), the
firm’s founding partner had established the first business in Paris with financial back up from a
Swiss publisher.29 Given his aspiration for an international business, Rittner invited Adolphe
Goupil to join him in 1829. Together the two men registered the company in Paris with the
explicit purpose of carrying business to “all countries wherever located, notably France,
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England, and Germany.”30 During the 1830s, Rittner & Goupil remained successful largely
because of Rittner’s experience and contacts with a cosmopolitan world of artists and publishers
working in all the important European publishing centers of the nineteenth-century.31 The
publishers invested together with numerous other European and American firms in the broad
popularity of lavishly illustrated topographical books and annuals, such as the 1833 Fisher’s
Drawing Room Scrap Book, which was concurrently published by Fisher, Fisher, and Jackson in
London; Jackson in New York; Asher in Berlin and Saint Petersburg; and Rittner and Goupil in
Paris.32 A series of evidence also attests to Goupil’s early involvement in transnational
publishing of fine reproductive prints. Goupil signed agreements with Sachse in Berlin and
Ackerman & Company in London. The latter was not Goupil’s only collaborator in England
since Goupil’s publication of Auguste Blanchard’s engraving after Delaroche’s The Saviour was
printed in London directly from Gambart & Junin’s firm on Berners Street in 1846.33 One much
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The Minutier central des Archives de Paris records the purpose of the company as such: “contracter tous marchés
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Maison Goupil in the Age of Romanticism,” The British Art Journal 5, no. 1 (summer 2004): 64-76.
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abécédaire en énigme, which was published in London by Charles Tilt, in Paris by Rittner and Goupil, and in New
York by Bailly, Ward and Company.
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Belgium born, Ernest Gambart had in fact first worked for Goupil in Paris before moving to London in 1840 as
Goupil’s agent. (Jeremy Mass, Gambart, Prince of the Victorian Art World (London: Barrie & Jenkins Ldt., 1975),
35.) Soon, Gambart opened his own business as an art publisher and dealer in London. Goupil and Gambart
remained close collaborators in numerous publishing ventures--such as the 1855 reproduction of Richard Caton
Woodville’s A Sailor’s Wedding, a lithograph published concurrently in France, England, Germany and the United
States. (The reproduction of Woodville’s A Sailor’s Wedding will be further examined in chapter two.) Like many
other engravers, Auguste Blanchard worked for publishers outside of France as well. He later engraved the
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rehearsed example of Goupil’s early transatlantic collaborations is his partnership with Asher B.
Durand on the reproduction of Vanderlyn’s Ariadne.34 [Fig. 3] The collaboration likely began
when Durand visited Goupil & Vibert’s shop in Paris, suggesting that the Parisian firm’s
reputation as an international publisher of fine prints had already reached the New York art
world in the early 1840s.35 The Durand collaboration with Goupil was probably one of the firm’s
early transatlantic investments in the publication of a fine engraving but certainly not the only
one. Goupil partnered with the New York print sellers and publishers Bailly, Ward and
Company, who were probably Goupil’s most important American collaborators until the 1840s.36
Numerous fine engravings published by Goupil also circulated in the United States in the 1840s,
where they were further translated by American engravers for various publications such as
annuals, and popular religious illustrated volumes. Ary Scheffer, Horace Vernet, and Paul
Delaroche’s compositions appeared regularly in small engravings published in Boston,

reproduction after William Holman Hunt’s Finding the Saviour in the Temple, published by Ernest Gambart.
(Robert Verhoogt, Art in Reproduction, Nineteenth-Century Prints after Lawrence Alma-Tadema, Jozef Israëls, and
Ary Scheffer (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2007), 185-186.)
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on several of Durand’s engravings.
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“After Breakfast, accompanied by Mr. Boilly, call’d on Mr. Ritner [sic.], printseller in the Bvd des Italiens, with a
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Fonds de Goupil et Vibert, Editeurs d’estampes et Commissionaires à Paris. (Paris: Goupil et Cie., n.d.). Goupil &
Company inherited the plate from Vibert’s earlier investment in Jean-Pierre Marie Jazet’s plates, and published a
second aquatint by Alexandre Jazet in 1848.
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Between 1825 and 1835, a significant number of lithographs were printed in Paris with the names of Goupil &
Rittner, Paris together with that of Bailly & Ward, New York, showing that the prints were intended for both
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Philadelphia, and New York.37 [Fig. 5-6] For instance, Blanchard’s engraving after Delaroche’s
Jesus Christ evoked earlier—number 20 in the Goupil & Company catalogue—was translated by
Philadelphia engraver John Sartain for Rufus W. Griswold’s popular Scenes in the Life of the
Savior by the Poets and Painters even before Goupil & Vibert had printed their own plate
outside of Paris, in London from Gambart & Junin’s firm. [Fig. 4] The Philadelphia publishers
Lindsay & Blakiston further produced a cheaper edition of Griswold’s book with wood
engravings after Sartain’s mezzotints, including Delaroche’s image, which therefore circulated
quite widely, three times translated from the original work of art, long before Goupil’s
establishment in New York.38
Rittner, Goupil, and later Théodore Vibert, consistently agreed on the need to expand
their network for the purchase, publication, and dissemination of paintings and prints across
national boundaries. Even at the time of the sale of the American branch to its manager, the
business correspondence between Adolphe Goupil and Michael Knoedler plainly demonstrates
that Goupil conceived of the house as a Paris-based firm active in several countries at once:
“Without a doubt,” reminded Adolphe Goupil to Knoedler, “if an American were here with our
means of action and used them only for the profit of the New York house, he could close sooner
than we, but you must make allowance for the multiplicity of our operations. We have business
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American reproductions of Delaroche’s paintings can be found in The Token and Atlantic Souvenir: A Christmas
and New Year’s Present ed. S. G. Goodrich (Boston: Gray and Bowen, 1833); Friendship’s Offering: a Christmas,
New Year, and birthday present for 1849 (Boston: Philips and Sampson, 1848); The Gift of Friendship: a token of
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with the all Continent, retail business, relations with artists, printing houses, and many things.”39
From this perspective, William Schaus’s early advertisement in New York, of the firm’s interest
in the publication of local works of art should not only be seen as a marketing strategy for the
publisher’s French prints, but rather reflecting the company’s continuous interest in expanding
the possibilities of transnational collaborations in the publication of works of art.40 Indeed,
Goupil bought and sold works of art from artists working in all the important artistic centers in
Europe--including from American artists between 1848 and 1857--and thus participated in the
circulation European and American images on both sides of the Atlantic.41 The firm’s New York
branch and its publishing practices thus not only contributed to the circulation, in America, of art
works and reproductions from French, German, British, Belgium, Swiss, and American artists—
a scope far greater than merely extending the sole circulation of French prints, and paintings
abroad--they also implemented transnational collaborations between painters, printmakers, and
printers. Using their connections in Europe and America, the house of Goupil fostered alliances
between artists, printers, and publishers across national boundaries at the level of the production
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Archival box 646. RG 21. Entry 56.) National Archives and Records Administration. New York City.) All English
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For example, the German artist Christian Schultz, who lithographed Woodville’s A Sailor’s Wedding published by
Goupil and Gambart also worked with the Arundel Society in London, and with publishers in Russia. See the
lithographic portrait printed in Paris, titled His Emperor's Highness Great Count Nikolay Nikolayevich by C.
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books in the Dieterle family records of French art galleries, 1846-1986 (Series I. Goupil & Cie, 1846-1879, Getty
Research Institute Research Library) shows Goupil’s purchases throughout. During the period under consideration
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After 1857, no American artist living in America appears in the company’s stock books.
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of images rather than looked for audiences for French or European works of art and their
Parisian-made reproductions abroad. Goupil and Company’s expansion fostered the production
of a visual culture that transcended national boundaries.
Once Goupil, Vibert & Company founded their New York office, opportunities for the
reproduction of American works of art in Paris and their dissemination in Europe multiplied.
Within a few months of his arrival in the city, Schaus advertised his intention to publish
American artists in the press, established contact with one of New York’s most celebrated genre
painters William Sidney Mount, and secured the publication of a large series of American views
by a German-born landscape painter, Augustus Kollner [Fig. 10].42 Schaus’s first selection of
William Sidney Mount’s pair The Power of Music and Dance of the Haymakers for reproduction
was certainly both a personal choice, and a strategic one.43 [Fig. 12, 15] New York’s art critics
considered Mount as America’s most national artist, and boasted that the painter’s reputation had
crossed the Atlantic: “W. S. Mount, a New York artist, … is unapproachable in his pictures of
American country life: his favorite subjects are, country boys, Negro fiddlers, bar-room scenes,
and rustic dances. … His figures have the utmost intensity of nationality and individuality, and
his simple story is always told with unerring truth.”44 Schaus’s announcement of the choice of
Mount for Goupil, Vibert & Company’s publication, his advertisement of the print published in
national term, and his inclusion of numerous copies of the Power of Music and Music is
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On Kollner and Goupil & Company’s publications, see McIntosh, “Merchandising America,” and John W. Reps,
Views and Viewmakers of Urban America: Lithographs of Towns and Cities in the United States and Canada, Notes
of the Artists, and Publishers, and a Union Catalogue of Their Work, 1825-1925 (Columbia, MO: University of
Missouri Press, 1984).
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The Force of Music was exhibited at the National Academy of Music in 1847. The painting received its new title
The Power of Music from Schaus because of its association with Wordsworth’s poem.
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London Art Journal reprinted in Literary World, June 5, 1847, 517. This review was published around the time of
Schaus’s arrival in New York.
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Contagious in the collection of the International Art-Union were interpreted as a desire of
“americanization” on the part of the Parisian firm. “The well-known publisher of engraving,
Goupil, Vibert & Company, who seem desirous to identify themselves, in some measure, with
American art,” claimed the Literary World, “will engrave, during the present year, Mount’s
picture, ‘The Force of Music,’ which those who visited the Academy Exhibition last season will
remember with pleasure. We hope this will be a commencement to further engravings of pictures
by our artists, thus creating a reputation for them abroad.”45 Goupil’s New York manager also
became close friends with the artist, and their association was a long and productive one,
resulting in the publication of several of the painter’s genre scenes such as Catching Rabbits!,
and Coming to the Point, and in the commission of works of art specifically for reproduction.46
[Fig. 18] Schaus appreciated not only the poetic and narrative qualities of Mount’s painting-qualities to be found in many of contemporary Goupil publications--but also the painter’s
national stature in the New York art world.47
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Literary World, “Items of Art,” April 22, 1848, 228. In June, the same journal repeated: “We briefly alluded, a
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“Perhaps the most purely original and characteristic of all the painters that America has produced, is Mount.” See
Broadway Journal, “The Fine Arts,” January 18, 1845, 36.
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At the same time as he concerned himself with a nationalist agenda of publishing
American subjects, Schaus also found ways to shape his publications for a transatlantic audience.
For example, Kollner’s series of American views can be seen as a direct transatlantic extension
of Goupil’s investment in the widespread popularity of topographical views in Europe. Such
series were also very popular in America, where they had dominated the American production of
high quality engravings during the 1820s and 30s.48 The Kollner’s portfolio was thus both an
addition to the extensive production of picturesque “tours” in the company’s catalogue, and a
transatlantic collaboration for the publication of another popular series of American views in the
antebellum era.49 The American series of lithographs and engravings published by Goupil in
Paris, New York, London, and Berlin between 1848 and 1855 also manifested the FrancoAmerican cooperation between painters, lithographers, and engravers developed in the
production of prints. Goupil’s reproduction American paintings were indeed brought to French,
American, British, and German audiences owing to the firm’s close ties with other European
markets.
Goupil’s American print series and their concurrent distribution in Europe and the United
States at mid-century reflected the publishers’ trust in shared aesthetic values among the middle
classes of Europe and America beyond national boundaries.50 This notion was central to Schaus
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“Agreements and friendly connections give us the choice among the works of all the eminent artists, and that
preference, which we know how to appreciate, is the best guarantee for our efforts,” stated Goupil and Vibert in
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and the partners’ projected role for the International Art-Union in the United States, and was
reflected in the apparent paradox between cosmopolitanism and nationalism at the core of the
institution’s public statements. The tension between the notion that an image could appeal to
audiences no matter their nationality and the recognition of the significance of local and national
differences was formally manifest in Goupil, Vibert & Company’s reproduction processes.
On the one hand, the firm’s practice of selling luxury hand-colored versions of
reproductive prints, which often used gum Arabic, encouraged a perception of a printed
reproduction as a substitute for a painting. A colored print enhanced with gum Arabic was best
seen on the wall rather than in a portfolio because the areas covered with gum were highly
reflective. Gum Arabic conveyed rich and vibrant colors closer to oil painting when the print was
hung on the wall, but made the image rather difficult to grasp as a whole if observed on a flat
surface. The firm’s commercial promotion of reproductive prints as cheaper but worthy
equivalents to the original paintings suggested that visual languages—whether painting, line or
mezzotint engraving, or lithography—could be completely translated. This view strongly
contrasted with the contemporary theory of engraving in literary and artistic circles, which
emphasized an element of untranslatability between the languages of paintings and engravings
and, more to the point, conceived of the untranslatability between the visual languages as the
very source of the engraving’s artistic value.51

their preface to the Catalogue Général dated Paris, 1846, which was republished in French, English, German, and
Spanish--with slight differences between each version--as an introduction to the firm’s new catalogue in 1864. “We
correspond with the principal houses all over the world, and we send our goods to all countries. We always keep a
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on advantageous terms.” (ibid. n. p.)
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See also Pierre-Lin Renié, Une Image sur un mur. Images et décoration intérieure au XIXe siècle (Bordeaux:
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On the other hand, Goupil & Company realized that medium specificity mattered.
Moreover, the publisher acknowledged that a certain element of cultural transformation was at
work in the process of visual translation itself. Thus they attempted to combine or reconcile their
aesthetic conception of reproduction as the creation of an equivalent to the original together with
their conscious recognition that national differences did matter for the reception of a picture. As
is readily apparent in their American series published between 1848 and 1855, the firm carefully
chose subjects for reproduction and employed editing practices to mediate cultural and material
specificity.
Goupil published several of George Caleb Bingham’s scenes of life in Missouri,
including one of his famous river paintings titled In a Quandary, a close repetition of Raftsmen
Playing Cards, which was bought and exhibited by the American Art-Union in 1847. [Fig. 31,
32] Bingham’s images of the American west were popular with the New York institution
because of their perceived national character. In Paris, three of Bingham’s Missouri paintings--In
a Quandary, Canvassing for a Vote, a variation after The Country Politicians, and The
Emigration of Daniel Boone and His Family, one of Bingham’s ambitious historical works--were
lithographed by Claude Régnier, an artist who contributed many prints to the company’s
output.52 [Fig. 19, 22-24] In France, Bingham’s paintings represented a specific area of the
American west—a region otherwise associated with Catlin’s Indian Gallery seen with great
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Goupil & Company also published two of the three paintings of Bingham’s Election series, The County Election,
and Stump Speech as mezzotints by John Sartain of Philadelphia and by Gautier of Paris. These two reproductions
will be further discussed in chapter two. Bingham commissioned Sartain for the reproduction of County Canvass in
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Bingham offered a commission for the reproduction of the third painting to a German lithographer, but the print was
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interest in 1845-46 in Paris. The Missouri and Mississippi valleys were familiar to the French
public because of their historical association with former French settlements.53 Bingham’s
paintings, though, were very different from the representations of Catlin or from the French
paintings inspired by early nineteenth-century romantic literature such as George Sand’s Les
Mississipiens, which evoked earlier French communities in the Mississippi valley.54 Rarely
depicting Native Americans or African slaves, Bingham was primarily interested in tracing the
settlers’ role in western expansion and in picturing the progress of American civilization and
institutions in the west.55
In contrast, Woodville and Mount’s genre scenes published by the house of Goupil
represented longer-settled areas of the United States. Mount’s favorite subjects were the
everyday life of the Long Island communities of Stony Brook and Setauket. One of the oldest
settlements on the East Coast, Long Island remained a primarily rural and agricultural region
during the nineteenth century, an area well connected to New York City by railroads and ferries.
Mount’s genre paintings published by Goupil in Paris included a pair of contrasting scenes of
Long Islanders enjoying music, a picture of young boys trapping rabbits, and a political painting

See George Sand, Les Mississipiens (Paris: Magen et Comon, 1840) originally published in the Revue des Deux
Mondes in 1840; Gabriel Ferry, “Les Squatters,” Revue des Deux Mondes, nouvelle période, première série, 2
(April-June 1849): 5-40; Philarète Chasles, “Evangéline, Histoire Acadienne,” Revue des Deux Mondes, nouvelle
série, 2 (April-June 1849): 134-145.
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American Lithography to 1860, 65-82, ed. Georgia B. Barnhill (Worcester: American Antiquarian Society, 2012),
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representing two men conferring about the news written in the New York Herald newspaper
[fig. 17]. The three Woodville paintings published by Goupil & Company depicted interior
scenes in American urban settings. The first to be reproduced in Paris, Politics in an OysterHouse [fig. 44], represented two men sitting in a booth. A feature of New York and Baltimore,
oyster cellars or houses were described by several European travelers to the United States, but
rarely depicted in painting.56 Waiting for the Stage transposed the motif frequently seen in
seventeenth-century Dutch paintings depicting card games with cardsharps to a contemporary
American setting. Finally, A Sailor’s Wedding depicted a magistrate’s meal being interrupted by
a wedding party consisting of a sailor and his bride, their witness, and the bride’s parents,
followed by a small crowd trying to glimpse the scene from the entrance door. [Fig. 48, 49]
The publishers regularly changed the titles of paintings when they were translated into
prints.57 Goupil & Company’s titles noticeably altered the pictures’ meanings. At times, the
translation called attention to a picture’s various degrees of significance and increased its ability
to reach audiences across geographic boundaries by adapting the painting’s iconography to a
local contemporary context or by reinforcing an already present connection with a well-known
European school of painting. At other times, the new title narrowed a picture’s implications and
in doing so contributed to strengthening contemporary French stereotypes of Americans and
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American society. For example, Goupil & Company’s translations of Woodville’s titles
reasserted the connection between his themes and seventeenth-century Dutch paintings.58
Woodville’s Politics in an Oyster-House was translated in French as Les politiques au cabaret
(roughly equivalent to Politics at the Tavern). [Fig. 43] The word cabaret in French conveyed a
wide range of past and present associations. Historically and artistically, the cabaret evoked the
numerous scenes of drunkards in taverns of celebrated early seventeenth-century Haarlem
painters such as Frans Hals, Adriean Brouwer, and Adriean van Ostade.59 Literally translated into
French, Woodville’s Politics in an Oyster-House would not have carried the ambiguous and
questionable connotation of the American cellars where people could drink and eat oysters until
late in the night. Oyster cellars were indeed considered dangerous, and a tantalizing source of
depravation for the youth, as noted by George W. Burnap.60 In association with modern Parisian
life, the translation of oyster-house into cabaret rendered American oyster-houses equivalent to
contemporary Parisian cabarets, which were essentially places for the consumption of alcohol.
The cabaret, even if not quite the equivalent of the American oyster cellar, did convey its
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dubious quality, together with another set of contemporary connotations of lower- and lowermiddle class drinking habits, violence, and prostitution.61
A title’s transformation could also inflect the painting’s meaning in the opposite manner.
The most obvious example is perhaps the conversion of Woodville’s Sailor’s Wedding into Un
mariage civil aux Etats-Unis (which reads as A Civil Marriage in the United States). [Fig. 50]
Most probably commissioned by Goupil in 1851, the painting entered the art dealer’s stock book
in June 1852 and was then entrusted to Claude Thielley for its lithographic reproduction.62 The
print was included in Etudes de Mœurs, a series of lightly satirical images of social manners and
customs marketed for an international audience. In New York, A Sailor’s Wedding specifically
represented “the office of Justice-of-the Peace in Baltimore.”63 In the Goupil catalog, the print’s
new title redefined Woodville’s representation of a local and class-specific ceremony as a
national custom. The new association between iconography and title narrowed the picture’s
meaning to the pictorial description of two of the major emerging stereotypes of American
society, its lack of formality and its constant rush—even in such matters as matrimony. While
some of Goupil’s French titles successfully facilitated transcultural understanding, others failed
to convey the meaning intended by the original artist.
Goupil & Vibert’s various promotion methods for the commercialization of their pictures
depended on the country where the pictures were supposed to be sold, further attesting to the
firm’s consciousness that cultural adaptation was needed in order for a picture to speak to
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different audiences. Whereas all the reproductions after Mount, Bingham, and Woodville’s
paintings were advertised and sold individually—each as a national masterpiece—in Goupil’s
American catalogue, the commercialization of the same pictures in France clearly placed the
three artists’ work within an analytical framework developed in contemporary French accounts
of American civilization and society. For instance, a large advertisement for the firm in an
American publication, announced that Goupil, Vibert & Company were “now preparing some of
the most interesting national publications ever issued in this country. ” In larger font, the firm’s
advertisement emphasized the imminent publications of Léon Noel’s lithograph after The Power
of Music. “The print, ‘Power of Music,’ after the popular Picture by W. S. Mount. Esq., [would]
positively be Published on December 10th.”64 In contrast, Goupil & Company’s eighth
supplement to the French catalog of 1852 recommended Mount’s Music Is Contagious as a
pendant to Régnier’s lithograph of Bingham’s In a Quandary and Schultz’s print after
Woodville’s Cornered!
Since its foundation, the house of Goupil had been reproducing pendant pictures and
creating new pairs and groupings between works of art by presenting some prints as “pendants”
or “companion pictures” to older publications in order to increase a new image’s commercial
appeal. The firm generally paired prints after two paintings by the same artist or prints closely
related by subject.65 The Mount-Woodville-Bingham trio, however, was a relatively unusual
grouping. [Fig. 51] Indeed, the three American prints after Music Is Contagious, In a Quandary,
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Literary World, October 28, 1848, 778.

For instance, Ary Scheffer’s Christus Remunerator (no. 1725 in the Goupil catalog) was listed as a pendant to
Scheffer’s Christus Consolator (no. 25 in the catalog) and Bridoux’s engraving after Raphael’s Madonna of the
Candelabra (called La Vierge aux candelabres, no. 15 in the 1841 catalog) was listed as a pendant to the engraving
of Raphael’s Madonna della Sedia by the famous German-Italian engraver Raphael Morghen. Goupil also grouped
closely related topics, such as Jazet’s reproductions after Marie-Nicolas Ponce-Camus’s Napoleon Meditating in
Front of the Tomb of Frederick II of Prussia and Horace Vernet’s Children of Paris at Witepski.
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and Cornered! did not share artistic authorship, a formal relationship, or a specific topic.
Granted, Bingham and Woodville’s pictures could have been seen as a likely pair of two
contrasting scenes of men playing cards, yet there are important differences between the two
works. In a Quandary—a pyramidal composition of two men amicably playing cards on a raft
slowly moving down the peaceful river in the wilderness—presents an idealized view of
Mississippi and Missouri boatmen. Even though some scholars have seen dark overtones in
Bingham’s In a Quandary, in particular when contrasted to his earlier river paintings such as The
Jolly Flatboatmen, the congenial camaraderie between the two boatmen playing cards and their
companions still offered a great contrast with the predominant stereotypes about western
boatmen found in Europe and the United States. Europeans and Easterners in the United States
alike widely held Mississippi boatmen to be unruly, boisterous, and drunkards.66 Bingham’s
painting, emptied of any threatening elements--a similar boat in the background is the only trace
of human activity in the painting--depicted a flatboat continuing its course in a peaceful manner,
without much effort from its crew. The stability and clarity of the composition, together with its
atmosphere of nonchalance and comradeship, could have been set in opposition to the ambiguous
setting of Woodville’s painting. In a cramped stagecoach waiting room, three strangers pass the
time playing cards and deceiving one another, while a fourth character spies on them through the
66

For example, an 1848 French émigré recalled his Mississippi voyage on a steamboat shared with numerous
flatboat men: “At the lower deck of the boat, a few hundreds of flatboat men, now simple passengers on the steamer,
were packed in a small space—cooking, singing, and drinking. … Sometimes, an unexpected movement prevailed
over the boat: it was either the boatmen interrupting their singing and cooking in order to load the wood piled on the
riverbank or our ship meeting a series of boats going down the river. The boatmen then vociferated such hurrahs as
to awake formidable echoes in the deep neighboring forests.” (“A l’étage inférieur du bateau, quelques centaines de
mariniers des flat boats, devenus simples passagers sur le steamer, faisaient leur cuisine, chantaient, buvaient,
entassés dans un étroit espace. … Parfois un mouvement inusité régnait à bord: c’était quand les mariniers passagers
interrompaient leurs chants ou leur cuisine pour aller charger à terre les bois empilés sur la rive, ou quand notre
bâtiment rencontrait des trains de bateaux redescendant le cours du fleuve. Alors les bateliers échangeaient entre eux
des hourras qui allaient réveiller au fond des forêts voisines des échos formidables.”), Ferry, “Les Squatters,” 10-11.
For American opinions, see Michael Edward Shapiro et al., George Caleb Bingham (New York: The Saint Louis Art
Museum in association with Harry N. Abrams, 1990), 130.
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back window.67 By adding Mount’s Music Is Contagious to the Woodville-Bingham pair,
however, Goupil & Company not only dismissed the potential Bingham-Woodville pair, but also
invalidated the established relationship between Mount’s Music Is Contagious and his Power of
Music. Mount had conceived Dance of the Haymakers and The Force of Music as a pair, and
Goupil & Company had adapted both titles (to Music Is Contagious and The Power of Music)
and published both reproductions as pendants in America.68 The publisher’s decision to alter an
existing pair in the French catalog and create a new grouping of three pictures indicates that a
strong connection was seen between a representation of a raft going down the Mississippi River,
a group of Long Island farmers dancing in a barn, and three American travelers in a waiting
room. Despite an absence of social relationships between the depicted characters from one
painting to another, and despite their discontinuous geographical and temporal settings, the three
scenes of contemporary American life formed, according to Goupil’s grouping, the interrelated
parts of a whole.
The coherence of the three images, I propose, emerges from the French travel literature.
The fast-growing communities of the United States intrigued and captivated the attention of
French writers because they saw an experiment with democracy that evolved so rapidly that the
process could be observed and analyzed in the present and historically at the same time.
Traveling in America was thus described as both a spatial and transhistorical experience. “The
United States presents a unique spectacle to the observer. Within a trip of a few leagues, it is
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For the role of confidence game in Woodville’s paintings, see Wolff, Richard Caton Woodville, 135-75.

Mount drew two sketches for Dance of the Haymakers and The Power of Music in pencil on a single sheet of
paper, one above the other. (The Museums at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, Long Island.)
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possible to see the moral life of one people at different moments of its history.”69 Goupil’s
grouping reinforced this understanding. From this perspective, Bingham’s painting of Missouri
could be seen as a representation of the pioneer phase of America. Then Mount’s Long Island
scene depicted a well-established agrarian community, while Woodville’s waiting room stood for
the country’s later urban development. In other words, Goupil & Company’s grouping presented
a visual analysis of historical stages of American civilization that were, at the same time, scenes
of contemporary American life.
The publisher’s interventions in the reproduction process—whether title changes or
groupings between images—showed that Goupil, Vibert & Company employed several frames
of reference from which various and geographically distant audiences could appreciate and relate
to an image of American daily life. The firm’s American prints and their commercialization both
in America and in France, articulated the publishers’ cultural translation of the original paintings
and paradoxically allowed them to circulate across national boundaries while remaining relevant
to local audiences. In other words, Goupil’s American print series bore the traces of the
increasingly interconnected art world that had produced them, while simultaneously showing
evidence of various or competing interpretations. Goupil, Vibert & Company’s establishment in
New York, and the cosmopolitan model of national artistic development they put into practice
through the firm’s American publications challenged the American Art-Union’s project for the
creation of a unified national artistic culture.
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“Les États-Unis présentent à l’observateur un spectacle sans exemple, celui d’un pays où un déplacement de
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2. The “War of the Unions” and the Changing Notions of Art, Reproduction, and Identity
in Antebellum America

For the champions of the American Art-Union, Goupil’s direct incursion into the art
world of the United States threatened “the cause of Native Art”--that is the cultural integrity of
American artistic creation.70 The conflict between the two unions had a significant impact on the
American art world. Beyond fueling debates about the suitability of patronizing a French
institution in America, the “War of the Unions” called attention to the importance of the formal
treatment of a work of art, and the question of its coherence in reproduction.71 Shifting the
American artistic discourse toward the artwork’s style, and its treatment of color, line, light and
shade as the true expression of nationality, the “War of the Unions,” also metamorphosed the
understanding of the functions of art reproduction in antebellum American culture. From an
interest in the role of the translated image outside of its relationship to the original, which had
dominated American art reproduction over the 1830s and 1840s, the literature became primarily
preoccupied with translation conceived as a formal process between visual languages, and a
process that involved and expressed cultural negotiations. What readily surfaced during the
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“To the Friends of Art in the United States,” Bulletin of the American Art-Union 2, no. 7 (October 1849): 3.

According to the reports at the time of the International Art-Union’s distribution on January 10, 1850, “the first
year of the Institution had been attended with a degree of prosperity altogether unexpected; 5600 persons had been
enrolled upon the subscription books, a striking evidence on an increasing taste for the Fine Arts among our people,
and of the favor with which the Union is regarded by them. Mr. Keese read the report. Over 130 honorary secretaries
had been appointed. 500 subscribers were obtained in Paris and London, and about 400 in Boston. (Boston Evening
Transcript, January 12, 1850, 2). Numerous scholars have speculated on the reasons for the American Art-Union’s
loss of support in New York and elsewhere, attributing it to sectional tensions, social tensions in antebellum urban
culture, growing opposition to any kind of gambling as a result of economic instability, and to the institution’s
difficult relationships with artists. (Rachel Klein, “Art and Authority in Antebellum New York City” and more
recently Amanda Lett et al. Perfectly American: the American Art-Union and its Artists (Tulsa, OK: Gilcrease
Museum, 2011), in particular Peter John Brownlee’s essay “The American Art-Union: Blank or Prize?” 44-79. Joy
Sperling noted the correspondence between the War of the Union and the beginning of the campaign against the
American Art-Union (Sperling, “Art Cheap and Good”).
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American Art-Union’s campaign was the new importance given to the expression of the
American experience in the art form, and the problematic significance of reproductive prints in
the creation of a national school of art when the transatlantic publication of works of art occupied
an increasingly prominent role in American art publishing.

Form and the American Art-Union’s New Vision of Nationality in Art

The campaign against the International Art-Union aimed at transforming what was a
well-established image of Goupil, Vibert & Company as an international publishing house into a
French commercial enterprise, which encouraged the dissemination of both culturally and
morally dangerous pictures.72
For the enlightenment of those who are less informed upon these points, I
send you herewith, for your own inspection, one of the pictures published by the
Managers of the International Art-Union, which appeal to a ‘more advanced
stage of taste,’ than those of the American Art-Union. It is a highly colored
picture of a naked female,--in the most meretricious style of French Art. It is
entitled Erigone, and bears the imprint of Goupil, Vibert, & Co. 15 Boulevard
Montmartre, Paris, and Goupil, Vibert & Co. 289 Broadway, New York—
besides having been copyrighted by them and bearing furthermore, as if to claim
the sole and undivided credit of its authorship, the imprint ‘Goupil, Vibert, &
Co., Editeurs.’ I cannot, for obvious reasons, say anything more of the character
of this print, which is only one of a class in which the Managers of the
‘International Art-Union’ are extensive dealers. … It will not, however, be
found on the wall of their gallery nor in the window of their print-shop, for the
obvious reason that it would be too likely to invite a visit from the Police. That a
French print-selling house, looking solely to private emolument, should publish
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“This celebrated house, known for many years in Paris as the proprietors and publishers of the most eminent
artists, some months since formed a branch of their establishment in this city, for the sale of fine French, English,
and German engravings,” the Home Journal stated just a few months earlier, “this establishment will, doubtless,
have a most beneficial effect upon American art, by introducing the works of foreign artists among us, and by
multiplying and cheapening engravings, from such masters as Delaroche, Scheffer, Vernet, and Landseer.” (Home
Journal, “Correspondence of the Home Journal,” June 3, 1848, 2). See also the Literary World, February 26,
1848, 67.
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and sell such pictures, is, perhaps, not surprising. But I, for one, should prefer
that the market for such ‘wares’ in this country should remain for a long time
‘unoccupied.’73
Calling attention to the unchastity of some of the firm’s publications, the American Art-Union
not only discredited the Parisian dealer and publisher’s probity, but also attempted to redefine the
competing institution as a “French” organization managed by “French” art dealers, and
distributing “French” pictures only. “The Engravings which they distribute” stated the writer of
the Bulletin of the American Art-Union of October 1849, “are made in France; the pictures of
which they dispose by lottery are brought from there; all the workmen employed in any branch
of the business are in that country; and the whole affair is under the supervision and control of
the house in Paris.” In light of the well-established international identity of the Parisian
publishers in the United States at least since the early 1840s, and the American Art-Union’s
actual ties to artists with extended experiences abroad, the American organization had to reevaluate its own national and international dimensions, and emphasize the radical differences
between the works of art distributed by the American organization and that of the International
Art-Union.
As a result, the American Art-Union espoused a nationalistic rhetoric that foregrounded
American efforts: “None but American artists are employed; American workmen in all
departments receive the money which is expended in connection with it.”74 Moreover, while the
American Art-Union’s benefits were solely “confined to Americans,” the institution still “aided
to maintain ... FOURTEEN American Artists” abroad, and practiced “the principle of true
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international courtesy,” by readily exhibiting “the work of artists born and trained in Europe”—
as long as they had “chosen this country as their home.”75 In contrast to the International ArtUnion’s claims of assistance to American artists not only by importing European artistic models
in America but also by setting a fellowship dedicated to support an American artist in Europe for
two years, the put at the forefront the institution’s support provided to American artists abroad
by purchasing their pictures, and their good feelings to immigrant painters since it also exhibited
and bought the paintings of artists born and trained in Europe, but who lived in America.
During and after the public dispute between the two organizations, the promoters of the
American union bemoaned the conditions for the development of an American school of art in an
art world where artists and audiences seemed to get in closer contact with French art forms. In
response to the success of the International Art-Union, the American institution argued for the
importance of the formal treatment of a work of art for the expression of national sentiment, and
explained the close relationship between form and nationality. At the height of the press
campaign against Goupil and the International Art-Union, and in contrast to the New York
Herald review of the International Art-Union’s painting titled La Belle des Belles--a “life-size
painting representing a brunette with a severe look and an admirable complexion”-- the reviewer
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“The benefits of this institution, furthermore, are confined to Americans. None but American artists are employed;
American workmen in all departments receive the money which is expended in connection with it. It is an institution
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of the Literary World attempted to explain how American and French artists had a fundamentally
different mode of representing femininity: “It is more especially in the choice of subject, and
their treatment, that we trace the peculiar Gallic fancy. The French can never let alone their
women. They treat them, at least in pictures, in such a way as to render them unlovely to all eyes.
Behold Liberty, Madame the Republic, Rigolette, the Belle of the Belles, etc. … They all have
that certain something in expression which we all recognize, but do not desire to analyze. …
Such is the difference in taste!”76 French characteristics could be detected in the manner of
French painters: “In France intellect and enthusiasm are not more remarkable than the strong
sensual feeling, and an utter want of reverence for things human and divine. In their art we find
great grasp of science corresponding to the intellect—great power and energy, to enthusiasm—a
high development of color often amounting to morbidness, to sensuality—an entire rejection of
all rules, and often a defiant reaching after originality, to irreverence.”77 In contrast, the
American Art-Union campaign redefined the nature of American national artistic identity and its
relationship to the artist’s lived American experience. A long article published in the Bulletin’s
issue of December 1851 explained at length the managers’ conception of “Nationality in Art” in
which composition, treatment of color and line, light, and shade were the most important
elements of a national school of art. The choice of subject remained only significant in so far as
artists were able to suggest “the aspirations and sympathies of a nation.” It was the formal
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elements of the work of art, that should really embody the “true national feeling” or the nation’s
“moral and intellectual state.”
The new rhetoric of the American institution gave full consideration to the expression of
national artistic identity, in particular that of American works of art, in the artwork’s form rather
than its content. Until the fall of 1849, the American Art-Union’s national agenda had focused on
the encouragement of an American school of art founded on the choice of patriotic or
characteristically American subjects. The support of American artists, and the purchase of works
of art exalting the American nation remained at the core of the union’s mission until its forced
termination in 1852. However, the manner in which the institution’s publications defined the
expression of nationality shifted during the winter of 1849-1850. The American Art-Union’s
rhetoric became primarily occupied with the formal expression of national identity beyond the
choice of an American iconography. In order to remain undiluted in their expression of “true
national feeling,” it was therefore most important that American artists eschewed contact with
European old masters and contemporary painters, especially during the formative years of an
artist’s life.78
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The American organization’s campaign against the International Art-Union thus caused a remarkable shift in the
managers’ notion of American national identity, which impacted the organization’s patronage. In the months
following the controversy over the International Art-Union, the institution’s patronage of American painting
developed a new predilection for landscape painting. The manner in which the American Art-Union critics
recognized the essence of identity primarily in the work of art’s form rather than its content turned the attention of
its officers and critics to the art that required the most direct American experience, landscape. Landscape painters
were from now on considered the best at imbuing their pictures with national sentiment. “In landscape, we are much
better, as we ought to be. Durand appreciates and renders certain motives of American scenery beautifully. ... He
who studies thoughtfully our national character, can hardly fail to convince himself that the material for a mighty
school of art exists here, and of which no obstacle but a false public sentiment can prevent the development.” During
its last years, the depiction of the American landscape occupied an increasingly prominent role in the aesthetic
discourse of the institution, and the patronage of painters such as John F. Kensett, Asher B. Durand, Jasper F.
Cropsey, and Frederic E. Church became prominent. For the American Art-Union’s interest in landscape and its
choice of annual engravings, see Carol Troyen, “Retreat to Arcadia: American Landscape and the American ArtUnion,” American Art Journal 23, no. 1 (1991): 20-37.
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Promoting a nativist and isolationist vision of artistic development in reaction to Goupil,
Vibert & Company’s establishment of the International Art-Union, the American institution’s
campaign revealed the union’s concerns with the increasing presence of French reproductions in
American visual culture, a phenomenon that was felt most acutely in New York not only because
of the availability of French prints at Goupil’s New York print store, but also because of the new
publications of American art in Paris instated by the publisher.79 In their attempt to characterize
the International Art-Union and Goupil, Vibert & Company as French, the American Art-Union
gave a striking importance to the reproductive prints allocated as prizes by the new institution.
Starting the paragraph describing the competing organization with a comment on the
International Art-Union’s prints (“The Engravings which they distribute are made in France”),
the Bulletin of the American Art-Union called attention to Goupil’s American print series. This
seemingly benign statement is quite noticeable because if, indeed, the annual engraving proposed
by the International Art-Union was a mezzotint after Dubufe engraved in Paris by Allais, the
organization’s collection also included fifty copies of each of the recently published and much
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As many historians of American art have noticed, the first decades of the nineteenth-century were far from
offering a thriving market for what we would today consider “fine” reproductive prints in America. Commissions to
reproduce specific paintings were scarce and most engravers’ income came from illustrations for books, banknotes,
maps and trade cards. It is not before the second half of the 1840s that the American market for fine reproductions
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Culture”; Barnhill, “The Pictorial Context for Nathaniel Currier”; and Bernard F. Reilly, Jr., “Translation and
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noticed lithographs by Alfonse-Léon Noël after William Sidney Mount’s companion genre
scenes The Power of Music and Dance of the Haymakers, in addition to several copies of a
lithographic portrait of the painter after Charles L. Elliott.80 [Fig. 11-16] The importance of those
prints for the popularity of the International institution was not lost on William Schaus who
heavily advertised them in national terms over the entire year. Instead of a comment on the
International Art-Union’s painting collection, the Bulletin of the American Art-Union
deliberately called attention to the foreign cultural identity of all of the prints in the competing
collection, that is including Mount’s reproductions, which had been drawn and printed by
Alfonse-Léon Noël, a French artist in Paris.
For the American Art-Union, Goupil’s transnational practices of art reproduction
conferred a crucial status to reproductive prints in American visual culture because Goupil’s
American series compromised the essence of American identity in its French translation of the
paintings. This was especially so for Noel’s lithographs after Mount, who was regarded as
“perhaps the most purely original and characteristic of all the painters that America has
produced.” Since Goupil, Vibert & Company had commissioned the publication of Mount’s
painting to a French artist working in Paris, the lithographer’s translation necessarily infused his
image with elements foreign to American art. It is striking that Goupil’s reproductions of
Mount’s pictures were primarily discussed in terms of local identity, even in New York. The
Literary World explicitly saw Noël’s lithographs as “a large print executed in the first style of
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Parisian art from Mount’s Long Island Picture of the ‘Power of Music.”81 The same journal
reviewed Music is Contagious in similar terms: “Messrs. G. V. & Co. have just issued a fine
lithograph, a companion to a previous one from the same artist, of Mount’s “Music is
Contagious.” The character of this Long Island scene is well preserved in the chief figures, and
the accessories are handled with effect.”82 No longer uniquely American, but neither entirely
French, infused with “Parisian style,” but true to the painter’s original Long Island character,
Goupil’s translations of American paintings unsettled the nature of the national and local identity
associated with Mount’s work in the New York press.

From Product to Process: Reproduction as Translation and Mid-Century American
Visual Culture

Goupil’s International-Union, and the distribution of Noël’s lithographs after Mount’s
The Power of Music and Music is Contagious affected American visual culture well beyond the
debates over two artistic models of national development. As Goupil, Vibert & Company made
inroads in the American art market, the American Art-Union redefined what characterized and
differentiated Goupil’s pictures and their French character, from American images, calling
particular attention to reproductive prints.83 Not only shifting their preoccupation from American
patriotic subjects to formal treatment, the American Art-Union’s art critics also contributed to the
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formation of a new discourse about the art reproduction particularly sensitive to form and
cultural identity and concerned with the relationship between original and reproduction.
During the 1820s and 1830s, the American literature on prints, generally manifested a
lack of interest in the relationship between original painting and translated image--a facet that
conversely was at the core of the European literature on reproductions.84 The 1839 North
American Review of Perrot’s manual shows how the dissemination of the European literature on
engraving in antebellum America lead to a conception of engraving as translation, nevertheless
accompanied by an essentially different outlook, which privileged the translated image rather
than the relation between original and copy.
Engraving is the translation of painting; because the work of representing, by
engraving, the ideas of genius which are expressed in the language of painting is
analogous to that of expressing in a foreign tongue the thoughts of a writer uttered
in his own language; and the change which the conceptions of a painter must
undergo, in being transferred from the glowing canvass over which the brush has
swept, to the dotted, lined, and colorless print, is similar to the modification which
takes place in the ideas and figures of a poet, when they are made to conform to
the idioms and genius of a foreign language.
The analogy, however, is not complete because painting is a universal language.
... In once sense, that is in the power of multiplication, engraving bears the same
relation to painting, that printing does to the manuscript. ... Perhaps the best way
of expressing the relation, which subsists between the two arts, would be to call
the engraver the herald of the painter. In one solitary spot of the wide world
stands the inspired work, the masterpiece of art, the legacy of genius to kindred
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spirits in after times. ... But it is his [the engraver’s] province to address the
whole world. ... The engraver from paintings is in a high degree an originator.85
Paraphrasing Nicolas Ponce’s exposition of engraving as translation, the American reviewer still
questioned the complete explanatory power of the linguistic metaphor--arguing for the
universality of painting, a visual language that therefore did not need a pure transformation of
language. Instead, the writer argued that it is in its form as print, and consequently in its ability to
be indefinitely multiplied that the relationship between painting and reproductive print bore most
resemblance to that of the text. In other words, the American author was more preoccupied with
dissemination than translation, or with the role of the printed image wherever it circulated. “The
engraver ... is in a high degree an originator,” revealed an outlook rather preoccupied with the
print’s role in the receiving culture rather than with the engraver’s proper understanding of the
original work of art, or with conditions of translatability of specific painters’ into the visual
language of the print.
Focusing on the comparison between text and image and the public status of the printed
image was particularly fitting in the American context of antebellum print culture because, in
contrast to contemporary French and British law, the legal status of a printed text was exactly
identical to that of an image according to antebellum American law.86 More importantly, as
Meredith McGill’s work on antebellum American literary culture shows, American copyright
law at the time gave priority to the public status of the printed text rather to individual authors’
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property rights. The 1831 revision of the United States Copyright Law, which granted any
“citizen or citizens of the United States, or resident therein,” copyright protection for the
publication of any “book or books, map, chart, musical composition, print, cut, or engraving, in
whole or in part,” placed printed texts and pictures on identical footing.87 Furthermore, the
proceedings of the famous case Wheaton v. Peters (1834) clearly established a “distinction at law
between handwriting and print, identifying the former as personal, and the latter as public
property.” According to McGill, antebellum American copyright was more conceived as a
“temporary alienation of public property,” than as the protection of an author’s ownership. As a
result, outside of the temporary state protection, the text, or image, was in the public realm, and
thus “susceptible to uncontrolled copying.”88 Associating an engraved reproduction of the work
of art with the printed text, the reviewer of Perrot’s manual followed the spirit of American
copyright law, and the dominant trend of antebellum American literary culture, and thus gave
preeminence to the public status of the printed image. As a result, the writer underlined a
conception of the engraver’s role as messenger rather than an interpreter of the original work of
art. In other words, the engraver was primarily the “herald” of the painter, communicating the
original to the world, where it was susceptible of further reprinting unless temporarily protected
by an American copyright. As antebellum American copyright law only protected works printed
within national boundaries, European prints were obviously susceptible of reprint by any
American engraver or printmaker.89 Even more importantly, however, the dominant view that
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printed texts and images were a priori in the public domain favored a culture of appropriations
and re-use over the consideration of translatability and proper representation of an original
author/artist’s work. The American perspective on the status of the print thus facilitated the
infinite fragmentations and reuses of works of art, in and out of context, such as their
reproductions in banknotes and illustrated annuals that have been long recognized as
characteristic of early antebellum visual culture.90 [Fig. 7-8]
The establishment of the house of Goupil in America and the Parisian publisher’s
extensive imports of French reproductive prints together with Schaus’s commissions of
reproductions after major American genre painters profoundly affected the American perspective
on reproduction as translation. Goupil’s lavish reproductions of American paintings propelled the
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American Art-Union’s managers and its supporters to redefine its national agenda, and what it
meant for a work of art--painting and print alike--to truly be American.91 As a result, the public
debates about the propriety of patronizing Goupil’s International Art-Union and the tensions
between the two models of artistic development held by each art-union broadly transformed the
American perspective on the role and function of reproductive prints in America, eventually
leading to a dominant concern with process, with the translatability of visual language, the
relationship between original and translation, and the cultural negotiations at play in
reproduction.
On the one hand, the Parisian publishers transnational production of printed images
introduced to American audiences a new aesthetic of reproduction. Fraught with its own
contradictions between a universalist notion of visual language enabling almost total translations
from one medium to another, combined with an attention to local cultural differences expressed
in the publishers’ editing and selling strategies evoked earlier, Goupil’s printed reproductions of
American paintings bore the traces of the cultural negotiations taking place in the transnational
mode of art publishing practiced by Goupil, Vibert & Company. Just as they attempted to see
national traits in the American and European schools of art after the controversy, the managers of
the American organization also commented on what they interpreted as a European cultural
adaptation of American works of art in reproduction, in their reviews of prints also produced
outside of Goupil’s intervention. For instance, an engraving after the Greek Slave published in
the London Art Journal in February of 1850 sprung up the Bulletin’s criticism because “the
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engraving [was] not a very flattering representation of the Greek Slave,” showing “that thinness
and length of limb which in Europe are popularly ascribed to our countrymen.”92
This shift in the American appraisal of reproductive prints also spread beyond New York
art reviews. The advertisement of Noël’s print after Mount’s Power of Music published in
Baltimore in December 1848 demonstrated a particular sensitivity to Noël’s specific intervention
and interpretation of the original composition. “Painted by our inimitable Artist W. S. Mount,
Esq. Drawn on stone by Leon Noel, in Paris. ‘The Scene is in a country barn: the hostler is
fiddling, the stable boy, a negro wood-sawyer, and one or two others are listening, and never was
the power of music more beautifully portrayed than in this rude audience, no longer vulgar, but
transfigured. The music has struck the electric chord, and kindled the latent soul that now shines
through every feature.—To idealize such faces, and such a scene, I conceive to be a great
triumph in art.’”93 Noël, who was an excellent draftsman, remarkably gifted for the
representation of the human form, had significantly altered the appearance of the painting’s
characters when he translated Mount’s Power of Music on the stone.94 The artist combined a
barely visible idealization of each figure’s physical features and a harsher treatment of the older
black man outside the barn with a careful handling of their individual expressions. [Fig. 13-14]
The resulting drawing transformed the social status of Mount’s figures, especially that of the
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older man at the center of the composition, the only character in frontal view. Noël generalized
this man’s facial features to evoke those of the middle class, incidentally the lithograph’s
intended audience. His gaze, now directed upward, was less an expression of fatigue and
contentment of a farmer taking a break, and more the delight of a lover of music. Noël’s vision
of Mount’s Long Island pictures thus erased some of the historical, local, and social specificity
of the original work of art to create a more generic representation of an American farm scene,
and a universal depiction of music appreciation. The lithographer’s idealization of Mount’s
characters exactly coincided with the reviewer’s impression of the print, and certainly changed
the larger significance of the picture both in America and abroad.
Numerous reviews of the lithographs after Mount’s paintings focused on the draftsman’s
interpretation of the work of art, and its relation to the original painting, which became a
prominent concern in American literature on prints. The Boston Evening Transcript, for instance,
praised “the truthfulness,” of Noël’s print after The Power of Music adding that “the scene, the
general effect, the expression of the figures, the delicacy of the intention, the most minute
details, we would almost say the color, all have been rendered by the French artist to perfection;
and this faithful reproduction will still increase the immense popularity now bestowed upon the
‘Power of Music.’”95
The engraver’s interpretation of the work of art, and the relationship between print and
original became paramount in the American literature on print, be it engraving, lithograph, or
any combination of those with the new photographic medium. For instance, the reproductive
engravings of Washington Allston’s drawings, published in Boston in 1850 led to several
reviews, which extensively discussed the success of Allston’s reproductions in relation to the
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media used in the reproduction process, and their ability to properly translate the drawings of the
American master. The Bulletin of the American Art-Union, for instance, not only guaranteed a
critical assessment of the prints based on the evidence given by a couple of amateurs, who had
seen the originals: “The engraving was done by Messrs. J. & S. W. Cheney, to whose accuracy
and skill we have testimony in accompanying letters from Franklin Dexter, Esq., an intimate
friend of Allston’s, and an amateur of painting, and from Edward Everett, the late President of
Harvard University: both these gentlemen pronounce the plates correct transfers of the
originals.” The Bulletin also reflected on the translatability of each medium with regards to the
reproduction of Allston’s drawing technique. “Another observation, it seems to us, should be
made. ... This is, that no engravings, however well they may be executed, can give all the effect
of drawings in chalk upon canvas. ... Especially is this true of outlines reduced and thus copied.
The Daguerreotype, which has here been employed, ... can copy accurately, if rightly adjusted;
but it cannot transmit the entire spirit of the original.”96 The preoccupation with the formal
characteristic of the work of art, which had become critical to the American Art-Union in the
wake of its public dispute with Goupil, Vibert & Company, created a favorable climate for critics
to look more closely at printed and painted surfaces, and at every medium’s particular ability to
translate a work of art. A particular painting’s details and the style of the painter also became a
topic of commentary. Emmanuel Leutze’s painting, The Iconoclast, was deemed “admirably
adapted for engraving,” while Charles R. Leslie’s attention to details in Anne Page, Slender and
Shallow required a “large engraving such as Mr. Burt is now executing.”97
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****

The transatlantic circulation of information and techniques, together with the travels of
artists and printers, was key to the development of American graphic arts since the 1820s and
1830s. Several American print sellers and publishers such as Bailly & Ward or George Endicott
had collaborated with the growing network of printmakers and publishers, which operated across
the Atlantic. Franco-American publishing ventures had facilitated both the import of French
prints in bulk for resale in America and the reprint and adaptation of countless French pictures by
American artists before Goupil’s establishment in New York. More importantly, Goupil, Vibert
& Company had contributed to this movement early on. By the time of the opening of the firm’s
first full foreign branch in America in 1848, the house of Goupil had thus been connected to the
American print trade for more than a decade, and Americans were not only increasingly exposed
to industrially produced and circulated reproductive images across the Atlantic, but they were
also well acquainted with local, that is American-made, translations of reproductions after
French painters such as Paul Delaroche and Ary Scheffer, the two most important artists
represented by the house of Goupil.
If Goupil’s establishment in New York and its import of French prints were not an
outright shift in the development of antebellum American art and visual culture, the firm’s
American branch did bring the French and American art worlds in closer proximity to one
another. The American branch of Goupil, Vibert & Company allowed the firm to organize the
publication, in Paris, of popular American painters, extending, to America, a system of
transnational production of printed pictures that had proved fundamental to the publisher’s
prosperity in Europe. Schaus’s creation of Goupil, Vibert & Company’s International Art-Union
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and the firm’s rapid publications, in Paris, of numerous American paintings developed new
transnational collaborations between American and French artists. American works of art were
sent to Paris to be reproduced and disseminated not only to European audiences, but also back to
the American market. The artists who chose to be published by Goupil had to accept the
consequences of a wide geographic and cultural gap between themselves, the publisher’s
headquarters, and the engraver or lithographer in charge of the reproductive task. This not only
meant relinquishing some control over the reproductive process--a situation that many American
artists working with the American Art-Union were familiar with at the time--but also welcoming
new terms for Franco-American artistic exchanges characterized by the transatlantic voyage of
American paintings, a chance of exposure to European amateurs and critics, and the work’s
interpretation by engravers and lithographers far-removed from American culture. For some
American critics, this new proximity between American and European art meant better chances
for American artists and a cosmopolitan development for American art.98 For others, in particular
the managers and supporters of the American Art-Union, it threatened the very existence of an
American school of art. The tensions between these divergent views on Goupil’s New York
branch—and in fact on the international expansion of the art publishing industry at large—were
at their height during the controversy that opposed the American Art-Union and the Goupilmanaged International Art-Union in the fall and winter 1849-1850.
Founded on both practical economic requirements and the conviction that pictures could
connect disparate audiences, Goupil, Vibert & Company brought to America a peculiar practice
of art reproduction that amalgamated two distinct notions of what a reproductive print could be:
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on the one hand, the print conceived as an almost identical substitute for the original work of art;
on the other hand, the formal expression of the publishers’ recognition that a reproduction
required various transformations in order to cross geographical and cultural boundaries. The
product of an utterly new kind of negotiation in reproduction, Goupil’s engravings and
lithographs after American paintings played a crucial role in the emergence of a new aesthetics
and set of practices of art reproduction no longer centered on the public status of a printed image
available for transformation, but rather concerned with processes of formal and cultural
negotiations. In the following chapter, I look at how two American genre painters, George Caleb
Bingham and Richard Caton Woodville, negotiated the reproduction of their paintings by Goupil,
Vibert & Company in Paris. The firm’s lithographs and engravings after their genre scenes grant
us access to the complex cultural negotiations at play in the transatlantic expansion of the French
publishing industry.
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CHAPTER TWO
AMERICAN GENRE PAINTINGS TRANSLATED: GEORGE CALEB
BINGHAM, RICHARD CATON WOODVILLE, AND THE TRANSNATIONAL
PRINT TRADE

As the American literature on reproductive prints elaborated on notions of translatability
between visual languages and became more attentive to the cultural transformations at play in
reproduction processes, Goupil’s New York branch continued to provide American artists with
an alternative source of patronage, and, more importantly, new facilities to get their works
reproduced.1 Among the artists to benefit from these favorable publishing conditions were
American genre painters William Sidney Mount, Richard Caton Woodville, and George Caleb
Bingham, as well as printmakers such as Augustus Kollner, photographers such as Matthew
Brady, whose portraits were reproduced in lithographic prints for the “American Portrait
Gallery.”
Among Goupil’s American prints, the reproduction of the paintings of Mount, Woodville,
and Bingham were given special consideration by the publishers and received particular notice
from the press. Singled out and advertised in emphatic terms, the prints also attracted the
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attention of French critics in Paris.2 In the preceding chapter, I examined Goupil’s transnational
mode and practice of reproduction, and I showed that Goupil’s lithographs after Mount’s
paintings were instrumental in fostering American art criticism’s new attention to and discussion
of formal transformations in reproduction. In what follows, I examine Goupil, Vibert and
Company’s association with two foremost antebellum American painters, Bingham and
Woodville, and the firm’s reproduction of several of their most important works, including
Bingham’s In a Quandary and two paintings of his Election series, The County Election, and
County Canvass, together with Woodville’s Politics in an Oyster-House and Waiting for the
Stage. Whereas the first chapter of my dissertation was primarily concerned with art institutions
and the publishers’ interventions in nineteenth-century visual translation, I now look at how two
American painters negotiated both the extended audiences brought about by the transatlantic
expansion of the publishing industry and the formal and cultural transformations that they felt
were at stake in the transfer of a painting into a reproductive image.
Bingham and Woodville came from widely different backgrounds. Born in Virginia,
George Caleb Bingham (1811-1879) grew up in rural Missouri, where he witnessed and actively
participated in the development of the western state. Largely self-taught, the artist was first
apprenticed to a cabinetmaker who was also a Methodist preacher in Boonville, Missouri, before
becoming an itinerant portrait painter and a Missouri Whig politician. Even though Bingham
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might have received a few early painting lessons as a child during Chester Harding’s stay at his
father’s inn in 1820, the young artist largely taught himself to draw from art instruction books
and engravings, which would have been available at his mother’s academy, and in the library of
his mentor in Boonville.3 His reliance on reproductive engravings is documented in the following
years. In 1835, he established a studio in St Louis, where he copied Thomas Sully’s Fanny
Kemble from the engraving published in The Gift of 1836.4 In 1838, he took his first trip east and
stayed in Philadelphia, where he was able to see and copy the city’s art works and accumulate a
significant collection of plaster casts, drawings, and engravings.5
Even though Bingham is now well known as a genre painter, he did not send his first
genre scenes to the American Art-Union before 1845. The American Art-Union not only bought
several of Bingham’s genre scenes, but also chose one of them, Jolly Flatboatmen, for the 1847
annual engraving, thus lending national status to the painter and his work. The success of his
paintings with the New York organization over the next few years established his reputation as
one of the country’s foremost genre painters. Yet, Bingham’s relationship with the American
Art-Union became more difficult towards the end of the decade. As the institution’s notions of
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national identity in art evolved during the course of 1849-1850, its critique towards Bingham’s
manner became more severe, leading the painter to seek support elsewhere, in particular with
Goupil, Vibert and Company.
Fourteen years younger, Richard Caton Woodville (1825-1855) belonged to a well-to-do
family of Baltimore with close ties to Europe. On his father’s side, he was related to Charles
Carroll of Carrolton, the only Catholic and last surviving signatory of the Declaration of
Independence. His father, William Woodville V, was a successful banker and merchant, and the
son of one of the most prominent Liverpool slave-traders.6 After studying medicine for a short
period in Baltimore, Woodville left for Europe in 1845 to study painting. The discovery of his
secret marriage to Mary Theresa Buckler, and his steadfast determination to become an artist had
caused his father to send the young Woodville to Florence.7 Nonetheless, the painter decided to
settle in Dusseldorf, a city well-known in America at the time for its prestigious Kunstakademie
and its large international artistic community, which included artists such as the German
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American painter Emmanuel Leutze, who had just re-established residence in that city.8
Woodville soon registered as a student with the Dusseldorf Academy. He remained an official
student of the academy only one year, however, becoming instead the private pupil of two of the
city and academy’s leading painters, Carl Ferdinand Sohn, and Carl Friedrich Lessing.9 In 1847,
The Card Players, his first genre scene executed abroad, was exhibited at the American ArtUnion. The organization subsequently bought the work and thereupon steadily promoted
Woodville’s work and career.
Richard Caton Woodville has remained on the margins of the history of American art
despite the canonical status of his most well known works of art, War News from Mexico
[fig. 52] and Old ’76 and Young ’48, which epitomize the political, cultural, and social conflicts
of the antebellum era. One of the main reasons for Woodville’s paradoxical mix of art historical
recognition and obscurity is the lack of primary sources about the artist, and the shortness of his
career. The paucity of archival material has created an elusive artistic persona, which art
historians have tended to see as Woodville’s own choice. The painter’s voluntary expatriation
together with the pictorial ambiguity of his well-known works have been seen as the expression
of the artist’s desire to remain an observer, or an outsider vis-à-vis both the American and
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European art worlds.10 His extended residence abroad notwithstanding, the painter in fact
actively participated in both the art worlds of the United States and Europe. Recent archival
research conducted in Germany for an extensive exhibition documenting the international artistic
community of Düsseldorf has shed new light on Woodville’s activities within the city’s artistic
community.11 Far from an outsider to the German art world, new evidence suggests that
Woodville exhibited in Düsseldorf, participated in artistic associations, and was very well
connected to key figures of the Düsseldorf Academy. These included Emmanuel Leutze, with
whom he joined the Crignic, a sketch club that evolved into the larger Malkasten, as well as the
inner and most important painters of the Düsseldorf Academy.12 After one semester at the
academy, Woodville did not ‘drop out,’ as had been previously assumed, to be an independent
‘autodidact’ painter, but rather to enroll in Carl Ferdinand Sohn’s private drawing class. Sohn
was one of the key professors of the Düsseldorf Academy. He was also one of its most
progressive teachers, known in particular for his interest in teaching genre painting. Later, as
Woodville moved north to Paris and London, he continued to connect with important institutions
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and agents of the French and British capitals’ art world, exhibiting at the Royal Academy, and
developing his productive relationship with the Paris-based transnational art dealer and publisher
Goupil and Company.
Despite the geographical, social, and cultural distance that separated them, Bingham and
Woodville shared more than an interest in the depiction of American daily life. For both of them,
the American Art-Union’s patronage was crucial and helped them establish their reputation as
painters of American daily life. The organization provided them with a reliable source of revenue
by regularly purchasing their paintings, publishing some of their pictures, and reporting steadily
on their whereabouts and new work.13 As Goupil, Vibert and Company became a well-known
source of patronage for American artists in the wake of its establishment in New York, both
Bingham and Woodville made arrangements for their paintings to be reproduced by the Parisian
publisher. In contrast to the American Art-Union’s engravings, Goupil’s reproductive prints after
Bingham and Woodville’s pictures were drawn or engraved in Parisian ateliers, published
simultaneously in the firm’s main European and American branches located in Paris, London,
Berlin, and New York, and were further disseminated via the company’s distribution network.
Bingham and Woodville’s detailed depictions of American social types in their everyday
activities have largely been analyzed in relation to the matters that preoccupied antebellum
Americans such as western expansion and American politics, the Mexican War, gambling and
economic change, sectional tensions and Abolitionism. Yet, this chapter shows that, in their
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apparent attachment to genre and to the representation of local and ordinary Americans,
Bingham and Woodville’s pictures also indicate the artists’ engagement with modern conditions
of reproduction and with the notion of cultural translation in reproduction. The audiences of both
painters depended on the institution or individuals who patronized their work, which varied
according to artists’ ability to find a local, national, or international publisher. Despite their close
ties to the New York-based American Art-Union and to the house of Goupil, and despite
benefiting from frequent press reviews and discussions sustained by the exhibition of their
representations of American life, both Bingham and Woodville remained somewhat at the
margins of the American and European art centers. Bingham was widely considered a painter of
the American West. Yet, several scholars have justly called attention to the disconnect between
his subject and his audience, since Bingham originally painted his scenes of western life and
Missouri’s citizens for audiences on the East coast.14 Conversely, Woodville painted American
city dwellers in Baltimore’s and New York’s barrooms, oyster-cellars, and comfortable
American middle-class parlors, while living abroad in Germany, France and England.
Paying particular attention to the painters’ responses to the reproduction of their pictures
in Parisian ateliers and to the changing conception of printed reproduction taking place in the
period’s artistic culture, this chapter analyzes Bingham’s and Woodville’s investment in the
reproduction of their depictions of American modern life for various American and European
audiences.15 Because of the considerable transformations affecting the production and
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dissemination of American paintings at mid-century, I argue that Bingham and Woodville
experienced a remarkable combination of connectedness and distance between themselves, the
subjects they represented, their patrons and publishers, and their audiences. Both artists
addressed these conditions of artistic creation in their representation of American life, and used
the translation of painting into the graphic language of the print to negotiate an artistic position in
flux between European or American artistic centers and margins.

1. George Caleb Bingham and the Politics of Reproduction as Translation

Writing to his friend James Sidney Rollins in March of 1851, Bingham reported that two
of his pictures were going to be reproduced by Goupil & Vibert in Paris, and explained his new
project--possibly a reproductive engraving for The Emigration of Boone [fig. 19]:
I am now painting the emigration [sic.] of Boone and his family to Kentucky. I do
not know whether I will sell it to one of the Art Unions, or have it engraved with
the expectation of remunerating myself from the sale of the engravings. ... one of
my recent pictures of life upon the Mississippi will be engraved this year in Paris
by Goupil and Co, a French publishing house, a branch of which is located in this
city. I have engaged to paint another for them in the course of the summer. Their
publication by such a firm will be calculated to extend my reputation, and
enhance the value of my future works.16
Extending the audience for his representations of the daily life of American Westerners ranked
high on the list of the painter’s preoccupations during the early 1850s. Bingham’s

end of 1850. Considering the usual delays of such publications, the Parisian publisher must have been in contact
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correspondence with Rollins shows that, besides politics, the publication of his paintings was one
of the painter’s main concerns from the end of the 1840s to his departure for Europe in 1856.17
Bingham tried to utilize the changes of the publishing industry in the American art world of the
antebellum era to foster his artistic reputation nationally and to secure some financial stability.
If the American Art-Union remained the artist’s main patron during the his most
productive decade, it nonetheless only published one of his paintings. Preoccupied with the
reproduction and dissemination of his pictures, Bingham therefore entered into several
agreements with Goupil, Vibert and Company in New York for the reproduction of The
Emigration of Daniel Boone and his Family, In a Quandary--a close repetition of the painting
Raftsmen Playing Cards bought and exhibited by the American Art-Union in 1847--and
Canvassing for a Vote, a variation after The Country Politicians. Claude Régnier, an artist living
in Paris who contributed many lithographs to the company’s output, drew all of these
compositions on the lithographic stone.18 At the same time, Bingham attempted to independently
publish his most ambitious painting and first picture of his Election Series, The County Election.
In the end, however, the Parisian house also became the publisher of this work, and its sequel
The County Canvass (also known as Stump Speaking). Both compositions were reproduced in
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large mezzotint engravings, one by John Sartain of Philadelphia and the other by Gautier of
Paris.19
Even though Bingham contracted with Goupil and Company for the publication of his
most important works between 1852 and 1856, the painter’s relationship with Goupil was not
trouble free. The long and regular correspondence between Bingham and Rollins demonstrate the
painter’s investment in the many facets of the publishing industry at mid-century. Bingham
struggled and negotiated with individual engravers and publishers in order to obtain the
reproduction of his works in the medium of his choice. He was particularly preoccupied with
finding the right artist for his Election Series, and was closely involved in John Sartain’s
adaptation of his painting, The County Election, to the metallic plate. Bingham’s correspondence
not only sheds light on the painter’s market-driven approach to the reproduction of works of art,
it also reveals how the ambiguous cultural role of translation in antebellum America informed his
uses of reproduction processes to inflect his pictures with both regional or national, and topical
or historical significance.20

Lithography vs. Engraving: The Topical and Historical Dimensions of Bingham’s Genre
Paintings
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Between 1850 and 1851, Bingham and Goupil entered into several agreements for the
reproduction of three paintings: In a Quandary / Mississippi Raftsmen Playing Cards,
Canvassing for Votes, and The Emigration of Daniel Boone. All of them were published between
1852 and 1853 as lithographs, drawn on stone in Paris by Régnier. Bingham was particularly
disappointed with the print after The Emigration of Boone by Goupil. [Fig. 34] Consequently, he
decided to explore the possibilities of independent publishing and subsequently contracted John
Sartain for a large mezzotint after his County Election. [Fig. 28] Even though in a letter to
Rollins, Bingham stated that “Goupil [was] anxious to publish another superior and more costly
engraving from the Emigration of Boone, provided he [could] obtain, upon reasonable terms, the
use of the picture for that purpose,” no trace of such an engraving has been found.21 Bingham’s
dissatisfaction with Régnier’s print has been noted in American art historical scholarship and
attributed to the artist’s ‘natural’ expectation that his works would be engraved rather than
lithographed because engravings were the preferred medium for reproductive prints in
antebellum America.22 Throughout the nineteenth century, art critics on both sides of the Atlantic
held the line engraving as the highest form in which a work of art could be reproduced. “Having
one’s work engraved on steel by a fine engraver signaled an artist’s arrival to a position of
prominence encompassing both quality and permanence,” explained Helena Wright, in her
analysis of Albert Bierstadt’s efforts at finding good engravers for his paintings in the later part
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of the nineteenth century.23 The status of a painter and that of his work was reflected in the
medium in which his works were reproduced.
If Bingham was not thrilled with Goupil, Vibert & Company‘s preference for a
lithographic reproduction for The Emigration of Daniel Boone, however, he was delighted with
the lithograph after In a Quandary by Régnier, which he thought was a much better image than
the American Art-Union’s large mezzotint engraving of The Jolly Flatboatmen of 1847. [Fig. 21,
33] “My picture of the ‘Raft-men at Cards,’ published by Goupil & Company and ‘dedicated to
Maj. J. S. Rollins of Missouri,’ is now out, and is far superior to the ‘Jolly flat-boatmen.’ I have
reserved a fine proof copy for you.”24 These two contradictory testimonies from Bingham, I
suggest, were not the result of an inconsistent outlook on the role and importance of the medium
of reproduction, nor were they incompatible with Bingham’s known preoccupation with
reproduction of his work during this period. To be sure, prints were key in his largely self-taught
artistic education, and he was acutely aware of the importance of prints, and more importantly, of
the significance of reproductive media, for an artist’s recognition and reputation. Bingham’s
pride for In a Quandary and his discontent with Boone only prove that the painter had specific
but different expectations regarding the manner in which each painting should be reproduced.
Considering the attention the artist paid to processes of reproduction, it seems very
unlikely that Bingham would have accepted an agreement with Goupil & Company without
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looking at the firm’s previous American prints, in particular the well-known lithographs after
William S. Mount and Richard C. Woodville’s paintings then available in New York. Bingham
was often compared to Mount in the city’s artistic reviews, and it has been suggested that
Bingham’s admiration of Mount’s genre paintings during his stay in the east played a significant
role in his decision to depict scenes of everyday life in the American West.25 Rather, Bingham’s
various expectations with regards to the reproduction of several of his paintings during the early
years of 1850 suggests that he thought of the significance of each painting in different ways:
“The mistake in reference to the engraving of the Boone picture resulted from the want of proper
information. I had a mere verbal understanding with the agent of the firm, who sent them no
specific instructions. As soon as they can obtain the picture again, they will engrave a large steel
plate from it in the style first contemplated by me.26 Bingham understood The Emigration of
Daniel Boone to be more of a history painting than a genre scene, and it thus merited the time
and money of either a line or mezzotint engraving, types of reproductions reserved for works that
would attract the public’s long lasting attention. In contrast, Bingham’s reaction to the
lithographic reproduction of the other two paintings indicates that he must have considered
Canvassing for a Vote and In a Quandary as topical paintings, perfectly in tune with the
lithographic mode of reproduction.
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Nancy Rash has convincingly demonstrated the specific Whig political agenda hinted at
in several of Bingham’s river paintings made in the late 1840s and early 1850s—including
Raftsmen Playing Cards, the prototype of In a Quandary, and Canvassing for a Vote, a
composition inspired by the Whig campaign lithographic print Log Cabin Politicians. [Fig. 25]
Lithography had been used for the reproduction of celebrated works of art both in Europe and
America since the beginning of the nineteenth-century.27 However, the low cost and speed of the
lithographic process, together with its capacity to create a very large number of prints of equal
quality, made it the perfect medium for the dissemination of images of immediate interest such
as news illustrations, political caricature, and social satire. The political and topical overtones of
pictures such as Canvassing for a Vote or In a Quandary would have therefore been more
prominent in a lithographic print, than in an engraving, or in the original painting.
Considering that In a Quandary was commissioned by Goupil for publication, it seems
reasonable to infer that the medium of reproduction was known to the painter ahead of time. The
fact that Bingham mentioned the commission of the painting for an engraving does not indicate
otherwise, as nineteenth-century American print sellers generally referred to reproductions as
“engravings,” regardless of the actual process used.28 Lithography would have coincided with
Bingham’s inclination to draw attention to the topical and local political meaning of this specific
painting. The medium and format of Régnier’s lithograph indeed stressed similarities to such
large partisan political lithographs as the Whig campaign print for William Henry Harrison Log
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Cabin Politicians. 29 [Fig. 25] Additionally, Bingham was a delegate for the eighth district to the
Whig national convention at Baltimore in June of 1852. The publication of In a Quandary that
year specifically corresponded to the preparation of the 1852 national Whig platform, which
advocated the necessity of federal spending on river improvements—the political agenda implied
in the picture.30 Bingham’s addition of a dedication to Rollins at the bottom of the print might
have been influenced by Goupil’s prints after Mount’s paintings—both dedicated to the owners
of the original works of art. However, there is no indication that Rollins ever owned the painting.
[Fig. 33] On the other hand, the inscription of Regnier’s lithograph would certainly have stressed
the print’s association with Missouri’s politics since the improvement of river navigation had
been a core issue of several of Rollins’ political campaigns.31 It is therefore much more likely
that Bingham incorporated evidence of his specific political agenda in the picture because it
would be appropriate to its medium of reproduction and to the reception of the print. Considering
Bingham’s interest in reproductive media and politics, Bingham most probably composed In a
Quandary with its lithographic reproduction in mind.

Translation and the Negotiation of Multilayered Identities in Bingham’s Work
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Bingham had greater ambitions for the works he considered to be history paintings, such
as The Emigration of Daniel Boone, for which he envisioned reproductions in large steel
engravings. Bingham’s changing expectations with regards to the reproduction of his paintings in
relation to the pictures’ intended significance demonstrate that Bingham’s approach to the
representation of American daily life was far more elaborate than previously assumed. During
the next five years, Bingham devoted his time to the reproduction of a group of three paintings
known as the Election Series into large fine mezzotint engravings. The artist attempted to
oversee the reproduction process, but also struggled with the investment of time and creativity
required in order to have the high quality reproductions he wanted for The County Election,
Stump Speaking, and The Verdict of the People, Nonetheless, he largely succeeded and gained a
substantial financial return from the engravings after his paintings. With these compositions and
their publications, the artist negotiated the complex technical and cultural aspects of both
antebellum culture and the changing art publishing industry. His experience with John Sartain
and the engraving of The County Election in Philadelphia taught him the importance of the
painter-engraver collaboration in the multi-leveled translation process accompanying the creation
of a reproductive engraving. Creating and publishing lithographs and engravings after the
painter’s works involved more than a transfer of the design onto a copper plate or a lithographic
stone. It entailed shifting the cultural significance of the work of art—between a regional,
national, or transnational identity--and the formal representation of its topical, historical, or
universal value.
Even as he was painting The Emigration of Daniel Boone and his Family, Bingham
thought about becoming his own publisher. The disappointment with Goupil’s lithographic
reproduction probably triggered the decision to entirely control the process of reproduction for
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his next great painting, County Election. [Fig. 26] Accordingly, Bingham settled in the East to
look for an engraver, and made contact with John Sartain, the most prominent mezzotint
engraver of Philadelphia. “I have fixed my head quarters in this city for one month,” Bingham
wrote, “and have had an interview with two of the most eminent [engravers?] here in relation to
my County Election. … One of them, Mr. Sartain (of Sartain Magazine) made a proposition,
which after hearing from all others I may conclude to accept.”32 Sartain agreed to engrave the
plate for $2000 and promised to finish the work within eighteen months. With a financial loan
from Rollins, Bingham accepted the engraver’s terms.33 The painter was thus taking
responsibility for the process of reproduction, including commissioning an engraver, choosing
the paper and printer, finding subscribers, and advertising the prints.
Over the next two years, the artist’s letters show that despite his success securing more
than eight hundred subscriptions in the west, the entire endeavor became—in the end—very
difficult to carry on. Back to Philadelphia in the fall of 1853, Bingham noted that progress on the
plate was slow. The artist decided to spend the winter in the city to supervise the completion of
Sartain’s plate while painting its companion picture, County Canvass—later known as Stump
Speaking or The Stump Speech.34 He hoped to take the new painting on his trip back west and get
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subscribers for its reproduction while delivering Sartain’s prints in the spring. After more than
six month in the city supervising the fine details of The County’s Election plate, however,
Bingham was frustrated with the continuous delays and the prospect of a time consuming
printing process, which held him back east. He abandoned the idea of independently publishing
County Canvass:
I am yet watching the ‘County Election’ in the hands of Mr. Sartain, and
am determined to have a satisfactory result, whatever time or labor it may require.
… I feel quite sure that at least two months will yet be needed to give it that
perfection which I intend it shall have, although Mr. Sartain thinks it will be
complete in less than half that time. I sold the copy right of my new picture, ‘The
County Canvass,’ a few days since to Messrs Goupil & Co upon terms perhaps as
favourable as any artist ever obtained from a publisher.35
Indeed, a few weeks later, after several trips to New York and conversations with Goupil,
Bingham entered into another agreement with Goupil & Company for the printing and
distribution of Sartain’s mezzotint of the County Election.36 [Fig. 28] Bingham’s forthcoming
independent publication of The County Election together with the firm’s desire to secure more
contracts for Bingham’s reproductions drove Léon Goupil to strike a contract particularly
advantageous for the artist in which the company not only bought Sartain’s plate after The
County Election for the original sum invested, but also promised the artist a financial return for
each impression sold after the completion of the subscription list.37 Finally, the contract between
Bingham and Goupil for Stump Speaking guaranteed the production of a mezzotint after the
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painting—lending it the status of history painting that Bingham had wished for The Emigration
of Daniel Boone—and promised a percentage on each mezzotint engraving for the artist.
Accordingly Goupil & Company became the publishers of Sartain and Gautier’s large mezzotints
after two of Bingham’s ambitious elections paintings.38 [Fig. 28, 30]
One of the reasons that drove Bingham to accept a contract with Goupil & Company was
that he expected to reach a broader audience for his paintings. “The advantage which I expect to
derive from the arrangement, will result from the greatly extended sale of the print, and the
reputation such extension will give me.”39 Indeed, a steel engraving such as Sartain produced for
the County Election could yield more than 15,000 prints without wear. Bingham’s hundreds of
subscriptions were only a small fraction of the return his investment could bring, making
Goupil’s proposition an attractive one.
At the same time, throughout his collaboration with Sartain in Philadelphia, Bingham
gained a tremendous insight into the process of translation of a painting into an engraving,
including its cultural dimension. In order to enhance the national content of the work, for
instance, Bingham asked Sartain to change “the title of the newspaper in the extreme right hand
corner of the picture, … so as to have in print “The National Intelligencer” instead of “Missouri
Republican.” There will then be nothing left to mar the general character of the work, which I
design to be as national as possible—applicable to every Section of the Union, and illustrative of
the manners of a free people and free institutions.”40 Bingham did not consider the engraving to
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be a simple black and white copy of his picture. His correspondence shows that as Sartain’s work
on the plate went on, he conceived the engraving as a collaborative process where both painter
and engraver contributed to the significance and meaning of the work. The reproductive engraver
adapted the original composition, design and purpose to an entirely different medium, which also
transformed the significance of the work. Conveying these elements with different means forced
the painter to reflect on his own practice and think further the meaning of his picture.
Furthermore, while Bingham worked with Sartain on the reproduction of County
Election, an important copyright and translation case attracted attention in the press. Margaret
Beecher Stowe filed a copyright infringement suit against F. W. Thomas, of Philadelphia, who
had published an unauthorized translation of Uncle Tom’s Cabin in 1853 in the newspaper Die
Freie Presse. While the case, judged by a notable enforcer of slave-owners’ interest under the
Fugitive-Slave Law, brought together complex issues of property rights, Thomas’ German
translation also revealed the ambivalent role of linguistic difference in the construction of
American local, regional, or national identities. As Edwin Gentlzer’s collection of essays on
translation in the Americas has shown, American society had a deeply ambiguous relationship to
linguistic translation and cultural diversity.41 While the American Republic was founded as a
monolingual nation despite the multilingualism of its populations, translation continued to be a
significant, if often unacknowledged, part of nineteenth-century American culture, not only
playing a key role on the frontier, but also in urban centers and literary life.42 The ambivalent
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relationship between the country’s linguistic diversity and its official monolingualism was
reflected in the Republic’s early copyright law, and came to the fore in cases, such as Stowe vs.
Thomas, that regulated nineteenth-century American practices of reprinting. Based on the British
Statute of Anne of 1710, section 5 of the American Copyright Act of 1790 was significantly
different than its model. Whereas the British law allowed the importation of books written in a
foreign language in order to prevent censorship, the American law reinforced the notion of
national identity to define what works were susceptible subject to copyright protection. “Nothing
in this act shall be construed to extend to prohibit the importation or vending, reprinting, or
publishing within the United States, of any map, chart, book or books, written, printed, or
published by any person not a citizen of the United States, in foreign parts or places without the
jurisdiction of the United States.”43 The law made American citizenship and not linguistic
identity the defining requisite for American copyright protection, thus, as Meredith McGill
explains, both “underscoring the statutory nature of this right,” and acknowledging the nation’s
linguistic diversity.44
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In practice, however, translation within the American citizenry challenged the
assumptions of unity between linguistic and national communities. The conclusion of the court in
the famous case Stowe vs. Thomas of 1853 clearly determined that the German translation of
Stowe’s novel could not be protected by copyright law because translations did not constitute a
direct copy of an original. The court’s decision stated that “the author’s conceptions have
become the common property of his readers, who cannot be deprived of the use of them, or their
right to communicate them to others clothed in their own language, by lecture or treatise.”45
Seemingly in contradiction with the original text of the law, the role of translation in Stowe vs.
Thomas heightened the perception of the simultaneous existence of various cultural groups
within the American citizenry.
I propose that the antebellum era ambivalence between local and national identity clothed
in linguistic difference informed Bingham’s negotiation of American cultural differences in the
reproduction of The County Election. While in Philadelphia, the painter’s direct relation with the
engraver allowed him to dictate several small but significant changes to the engraving in order to
modify its meaning, giving the engraving a stronger national dimension. Bingham conceived of
the reproductive prints of The County Election as a different version of the painting all together.
For the artist, the painting represented an election scene in Missouri—the western setting of the
scene was unmistakable—with an emphasis on the representation of types of American citizen
rather than individuals to evoke the American democratic process at large. However, his friend
Rollins had hinted at the national meaning of the work, particularly if it was adapted in print. “It
is preeminently a National painting, for it presents just such a scene, as you would meet with on
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the Arrostock [sic.] in Maine, or in the City of New York, or on the Rio Grande in Texas, on an
election day. He has left nothing out, the courtier, the politician, the labourer, the sturdy farmer,
the ‘bully’ at the poles, the beer-seller, the bruised pugilist, and even the boys playing ‘mumble
the peg’ are all distinctly recognized in the group.”46 Despite Rollins’ point of view, Bingham
was certainly aware that the western elements of the paintings hindered its national significance
when he exhibited the painting in Baltimore during the Whig national convention in June of
1852. The artist closely followed how the press reviewed his works. In spite of the painting’s
metonymic representation of the American election process, the review published in The Sun
clearly demonstrated the foreign impression that the scene held for its Baltimore audience. “We
yesterday observed a large size original oil painting, designed to represent ‘A County Election,’
and contains [sic] a great many figures, among them some of the strange and eccentric characters
known as village politicians. The whole picture is full of animation. It is to be engraved and a list
is at Mr. Cariss’ store for the reception of the names of subscribers. It is executed by Mr. Geo. T.
Bingham, an artist of high reputation.”47 Despite the idealized representation of a beautiful
election day in a well-ordered town with classical architecture, and in spite of the painter’s
attention to American types, eastern urban viewers did not recognize themselves in Bingham’s
representation of American citizens.
For Bingham, the painting’s lack of national character could be remedied in the work’s
translation into a reproductive engraving—not only through the change of details such as the
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newspaper title, but also, and more importantly, via many subtle transformations that the
engraver could impose on the painter’s design. In the process of reproduction, Bingham saw
opportunities to emphasize the idea of nationality in The County Election. “As far as you have an
opportunity of doing so, you will much favour me by inculcating this idea of Nationality in
reference to the subject.”48 Nationality in art was not only a much-discussed topic in the art
criticism of the early 1850s, but it was also a notion that had been key in the success of
Bingham’s paintings outside the west. The American Art-Union, which was Bingham’s most
important patron until the early 1850s, considered ‘national character’ a central criteria for
evaluating the works they purchased for annual distribution and for the selection of paintings to
be engraved and distributed to their subscribers during the 1840s.49 The patronage of the
American Art-Union certainly encouraged Bingham to create his famous series of ‘river
paintings.’50 However, just as the appeal of the “Missouri painter’s” works waned with the
American Art-Union in the aftermath of the “War of the Union,” the institution’s Bulletin
increasingly associated a painting’s ‘national character’ not with its subject matter but rather
with its formal elements.51 Bingham read the December 1851 Bulletin’s article, evoked in the
previous chapter, “Nationality in Art” just after completing his first version of The County
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Election. He was so outraged by the harsh criticism on the national character of his works that he
threatened the American Art-Union with legal measures for what he considered an insult to his
artistic reputation.52 Some time after, he made some subtle but important modifications to his
County Election, in particular in the painting’s treatment of light and shadow. [Fig. 27] As Bloch
has noted in his extensive study of Bingham’s oeuvre, the changes given to second County
Election tended to lessen the importance of details so as to unify or generalize the painting’s
effect.53 Bingham made sure that Sartain would include these changes to the print. Despite the
fact that the engraver worked from the first version of The County Election, many of the subtle
alterations of Bingham’s second version were transposed into the reproductive medium, probably
when the painter stayed in the East to supervise the final touches on Sartain’s plate.
Neither a replica of the first County Election, nor one of the second painting, the final
engraving after Bingham’s County Election should be considered a third version of the work of
art all together. Designed in collaboration between painter and engraver, the printed image
adapted the original composition to its new medium and to its desired nation-wide audience. The
mezzotint was an ideal medium to emphasize the audience’s perception of written details such as
the name “Union Hotel” hanging above the crowd of voters, or the motto “The will of the people
the supreme law” embroidered on the banner. Sartain also emphasized the American character of
the courthouse’s architecture by making its wood construction more perceptible than in the
painting, thus balancing the architecture’s solemn classical structure with a strong American
vernacular element. In contrast, Sartain generalized some aspect of composition. He softened
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some of feature of the protagonists, some of which were almost caricatured in Bingham’s
painting. The physical features of the politicians to the right side of the main group were slightly
idealized in the printed version of the composition. Finally—in spite of Bingham’s first written
recommendations—Sartain did not make the newspaper title’s change from Missouri Republican
to National Intelligencer strikingly apparent at the lower right on the composition. Rather, the
engraver generalized the representation of the paper and its title and thus emphasized its generic
appearance, which alluded to the role of the press in political debates in American society at
large. For both of its creators, Bingham and Sartain, the printed County Election thus not only
visually translated the original colors and brushstrokes of the painting into the dots, lines and
half-tones of the mezzotint engraving, but it also articulated what can be seen as a subtle but well
thought-out cultural translation of a western painting into a national publication. The artists
utilized the translation of visual forms from painting to mezzotint to articulate different and
overlapping implications for the meaning his Election Series in painting and reproduction.

2. Richard Caton Woodville’s Card Sharps and the Transnational Print Trade

As the American Art-Union published its first and only annual engraving after one of
George C. Bingham’s works, Raftsmen Playing Cards, Richard Caton Woodville was sending
his first genre scene, The Card Players (1846) to his father in Baltimore. [Fig. 35] A cabinet-size
(47 x 63.5 cm) oil on canvas, the painting represented a group of four male figures passing time
in the barroom of an American stagecoach inn.54 At the center of the composition, three white
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men grouped around a table are engaged in a game of cards while the fourth character, a black
man, sits beside a stove to the left of the picture and observes the scene from the side. In the
background, but at the center of Woodville’s image, a framed reproductive engraving and a large
broadside of Baltimore’s Front Street Theater occupied most of the wall space behind the
players. As Justin Wolff has noted, The Card Players, both as a painting and in its reproductive
form, benefited from an extraordinary mobility and visibility in America; the work launched the
artist’s career thanks to the active promotion of the painter’s father and to the patronage of the
American Art-Union.55 William Woodville V first showed the picture to friends and artists in
Baltimore, then had it publicly exhibited in Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Boston--during the
spring, summer and fall of 1847--and finally sent the painting to New York to be exhibited at the
gallery of the American Art-Union.56 Bought for $200 by the union managers after receiving the
work in late October 1847, The Card Players was won by Thomas Foster, of Utica, New York at
the annual lottery held in December. Foster quickly sold it to William J. Hoppin, who would be
instrumental in further promoting the picture and the artist’s career after the 1847 exhibition.
Hoppin, a member of the American Art-Union’s committee on engraving and the editor and
main writer of the Bulletin of the American Art-Union not only lent The Card Players for
exhibition several times, but also followed up on Woodville’s career and projects in the pages of
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the Bulletin. Finally, Hoppin played a decisive role in the American Art-Union’s resolution to
publish several of Woodville’s paintings in 1849 and 1850.57 With the reception of The Card
Players (1846), and later War News from Mexico (1848) and Old ’76 and Young ’48 (1849)—all
three exhibited at the galleries of the American Art-Union between 1847 and 1850, and engraved
in large editions for the union’s 1850-51 members—Woodville became one of the Art-Union’s
favorite artists.
At the same time, Goupil’s New York branch was expanding its stock of American genre
scenes. Schaus probably suggested the publication of Politics in an Oyster-House (1848,
published in 1851), a painting that was in Latrobe’s collection in Baltimore. [Fig. 43-45] Later,
Goupil commissioned and published the painter’s last two genre paintings Waiting for the Stage
(both signed and published in 1851), and A Sailor’s Wedding (1852, published in 1855).58 While
most American artists’ collaboration with the house of Goupil was organized through the New
York branch, Woodville, who moved to Paris in 1851, developed his relationship with the dealer
and publisher directly at the firm’s headquarters in the French capital. Goupil & Company’s
stock book indicates that Woodville delivered Waiting for the Stage, under the title of its later
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publication, Cornered!, on March 27, 1851, for 500 francs—a high average price for the dealer.
The picture remained in Goupil’s hands until 1852, the amount of time necessary for the
production of Christian Schultz’s lithographic reproduction, which was copyrighted toward the
end of 1851. Schultz’s print, Cornered!, was listed in the eighth supplement to the French Goupil
catalogue of early 1852. [Fig. 47] It was simultaneously published in Paris, New York, and
London.59 By the time Woodville moved to and settled in London in 1853, he was not only one
of Goupil’s most highly compensated artists, but also one of the most widely published
American painters of his time. Indeed, between the patronage of the American Art-Union and
that of Goupil & Company, all but one of Woodville’s American genre scenes would be
reproduced in engraving or lithograph before the painter’s untimely death in 1855.
Many scholars have examined the ambiguous pictorial narratives in Woodville’s
paintings and shown how these works reflected on significant issues that roiled antebellum
America: economic and social change, westward expansion, the Mexican War, and the growing
concern with the role of African Americans in American society.60 These analyses have
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successfully demonstrated the eloquence and intricacy of Woodville’s art. Yet, they have
primarily been concerned with situating his significance within a national framework, despite
Woodville’s active participation in the transnational art world over the last five years of his life.
In light of the recent evidence of the painter’s part in the increasingly connected art centers of his
home country and Europe, Woodville’s paintings, in particular The Card Players (1846) [fig. 35]
and its sequel, Waiting for the Stage (1851) [fig. 48]—both variations on a seventeenth-century
theme, the card sharps—articulate the artist’s evolving position within the American and
transnational art worlds of the nineteenth-century.
The thematic proximity between The Card Players, exhibited at the American Art-Union
in 1847 and published by the institution for the members of 1850, and Waiting for the Stage has
been widely noted.61 Archival and circumstantial evidence further suggest that Goupil &
Company specifically commissioned Woodville for a close variation of the successful Card
Players. The Card Players itself was unavailable to Goupil in 1850 because it was owned by one
of the American Art-Union’s managers and about to be published by the American institution.
[Fig. 36] The Parisian dealer had just published Woodville’s only available American genre
scene, Politics in an Oyster House. At that time, William Schaus, the house’s New York
manager, was engaged in an extensive campaign to secure the reproduction of popular works by
leading American genre painters in order to ensure Goupil & Company’s role in the American
art world.62 As seen above, and coinciding with Goupil’s commission of Waiting for the Stage,
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the firm was concurrently negotiating with George Caleb Bingham for the publication of
Raftsmen Playing Cards—also an earlier purchase of the American Art-Union--and had settled
instead for a close variation of the work, a painting titled In a Quandary.63
The title of Woodville’s painting as it was registered in Goupil & Company’s stock book
further attests that Waiting for the Stage was commissioned for publication. The painting's
original title, Cornered!, is characteristic of the firm's practice of bestowing arresting titles on
pictures whose revenues from print sales were expected to considerably exceed those from the
sale of the original. Schultz’s lithograph was proposed in the firm’s catalogue as a pendant to
William Sidney Mount’s Music Is Contagious! (a lithographic reproduction by Léon Noël of
Dance of the Haymakers) and George Caleb Bingham’s In a Quandary (reproduced by Claude
Régnier). Goupil’s commission of Waiting for the Stage as a variation on The Card Players, and
the company’s marketing of its reproduction together with Bingham's and Mount’s works fitted
easily in the firm’s American print series of 1848–51. With these prints, which were widely
advertised in American literary magazines and newspapers at the time, Goupil had become an
influential element on American antebellum art and culture.
Woodville’s variation on The Card Players resulted in a work of art far from its model
despite a basic similarity in the composition: two white men playing cards in a country
stagecoach inn with a bystander, innkeeper, or traveler, mildly interested in the game. In The
Card Players an African American figure at the left of the picture observes the dispute about to
arise between the players, while in Waiting for the Stage a black woman peeks at the scene
through the back window at the far left of the composition. Several iconographic details found in
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Bingham to J. S. Rollins, New York, March 30, 1851, and Bingham to J. S. Rollins, Philadelphia, June 27, 1852
(Rollins ed., “Letters of George Caleb Bingham to James S. Rollins,” Part I, 21, 26). The lithograph after Bingham’s
painting was released early in 1852, shortly after Schultz’s Cornered!
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The Card Players’ preparatory drawing and modified in the 1846 painting—the birdcage and the
side drawer of the player’s table in particular—are included in Woodville’s new composition,
suggesting that the painter went back to his earlier drawing as a starting point for the new
painting.
The similarities between the two works end here. A decisive change in the perspective of
Waiting for the Stage constructs a less theatrical image, a picture where the figures are more
naturally integrated into their surroundings. While both paintings reflect Woodville’s
predilection for the accumulation of numerous objects in a small interior space, Waiting for the
Stage does not convey the visual catalogue found in the first work—which can be seen as a
complete record of characteristic objects that could be found in the barroom of a stagecoach inn.
The dominant feature of The Card Player’s setting is indeed its accumulation of printed media
and specific objects related to travel: a framed picture, broadsides, stagecoach schedule,
advertisements, notices, scraps of paper, political notice, and a painted wooden clock indicating
seven minutes past four o’clock. Also visible are a cobalt-blue stoneware pitcher, a wash basin
with a piece of soap on the floor, a towel, a mirror, and a comb and brush hanging from a nail on
the right, at the door. [Fig. 37] These objects characterized the setting of The Card Players as a
typical American stagecoach inn.
Stagecoach inns were very common in the eastern part of the United States until the Civil
War. However, they were rarely represented in the period’s visual culture. The few surviving
prints focus on the theme of transportation and therefore tend to represent the outsides of the inns
and the stages ready for departure.64 In contrast, their interiors—barroom, dining room, and
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parlor—are nearly absent in the American prints and paintings of the antebellum era, but they are
frequently described in the writings of foreign travelers visiting the United States. Most of them
found American stagecoach inns invariably equipped with precisely the objects and prints
depicted in The Card Players. A British traveler in 1830 recorded his impressions:
The bar seems the only inhabited apartment about the house, and there, upon
arrival, the company immediately proceed: within it are always to be met with
conveniences for washing—the very first operation—and a comb and a brush
attached together by a string … and used sans ceremonie by all comers and goers,
though I took the liberty of declining the accommodation. … You feel perfectly
assured of being in a land where that valuable engine, the press, suffers not the
slightest embarrassment: papers, daily, and weekly, local, and from different parts
of the Union, are stewed about in ‘charming profusion,’—the merits of all persons
and all things are discussed by all present, —the walls are covered with
advertisements of elections—fares of stages and steamboats, when and where
running—auctions—sales of land—sales of stocks—sales of merchandise—sales
of everything that can be sold.65
Moreover, from the preparatory drawing to the final composition, Woodville altered significant
details in the scene’s locale, reducing the number of printed media, the legibility of the printed
texts, and adding all the objects that travelers would have expected to find in a stagecoach inn.
Woodville’s extensive visual report delineated all of the paraphernalia of the antebellum stage
inn, from its abundant print culture of images, newspapers, advertisements, and political notices
to the common objects needed for travelers’ daily needs. At the same time, the muted tones of
the painted walls, printed images, broadsides, and notices ensured that these local details could
be read by an attentive observer, without being obtrusive in the overall composition. Woodville
thus took great care to both situate the picture’s setting in the area of Baltimore, while
concurrently make it as generic and familiar as possible for a wide range of viewers—ensuring,
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John Fowler, Journal of a Tour in the State of New York in the year 1830, with remarks on agriculture in those
parts most eligible for settlers; and return to England by the Western islands, in consequence of shipwreck in the
Robert Fulton (London: Whittaker, Treacher, and Arnot, 1831), 71-72.
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as a result, both the local and trans-local relevance of his painting. In other words, the pictorial
prominence given to objects, in contrast to the more muted prints in the background of The Card
Players, guaranteed that the generic aspect of Woodville’s scene would prevail over its specific
locality without trying to be artificially ‘national.’
In contrast, Woodville avoided specific cultural characterization in Waiting for the Stage.
He carefully eliminated all of the material details included in The Card Players that would have
been seen as the unmistakable markers of the American stagecoach inn. The most significant
markers of Americanness in the new work were a few conventional details in the composition
such as the representation of a black woman peeking through the back window. References to
American print culture were here limited to the representation of the front page of a large
newspaper held by the central figure. Yet, the name of the paper, The Spy, was so generic that it
made any identification of the scene’s specific time and place impossible.66
Woodville’s packed interiors have often been compared to the nearly bare scenes painted
by his contemporary William Sidney Mount—in particular The Tough Story, a painting very
likely seen by Woodville in the collection of Robert Gilmor Jr. in Baltimore. [Fig. 53] Mount’s
painting also represents a traveler possibly waiting for the stage in a local inn. In contrast to
Mount, Woodville’s attentiveness to the depiction of American material culture often distracted
the viewer from the story told in the painting. In Waiting for the Stage, Woodville seemed to take
his delight in visual description even further, and the details of the scene’s setting--wallpaper,
objects and furniture--and that of the figures depicted in Waiting for the Stage all received the
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The Spy was the name of numerous British and American newspapers during the second half of the eighteen
century, in particular at the time of the American Revolution. During the antebellum era, there were several local
American newspapers with this title--for instance The Massachusetts Spy and Worcester County Advertiser or The
Greenville Spy (Tennessee) or The Columbia Spy and Lancaster and York County Record (Pennsylvania).
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same degree of attention from the painter’s brush. Moreover, the painter’s pictorial treatment of
the image, together with his compositional choices, largely dispensed with the narrative at the
core of The Card Players. In contrast to the earlier work, Waiting for the Stage was primarily a
descriptive image. The painting’s descriptive mode is unique in the artist’s representations of
American life, and proceeded, I believe, from Woodville’s interest in ensuring his work’s
translatability not only in lithographic print, the visual language of its reproduction, but also the
correlated picture’s cultural adaptability for its anticipated national and international audiences.
In the absence of personal papers, Woodville’s assessment of the cultural and artistic role
of reproductive prints before the 1850–51 Goupil commission can only be deduced from the
painter’s repeated inclusion of prints in his pictures of American life: The Card Players,
Soldier’s Experience, and Old ’76 and Young ’48. The painter’s depictions of engravings in the
three pictures not only acknowledged the expansion of reproductive print culture in
contemporary life—from the shabby country barroom to the elegant middle-class parlor—but
also indicated the artist’s skepticism regarding the printed images’ power to convey the true
nature of an artist’s creation. In The Card Players, a largely indistinct image is half-hidden
behind the large broadside from Baltimore’s Front Street Theatre. [Fig. 38] The preparatory
drawing for Woodville’s composition shows that the artist first considered representing the
engraving as a printed reproduction of Trumbull’s Declaration of Independence—the print that
he would later include both in Old ’76 and Young 48 and in the watercolor, Soldier’s Experience.
Introducing this canonical image—also well known in Europe through engravings—in a scene
representing the barroom of an American stagecoach inn would have been particularly
appropriate since the Declaration was one of the characteristic elements found in American inns
.Had Woodville made Trumbull’s composition recognizable in the painting, it would have
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enhanced the ‘national’ character of his picture, which was subtly built throughout the painting.
Yet, not only did Woodville eliminate the print’s title in the painting, but he also he made it
impossible for the viewer to identify the black and white printed image as a possible evocation of
Trumbull’s work. While the broadside covering part of the engraving clearly details the letters of
the large titles, Woodville’s brushwork in the representation of the engraving only vaguely
brought together dark and less dark shapes into a pyramidal composition against a paler
background.
Soldier’s Experience, a watercolor Woodville painted as he worked on Old ’76 and
Young ’48, features both a framed engraving above the veteran, crowned by a musket and the
veteran’s hat, and a more elusive printed image casually pinned to the cabinet door behind the
young soldier.67 [Fig. 39] Even though the composition of the large framed engraving is largely
indiscernible as well, it most likely represents a print after Trumbull’s Declaration of
Independence because of the legible brush strokes writing the date 1776 in the print’s margin,
above the image. In the final work, Old ’76 and Young ’48, Woodville altered the composition in
significant ways. He added numerous figures, changing the scene’s social class--now an uppermiddle class parlor--and reorganized the formal arrangement of the composition, now dominated
by a strong diagonal going from the monumental framed mezzotint after Trumbull’s Declaration
of Independence and the bust of Washington, to the young soldier’s sword and hat on the floor.
[Fig. 42] The most significant of these transformations, the diagonal arrangement of the
composition, placed the monumental framed engraving after Trumbull’s work at the forefront of
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Recent examination of the watercolor in preparation for the up-coming exhibition, New Eyes on America: The
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Woodville signed the watercolor in 1848 rather than in 1844. The watercolor should therefore be seen as the artist’s
first conception for what would become Old ’76 and Young ’48. Many thanks to Eric Gordon for sharing this
information.
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the scene, where it plays a key iconographic role. Not only does it crown the intensely described
fireplace, the engraving also leads the main diagonal and connects the entire family to both the
young soldier and his sword on the floor at the bottom right of the painting. By positioning the
print above the fireplace (a change made in the course of its production), Woodville also placed
the engraved image in the most brightly lit area of his picture, where its non-descriptive aspect as
a black-and-gray square could stand in strong formal contrast to its exquisitely detailed
surroundings—the gray-and-white marble fireplace, brass andirons, tongs, fender, the hearth’s
glowing embers, and bricks—including its cracked protective glass and richly sculpted gilt
frame.
In the three pictures painted before Goupil’s commission for Waiting for the Stage,
Woodville gives the viewer enough visual information to identify what kind of print we are
looking at but not enough to precisely recognize the specific elements of the work of art to which
he alludes. Only the iconographic necessity helps us identify the two representations of a large
engraving as reproductions after Trumbull’s work in Old ’76 and Young ’48 and the earlier
Soldier’s Experience. [Fig. 41,42] In these two paintings, Woodville is most eloquent at
articulating a print’s inability to convey the original artwork; in an upper-middle-class American
home, prints can only celebrate a work’s historical status as a relic of a glorious past.
Furthermore, in all three paintings, Woodville’s pictorial treatment of the printed image
thoroughly contrasts with the precision of his brushwork on the picture’s surface. Despite the
significance of Trumbull’s print in Old ’76 and Young ’48, Woodville’s brushwork for the
surface of the engraving itself insists on the dissimilarity between the visual languages of
original painting and printed translation, calling attention to a degree of untranslatability between
painting, and print. Woodville’s translated print maintains a sense of distance between the
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painter and his viewer, who, in the end, has no access to the painter’s original. In other words,
Woodville insists on the reproduction’s failure to communicate anything of artistic significance
about the original work of art itself.
While his previous representations indicate that the artist was largely unconvinced about
reproductive prints’ ability to accurately convey the essence of a work of art, Goupil &
Company’s 1850 commission offered him a unique opportunity to address the reproduction of
one of his paintings beforehand. This was a critical moment for Woodville since four of his
pictures were being translated and published into engravings and lithographs at the same time.
With Waiting for the Stage, the artist explored his own visual means of representation in order to
ensure that the lithographic translation of his painting would convey the most significant aspects
of the painted picture. In the process, Woodville created his most compelling adaptation of a
seventeenth-century theme to modern American life.
Whereas the American Art-Union always engaged line engravers for the reproduction of
their paintings, Goupil & Company preferred to publish American works of art as lithographs
because the process allowed the company to release the prints faster on the American market.68
On the one hand, both media used widely different techniques for modeling and representing
light and shade. As a result of the flatness of the stone’s printed surface, lithographs had an
evenness of tone between all the inked areas, which was used to a particular degree of
effectiveness and sophistication in mid-nineteenth-century Parisian ateliers. What Francis
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For an analysis of Goupil’s American publications as a marketing campaign for the art publisher in America, see
DeCourcy E. McIntosh, “Merchandising America: American Views Published by the Maison Goupil,” Antiques
166, no. 3 (September 2004): 124–33, and “American Genre Prints in the Service of French Commerce,” Antiques
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Prints.”)
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Grubar defines as Woodville’s use of a “homogenous saturation of light and shadow” to describe
the material world of Waiting for the Stage was in fact particularly well adapted to the delicate
balance of tonal values achieved by Parisian crayon lithography. [Fig. 47-48]
On the other hand, Goupil & Company’s American genre scenes were all drawn on stone
by a relatively small team of artists-lithographers living in Paris; these included Léon Noël,
Michele Fanoli, Claude Thielley, and Christian Schultz. Most of these artists benefited from
academic training in drawing and painting, which shaped their interpretation of American genre
paintings. For instance, Fanoli was first a pupil at the Accademia di belle arti in Venice and
became a famous lithographer for his rendering of Antonio Canova’s Amor and Psyche before
settling in Paris toward the end of 1840. The lithographers’ artistic education made them masters
of the detailed representation of the human figure. As a result, their lithographic reproductions
tended both to carry a high level of interpretation in the expression of the human figure and to
excel in the exquisite rendering of a painting’s details.
The reproduction, in Paris, of American genre scenes had significant consequences on the
pictures’ reception. Looking at a mid-nineteenth-century engraved or lithographic reproduction
invited close viewing, which often translated into the creation of visual narratives based on a
critical analysis of details. Michele Fanoli’s singular transformation of the old gentleman’s
expression in Politics in an Oyster House, for instance, had a considerable impact on the
reception of Woodville’s picture in New York, where one critic saw in Fanoli’s image a
representation of a "benevolent-looking" gentleman rather than a possibly mildly intoxicated
man. [Fig. 46] The critic subsequently invented a long story around the old gentleman based on
identical iconographic details between The Card Players and Politics in an Oyster-House:
Our old friend is not as choice as he might be in his company: you remember that
hard looking youth he was playing card with in the country, and here in the city
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he has fallen in with one of the same kidney. . . . This companion looks as if he
was fresh from Tammany Hall or the Park in the heat of a Presidential canvass.
He has his coat closely buttoned, a fiercely brushed pair of whiskers, a carelessly
tied neckcloth, with a suspicious absence of linen where it is generally perceptible
in a gentleman’s apparel.69
The excessive attention to the figures’ expressions and pictorial details inherent in midnineteenth-century practices of medium-to-medium translation thus not only affected the
narrative created around the work of art in significant ways, but also reinforced a kind of scrutiny
that endorsed the visual analysis of detail at the expense of the work’s clarity as a whole.70
Woodville was concerned with both the detail and the clarity of the picture in Waiting for the
Stage and, as a result, designed a painting that became Goupil’s consummate translation of an
American genre scene. On the one hand, Woodville based his representation on the attentive
description of the world at the expense of narrative action—objects, people, and light were all
equally deserving of the artist’s careful brushwork. On the other hand, to avoid Parisian
lithographers’ tendencies to alter the representation of human expressions, Woodville eschewed
the representation of emotions in the three main figures: one of them is impassive, while the
other two are hidden—eyes behind dark glasses for one, and the other turning his back to the
viewer. The absence of meaningful gestures in Waiting for the Stage also excluded the
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possibility of interpreting the protagonist’s feelings. Woodville’s predilection for intense visual
description was beautifully carried over into Schultz’s drawing on the lithographic stone. The
painter’s preoccupation with the translatability of the essence of the work of art in reproduction,
evoked in Old ’76 and Young ’48 and addressed directly in Waiting for the Stage, led him to
direct his attention to the imitative or descriptive richness of pictorial representation—that is, to
concentrate on a basic conception of painting as representation rather than as visual rhetoric and
narration.
Woodville’s preoccupation with the medium-to-medium translatability evoked in Old ’76
and Young ’48 and addressed directly in Waiting for the Stage led the painter to direct his
attention to the imitative or descriptive richness of pictorial representation, a characteristic that
was also attributed to seventeenth-century Dutch painting at the time.71 Woodville was certainly
exposed very early on to the numerous genre scenes of the Dutch school owned by the Baltimore
collector Robert Gilmor Jr. Moreover, the painter is known to have traveled to the Netherlands in
August of 1846, where he and Leutze together visited the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam.72
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If Woodville’s choice of subject, card sharps, referred to his interest in seventeenthcentury genre paintings as much as to his former painting The Card Players, the artist’s
commitment to translatability in Waiting for the Stage greatly diminished the raison d’être of
narrative action in his new interpretation of the seventeenth-century theme.73 In contrast to The
Card Players, where the intense description of the material world helped the viewer understand
the where, when, and what of the action taking place at center stage—a crucial moment in a
game of cards played between a middle-aged gentleman and a young card sharp, in the barroom
of a stagecoach inn located between Baltimore and Washington at about five past four o’clock
[fig. 38]—here, the accumulation of material details only called attention to the painter’s skilled
hand and his exquisite representation of various surfaces. The details did not, however,
contribute to a better understanding of the location of the scene, nor to the moral character of the
picture’s protagonists and the possible outcome of their exchange.
While in the first painting the game of card functions as metaphor for Americans’
penchant for gambling and speculation, Waiting for the Stage is no longer preoccupied with the
representation of an anecdote as a commentary on a specific trait of American contemporary
culture.74 As Peter J. Brownlee has shown, speculation and gambling, which had become part of
all aspects of American culture by mid-century, were both games of chance with risky outcomes.
As a result, American visual culture depicted a game, a raffle, or any other metaphor for
speculation at its most “tantalizing moment before the outcome of the game, the moment of
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greatest narrative tension and therefore, the greatest visual interest.”75 In contrast, the card game
in Waiting for the Stage is not about to reach a climactic moment, and it is not the most dramatic
element of the composition. Ultimately, Waiting for the Stage avoided moral judgment or
specific cultural characterization—it is significant that the artist carefully eliminated all of the
material details included in The Card Players that would have been seen as the unmistakable
markers of the American stagecoach inn, in particular the wash basin, towel, brush, and comb
customarily shared by inns’ American customers and feared by European travelers. Waiting for
the Stage and its descriptive mode instead called attention to the deceptiveness of representation
itself. The world of the painting is certainly one of illusion, a world of random encounters
between strangers, who can only rely on external appearances to decide whom to trust and what
to do next. In contrast to The Card Players, where the spectator is shown what most of the
painting’s figures can’t see—a card hidden under the thigh of the young player—Woodville gave
the viewer of the later painting neither more nor fewer visual clues than its protagonists.
Woodville thus blurred the distinction between the realm of representation and the world of the
observer. Exploring the painting’s ability to reflect artistic creation even in translated form,
Woodville composed a genre scene dedicated to exploring painting’s power of representation,
beyond the confines of its American setting.76
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“The bar seems the only inhabited apartment about the house,” wrote a British traveler in 1830, “and there, upon
arrival, the company immediately proceed: within it are always to be met with conveniences for washing—the very
first operation—and a comb and a brush attached together by a string … and used sans ceremonie by all comers and
goers, though I took the liberty of declining the accommodation.” (John Fowler, Journal of a Tour in the State of
New York in the year 1830, 71–72.
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Looking at Bingham and Woodville’s thorough investment in the reproduction of their
paintings, in particular during their collaboration with the house of Goupil in the 1850s, this
chapter considers how both painters’ engaged with the new mode of Franco-American visual
translation that occurred when American pictures were reproduced in Paris for European and
American audiences. I show that the changing antebellum aesthetics and practices of image
translation brought about by the conflict between Goupil and the American Art-Union examined
in the first chapter contributed to these artists’ heightened perception of a work of art’s ability to
move from the aesthetic realm to cultural, social, and political spheres. As Goupil extended its
transnational mode of art reproduction to the United States, making it easier for Bingham and
Woodville to address audiences regionally, nationally, and internationally, the painters came to
conceptualize the painting and its reproduction as several versions of a larger work of art
designed to perform various aesthetic, historical, and political functions for connected but
diverse audiences. Using the cultural translation inherent in Goupil’s transatlantic mode of art
reproduction, and the print’s ability to destabilize a fixed national, regional, or local identity,
Bingham and Woodville’s representations of American daily life articulate the significance of
what has been seen as a local artistic movement, concerned with geographically and culturally
bound experiences, for an increasingly expanding nineteenth-century artistic and visual culture.
As the scale and nature of exchanges between French and American visual culture
continued to evolve during the Civil War, the last chapter of my dissertation looks at how the
American cartoonist Thomas Nast used the escalating prominence of French art in American
visual culture to elaborate his own translations of French visual culture in a new type of image-the large-scale political cartoon--that addressed the disjunction between form and content
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inherent in the translation of an image, and articulated the translated image’s power to bring
about social and political change.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE ARTIST TRANSLATOR: THOMAS NAST AND VISUAL HISTORY
IN PRINT

Despite the success of the house of Goupil in New York, the senior partner Adolphe
Goupil sold the firm’s American branch to its manager Michael Knoedler in 1857. While the
print store and art gallery remained popularly known as “Goupil’s” in America until the end of
the nineteenth-century, the nature of its American and transatlantic operations had changed.
Michael Knoedler remained one of the New York City art dealers involved both in the local art
world, and in the import of French art and reproductive prints.1 However, since his firm was
thereon completely independent from Goupil and Company and only remained in relation to its
former headquarters as the Parisian publisher’s exclusive American outlet for printed works until
the 1870s, Michael Knoedler’s company no longer constituted a channel for direct collaboration
between French and American artists. The firm widely known as Goupil’s New York after 1857
rather became one of the foremost instruments of the dissemination and growing popularity of
French art and visual culture in America.
This chapter explores the manner in which the American cartoonist and illustrator
Thomas Nast responded to the prominence of French prints and paintings in American culture in
his Civil War and Reconstruction cartoons. The German-born American artist was the most
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Michael Knoedler was the only art dealer in the Committee on the Fine Arts at the New York Sanitary Fair of
1864.
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significant American cartoonist of the nineteenth-century. [Fig. 55] Remembered today as the
creator of the Republican elephant and the Democratic donkey, or as the artist who popularized
the image of Santa Claus as an old bearded and cheerful fat man, Nast was first and foremost a
political artist who invented a new kind of graphic image during the Civil War out of the
transformation and inversion of the visual language and structure of famous European grand
manner and history paintings widely distributed in America in printed form.
Nast started as an illustrator for Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper before the
American Civil War. [Fig. 54] In 1861, after almost a year in Europe where he had traveled
extensively reporting on the famous Heenan-Sayers fight in England and on the Garibaldi
campaign for the New York Illustrated News and the London Illustrated News, he returned to
New York City, where he joined Harper’s Weekly as permanent staff.2 Despite the American
illustrated press’ emphasis on the actual presence of their “Special Artists” at the events reported,
Nast did not illustrate the war directly from the battlefront. Mostly in New York, he provided
Harper’s Weekly with numerous pictures of the war’s battles, camps, strategic sites, and the
home front’s war effort rather based on documents, pictures, and event seen in the city. Nast’s
association with the popular illustrated weekly, which started with the Civil War and lasted until
the 1880s, and their successful crusades against president Andrew Johnson and William Tweed
were instrumental in bringing the artist to a unique position of political influence.3
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fight, he left for Italy to document the Garibaldi campaign for both the London Illustrated News and the New York
Illustrated News. The Garibaldi campaign was his first experience with warfare.
3

Thomas Nast was nicknamed the “President Maker,” as each of the six presidential candidates backed by him and
Harper’s Weekly after 1861was elected. The candidates promoted by Nast and who won the elections were President
Lincoln in 1864, General Ulysses Grant in 1868 and 1872, Rutherford Hayes in 1876, and 1880, and finally Grover
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The Civil War had a considerable impact on the illustrated press and on American
political caricature. On the one hand, the war gave a great impetus to illustrated weekly
newspapers, in particular Harper’s Weekly (founded in 1857), Frank Leslie’s Illustrated
Newspaper (founded in 1855), and the New York Illustrated News (founded in 1859). The three
New York papers reached audiences well beyond the city’s boundaries with unprecedented print
runs.4 On the other hand, caricature became a significant feature of the illustrated press. Until the
mid-nineteenth-century, American caricature had primarily been published as independent prints,
broadsides, and racialized series by artists like Edward William Clay, or as small vignettes for
illustrated periodicals.5 [Fig. 79] With the rise of illustrated weekly newspapers, graphic humor
became a regular feature of the American press, and a new form of visual satire took a prominent
place in American visual culture. Printed at first within the advertisement section, the first
weekly cartoons were small pictures commenting on current politics and social trends.

Cleveland in 1884. Seminal studies of Nast as a political artist include Morton Keller, The Art and Politics of
Thomas Nast (New York: Oxford University Press, 1968); William Murrell, “Nast, Gladiator of the Pencil,”
American Scholar 5 (1936): 472-485; and J. Chalmers Vinson, “Thomas Nast and the American Political Scene,”
American Quarterly 9 (Fall 1957): 337-344.
4

Following Fort Sumter’s attack from the Confederacy in the spring of 1861, Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper
reached a circulation at about 200,000 copies. Harper’s Weekly seemingly reached a print run averaging 100,000
during the entire period, with regular peaks up to 300,000. Since newspapers were often read collectively, the
number of readers for each paper probably added up to half a million. See Eugene Exman, The House of Harper.
One Hundred and Fifty Years of Publishing (New York: Harper and Row, 1967), and Joshua Brown, Beyond the
Lines: Pictorial Reporting, Everyday Life, and the Crisis of Gilded Age America (Berkeley, Los Angeles and
London: University of California Press, 2002), 46-57.
5

For a history of American caricature and cartoon, see William Murrell, A History of American Graphic Humor
(New York: Cooper Square Publishers, 1967); and the two essays: Nancy R. Davidson, “E. W. Clay and the
American Political Caricature Business”; Bernard Reilly, “Comic Drawing in New York in the 1850s,” in Prints and
Printmakers of New York State, 1825-1940 ed. David Tatham (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1986),
respectively 91-110, and 147-162. The firm Currier and Ives was also a prolific publisher of black and white
political cartoons in lithographic prints. The drawings were published on order to fit the buyer’s specifications. As a
result, the drawings could only represented politicians with rudimentary characterization. Extensive balloons and
slightly caricatured figures comprised the cartoon’s comic and political message. (See Charles Press, The Political
Cartoon (Rutherford, Madison, Teaneck: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press; London and Toronto: Associated
University Press, 1981), 236-238. I would like to thank Jay Cook for pointing me to some of these references on
early American caricature.
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Sometimes using caricature, the drawings were, however, infrequently based on distortions of
physical features and visual pun. Rather, their point generally rested in its caption, often printed
below the image, as a dialogue between the protagonists of a play.6 [Fig. 2] Nast created
numerous small cartoons for the advertisement section of Harper’s Weekly together with
hundreds of full-page images of the war effort. The artist’s most significant and experimental
form of artistic expression, however, was his large-scale editorial cartoons that converted famous
history paintings into mass-produced political images.7 During the war, the illustrator
experimented with the graphic medium of pictorial journalism and developed a novel form of
full or double-page editorial cartoons generated from the juxtaposition of portions of grand
manner and French history paintings, whose reproductions were often published by Goupil and
Company, and disseminated in print form by Michael Knoedler in New York, with elements of
the emerging graphic languages of comics and cartoons.
Visual caricature has attracted art historical attention because of its role in the genesis of
the avant-garde, and modernism’s formal innovations. In contrast, the use of fine arts forms in
visual satire and its relation to social, political, and cultural transformation have been left largely
unexamined.8 Political and social cartoons and caricatures, however, are intrinsically tied to a

6

For one among many instances, see Harper’s Weekly, July 5, 1862, 432.

7

According to Joshua Brown, the Civil War produced at least 6,000 woodprints. (Brown, Beyond the Lines, 49)

8

The role of caricature in modern art has been examined by numerous scholars since Ernst H. Gombrich and Ernst
Kris’s Caricature (Harmondsworth, Middlesex, Penguin Ldt., 1940). Scholars of nineteenth-century visual culture
have acknowledged the many ways in which modern painting broke with tradition by appropriating aspects of
popular culture. Art historians have thus tended to focus on how artists appropriated elements of caricature and
cartoons rather than on the ways cartoonist referenced and used artistic conventions. Albert Boime’s argument in the
only published study of Nast’s use of French paintings follows this approach. (Albert Boime, “Thomas Nast and
French Art,” American Art Journal 4 (1972): 43–65). In contrast, nineteenth-century cartoonists and their references
to the fine arts have received limited attention. Recent and innovative scholarship demonstrates a rising interest in
caricature, cartoon and comic art forms from an art-historical perspective. See Patricia Mainardi, “The Invention of
Comics,” Nineteenth-Century Art Worldwide, Spring 2007 (http://www.19thcartworldwide.org/index.php/spring07/145-the-invention-of-comics); Patricial Hills, “Cultural Racism: Resistance
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period’s specific approach to representation, its formal codes, and topical allusions. As a result,
cartoons necessarily depend on the artist’s ability to both examine and interrogate the dominant
modes of representation of his contemporaries. Nast’s use of French history paintings in his
political caricatures thus signified beyond the images’ topical political content, and expressed
much more than a relationship of aesthetic influence in transatlantic artistic exchange.9
This chapter analyzes Nast’s approach to political cartoons as a visual translation, which
utilized and transformed French history paintings into political cartoons commenting on
American local and national politics. The notion of translation not only invokes the transfer of an
image from one medium to another, but it also refers to the historical and geographical
displacement of Nast’s visual sources. The artist’s visual translations not only adapted the
pictorial language of French history painting into the graphic language of press illustration. They
also addressed the relation between his models’ dissemination in American visual culture, and
the change of medium and function they underwent in the process of transformation. I situate
Nast’s artistic practice in relation to several notions of translations that were discussed in
American literary and artistic circles during and after the Civil War, in particular the nineteenth-

and Accommodation in the Civil War Art of Eastman Johnson and Thomas Nast,” in Seeing High and Low:
Representing Social Conflict in American Visual Culture ed. Patricia Johnson (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2006), 103-123; the “Commentaries” section devoted to comics, cartoons, and caricature’s interactions with
the fine arts in the recent spring 2008 issue of American Art 22 / 1; and more recently, The Efflorescence of
Caricature, 1759-1838 ed. Todd Porterfield (Burlington, VT, Ashgate, 2011). Mainardi in particular describes the
attention given to academic painting by French nineteenth-century caricaturists such as Cham in “the Salon in
Caricature.” See also Marie-Claude Chadefaux, "Le Salon caricatural de 1846 et les autres salons caricaturaux,"
Gazette des beaux-arts 6 / 71 (March 1968): 161–76; and the Musée d'Orsay exhibition catalogue, Les Salons
caricaturaux, ed. Thierry Chabanne (Paris: RMN, 1990).
9

By history painting, I include grand manner paintings representing historical subject such as Jacques-Louis David’s
Oath of the Horatii, and the small historical paintings of nineteenth-century French painters such as Paul Delaroche
and Jean-Léon Gérôme. I do not emphasize the distinction between these radically different approaches to the
representation of history because—as will become clear throughout this chapter—American critics’ preoccupation
with the representation of history in the aftermaths of the Civil War was not articulated as a dichotomy between
these two modes of historical representation.
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century debates on Homer’s translations, and in the period’s literature on engravings and
illustrated journalism. Looking at Nast’s cartoons as visual translations, this chapter investigates
the political power of Nast’s large-scale cartoons in the inner working of the images’ form and
their historical circumstances, and stresses the artist’s highly sophisticated and innovative
approach to the artistic, journalistic, and literary cultures of his time.10 I emphasize both the
artist’s mediation of a foreign visual culture to an American audience and his articulation of the
transformative act inherent in the translation process. Nast’s cartoons utilizing famous French
history paintings were founded on the principle that works of art were translatable into
reproductive images. They were successful due to the pervasive presence of French visual
culture in nineteenth-century America. Finally, they not only functioned as analysis of
contemporary politics, but also produced images, which carried Nast’s critical commentary on
the functions of history painting and on the possibility of historical representation in postbellum
America.

1. Democracy: Thomas Nast and Jacques-Louis David in American Politics

A few months after the end of the American Civil War and President Abraham’s
Lincoln’s assassination, Harper’s Weekly published a large one-page cartoon by Thomas Nast,

10

Albert Boime examined the importance of Nast’s reliance on French academic paintings in two articles where the
art historian explores Degas and Van Gogh’s interests in Nast’s work. However, his analysis relies on the paradigm
of French modernist artists’ original treatment of popular culture in their paintings and contrasts it to the American
artist’s more conservative interest in French academic art. Consequently, Boime sees Nast as a would-be history
painter. My own analysis proposes a very different interpretation of Nast’s cartoons based on French history
paintings. (Boime, “Thomas Nast and French Art.”)
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entitled Democracy.11 [Fig. 56] The picture was Nast’s visual response to a small article
published a week earlier under the title “The President’s Friends,” which criticized recent
democratic support of president Andrew Johnson.12 Nast’s image marked a new step in the
artist’s innovative style of newspaper illustration and American cartoon design. Until then, Nast
had published either large newspaper illustrations and emblematic compositions, or small
cartoons printed on Harper’s Weekly’s last page—in the journal’s advertisement section.
Democracy was the artist’s first full-page cartoon and the first cartoon ever given a central space
in the paper. It was also an image closely based on two specific and famous French history
paintings. Democracy was constructed after the composition of two well-known works of art by
French neoclassical painter, Jacques-Louis David--The Oath of the Horatii (1784, Musée du
Louvre), and The Death of Socrates (1787, Metropolitan Museum of Art)--a painter famous in
America for his political engagement during the French Revolution. [Fig. 57, 58]
Nast’s picture is composed around a central axis dividing the image in two sides. The left
side of the picture evokes the year 1864. Three men positioned like David’s three Horatii, vilify
president Andrew Johnson while a Confederate army officer enters the picture plane from the left
to assassinate Johnson. In the forefront, Manton Marble, editor of the leading democratic
newspaper of New York, The World, holds a sword inscribed “copper headed press,” and
presents the front page of his newspaper, which quotes The World comparing Johnson with

11

Harper’s Weekly, November 11, 1865, 713. President Abraham Lincoln was assassinated on April 14, 1865, one
day after general Robert E. Lee’s surrender to general Ulysses S. Grant at Appomattox. After Lincoln’s death, Vicepresident Andrew Johnson became president (1865-1869). During his tenure, Johnson’s lenient Reconstruction
policies embittered the Radical Republicans—whose Reconstruction politics were supported by Harper’s Weekly—
and led to his impeachment trial in 1868.
12

Harper’s Weekly, “The President’s Friends,” November 4, 1865, 691.
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Roman emperors Nero and Caligula.13 Behind him, John Van Buren and another figure point
accusatively towards Johnson, while the president is assaulted by flying cats and vegetables.
Both Marble and Van Buren are the main protagonists in Nast’s image. They are quoted on the
four corners of the cartoon.
In contrast, the right side of the picture represents the following year, 1865. The same
characters are now depicted according to David’s Death of Socrates. They are grouped closely
reflecting the positions of Socrates’ disciples lamenting over the philosopher’s imminent death in
his prison cell. Here, however, instead of mourning, Marble, Van Buren, and the others are
smiling, bowing towards Johnson, and offering him “candy,” and “sugar plums” to thank him for
the pardon offered to the Confederate States of America. Depicted with Marble and Van Buren
as the group of the Horatii’s sisters in David’s painting, the pivotal figure at the center of Nast’s
cartoon is Andrew Johnson himself. Here again Nast transformed the original protagonists’
expressions: instead of the women’s despair of David’s painting, the viewer sees Andrew
Johnson’s apparent indifference together with Van Buren and Marble’s adulation.
Nast’s transformations of David’s paintings were not only quoting the compositions of
the revolutionary painter.14 If the references to David’s compositions could be easily perceptible
to Nast’s audience, the resulting cartoon bore no trace of further kinship between painting and

13

The quote reads “God bless and spare Abraham Lincoln! Should this Andrew Johnson become his successor, the
decline and fall of the American Republic would smell as rank in history as that of the Roman Empire under such
atrocious monsters in human shape as Nero and Caligula.”
14

For the popularity of David’s paintings in the United States, see Catherine Wilcox-Titus, “Napoleon and Lafayette
in the Print Culture,” in With a French Accent: American Lithography to 1860 ed. Georgia B. Barnhill (Worcester:
American Antiquarian Society, 2012), 49-63. William S. Mount’s use of the basic elements of The Oath of the
Horatii for his early genre scene School Boys Quarreling (1830, oil on canvas, Museums at Stony Brook) attests to
the circulation of printed reproductions of the painting in antebellum America.
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cartoon.15 Nast made full use of the possibilities that the graphic arts offered, such as unusual
framing and the inclusion of texts. He also disregarded the spatial and temporal unity at the core
of the classical theory of history painting. The cartoon’s format, a cross, allowed a symmetrical
composition. However, Nast constructed his image on repeated elements without a clear
relationship between them. He replicated the figures on both sides of the cartoon acting in
apparently unrelated ways, thus destroying the composition’s temporal unity. Only President
Johnson was not represented twice. But this central figure did not function as a link between the
right and left sides of Nast’s cartoon. The president’s apathetic expression rather isolated him
from what happened around him—even the numerous objects falling around him from the sky.
The artist in fact structured Democracy using a series of repetitions and changes, which not only
paralleled the reproduction and transformation of David’s paintings at the core of his image, but
also embodied the artist’s analysis of the incoherence of past and present political Democratic
discourse.
After Democracy, Nast’s major cartoons of the Reconstruction era repeatedly built on the
conversion of famous French history paintings into mass-produced political images. For
instance, the cartoonist based the composition of Wilkes Booth the Second on Ernest
Meissonier’s Assassins (1852). [Fig. 59-60] In The Death of a Bogus Caesar he reproduced and
transformed the left part of Jean-Léon Gérôme’s The Death of Caesar (1867) while in Mr. David
Dudley Field he transferred the main elements of Delaroche’s famous Cromwell at the coffin of
Charles I (1831)—widely known through Louis Henriquel-Dupont’s 1833 engraving—into the

15

Tom Gretton’s analysis of the public’s awareness of the recycling of an image in the nineteenth-century illustrated
press presented at the EHESS symposium—L’image recyclée. Usages de l’appropriation dans les arts figuratifs: de
l’allusion au plagiat, May 5-8, 2010—demonstrates that the recognition of David’s compositions in Nast’s cartoon
would have been facilitated and ensured by the practice of collective readership of nineteenth-century illustrated
magazines.
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contemporary settings of local news. [Fig. 61-64] Nast also adapted David’s The Intervention of
the Sabine Women (1799) in Saint Patrick’s Day 1867, a cartoon commenting on Irish riots in
New York. He used Géricault’s Raft of the Medusa (1819) and the metaphoric representation of
the nation as the ‘ship of state’ in The Pirates under False Colors. [Fig. 65-66] Finally, he
inverted the structure of Gérôme’s Ave César, Morituri te salutant! (1859) in one of his most
famous cartoons against Boss Tweed titled The Tammany Tiger Loose—What are you going to
do about it? [Fig. 67-68]16 These compositions and their formal elements and structure articulate
Nast’s novel and unique approach to political cartoon. They demonstrate the cartoonist’s indepth analysis of his models and his ability to overturn their structure and adapt it to his own
political purpose.

2. Reproduction as Translation and Thomas Nast: Wood Engravings and Newspaper
Illustrations during the Civil War and Reconstruction

The scale and complexity of Thomas Nast’s cartoons such as Democracy hardly lied with
antebellum trends of American visual caricature and satire. The novelty and creativity of the
artist’s monumental cartoons caught the attention of art critique Clarence Cook: “Mr. Nast’s
drawing is clever and individual; we should say he had never been taught in the ordinary way,
but that he had devised his own methods of translating facts into black and white, and was quite

16

Wilkes Booth the Second, Harper’s Weekly, November 7, 1868, 171; The Death of a Bogus Caesar, Harper’s
Weekly, March 13, 1869, 164; Mr. David Dudley Field (Erie Ring Council): “Gone to a Higher Tribunal” Harper’s
Weekly, January 27, 1872, 85; The Pirate Under False Colors—Can They Capture the Ship of State?, Harper’s
Weekly, November 9, 1872, 872-873.
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innocent of any indebtedness to the schools.”17 Analyzing Nast’s transformation of newspaper
illustrations—seen as factual representations—into political cartoon as a translation process,
Cook likened the cartoonist’s work to that of an engraver, whose task—the creation of a
reproduction—was generally discussed as that of a translator, and whose works Nast relied on
for his political cartoons.18
The American caricaturist was certainly familiar with the notion of translation developed
in the domain of graphic arts. The ability of a fine engraver was highly praised in the United
States and famous masters’ proofs such as the French engraver Henriquel-Dupont were reviewed
in the country’s art critique regularly.19 Furthermore, the early 1870s were particularly rich with
debates about wood engravings and translation because the development of photographic
reproduction on woodblocks impacted the role of the engraver conceived as that of a translator of
original drawings into wood engravings. Before the photographic transfer of the artist’s design
on the block, wood-engravers remained the primary interpreters of the draftsman’s thoughts into
printed media. While the original artist’s design was previously destroyed in the creation of the
printing woodblock, it was retained when the artist’s design was transferred on the woodblock
using a photographic process. As a result, a new school of wood engraving emerged, where on
the one hand the interpretative role of the engraver was limited, and on the other hand a more

17

“Table Talk,” Putman Magazine 14, no. 19 (July 1869), 129. (Article collected by Nast in the fourth volume of his
scrapbooks, today in the Photography and Prints division of the New York Public Library.)
18

The early nineteenth century experienced a significant conceptual shift in the critical discourse on the creation and
reception of engraved reproductions of works of art both in Europe and in America. From the notion of imitation,
which had dominated the early modern literature on engraving, authors on both sides of the Atlantic adopted the
metaphor of translation during the first decades of the nineteenth-century.
19

Henriquel-Dupont’s engravings Cromwell at the coffin of Charles I--which Nast evoked in Mr. David Dudley
Field mentioned above--and Moses were eagerly awaited in America. See for instance The Crayon 1 (March 7
1855): 156.
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painterly style was developed closer to what a photograph could reproduce of a painting.20 John
Sartain, a celebrated Philadelphia engraver, explained the consequences of this technological
change for the wood engraver’s creativity and style:
Quite a revolution in the art of wood engraving has occurred in this
country in the last few years, and is the result of the use of photography for
placing on the block the drawing to be engraved. By the introduction of this
method copies of large drawings and boldly executed sketches are transferred to
the surface of the block previously sensitized for this purpose—with a minuteness
of detail altogether beyond the power of an artist’s hand to draw. This naturally
necessitated a corresponding minuteness of execution with the graver, at the same
time, however, leaving little room for the display of the engraver’s skill in
freedom of flowing lines. … In the new school we have what may be considered
better, the manner of the original artist copied is more prominent, the manner of
the engraver less so.21
During this period, Nast worked with publishers and wood-engravers, who carved his
drawings for publication. He was very familiar with the engraving process. His preserved
preparatory drawings demonstrate that the cartoonist adapted his style to the medium in which
they would be published. Nast’s drawings for the illustrated press such as The Tammany Four
Knaves were based on the visual codes of wood engraving: a dependence on line and contours,
and the use of cross-hatching to express volume, texture, and contrasts of light and shadows.22
Several retouched proofs of Nast’s work in the collections of MacCulloch Hall Historical
Museum in Nast’s hometown further demonstrate that the artist paid extreme attention to the
manner in which his own drawings were transferred on the wood block for publication.

20

See Gerry Beegan, “The Mechanization of the Image: Facsimile, Photography, and Fragmentation in NineteenthCentury Engraving,” Journal of Design History 8, no. 4 (1995): 257-275.
21

22

John Sartain, A brief sketch of the history and practice of engraving (Philadelphia, 1880), 8.

The Tammany Four Knaves is in the Swann Foundation for Caricature and Cartoon Collection at the Library of
Congress.
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Nast was also greatly interested in fine arts reproductive prints. He collected all types of
engravings for aesthetic and professional purposes. The auction catalogue of his estate lists
several thousands of prints and photographs including two thousand reproductions published by
the French firm Goupil & Cie.23 Photographs of his home and portraits of the artist in his studio
show that Nast exhibited an important part of his collection of prints at the Villa Fontana in
Morristown New Jersey, where he generally worked, using his collection of engravings, casts,
and photographs.24 [Fig. 69]
Reproductive engravings of grand manner and French history paintings were thus central
to Nast’s work. He articulated the relationship between reproductive prints and his cartoons in
several ways. In the semi-public space of his studio, for instance, the artist exhibited an
engraving after Jean-Léon Gérôme’s Death of Caesar side-by-side with a photograph of his own
interpretation of the painting in The Political Death of a Bogus Caesar, a cartoon representing
the end of Andrew Johnson’s tenure as president of the United States in 1869.25 [Fig. 70] Nast’s
The Political Death of a Bogus Caesar and its reference to Gérôme’s paintings were well
understood by his contemporaries. An article published in The Evening Post commented: ‘Two
pictures hanging side by side may be justly called the type and antetype. One is a beautiful steel
engraving of Gérôme’s ‘Death of Caesar;’ the other is a photograph of Nast’s caricature of the
death of a modern Caesar—Andrew Johnson. They are exact copies of each other in all save the

23

Catalogue of the Library, Correspondence, and Original Cartoons of the Late Thomas Nast To be sold at auction
Monday and Tuesday, April 2, and 3, 1906 by The Merwith-Clayton Sales Company, 20-24 East 20th Street, New
York, 55.
24

This is documented in several photographs of the Villa Fontana today in the collections of MacCulloch Hall
Historical Museum in Morristown, New Jersey.
25

See the article signed F.L.L. and published in the Evening Post, “Thomas Nast at Home,” October 10, 1873.
(From Nast’s scrapbooks, vol. 3 in the collections of the New York Public Library.)
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features of the figures, the caricaturist using the forms and surrounding of the old picture, but
putting in faces of men of the time.”26 Exhibiting the two prints side by side in his studio, Nast
conveyed a similar status to both images: the engraving and the cartoon both interpreted
Gérôme’s painting in a mechanically reproduced image that could be collected, preserved,
framed and exhibited. Naturally, Nast’s display also emphasized the two pictures’ radically
different approaches to the translation process. While the reproductive engraving offered an
escape into the representation of the past, Nast’s cartoon was turned towards the present and seen
by hundreds of thousands of readers.27
Nast’s cartoons constructed after such famous works of art would have primarily been
understood through the popularity of the paintings’ reproductions in America, and not through
the impossible encounter of Nast’s wide audience with the original work. In the second half of
the nineteenth century, the print industry developed several processes combining photography
and engraving technology that allowed reproductions to be disseminated on an unprecedented
scale, in multiple forms and formats, and to an emerging worldwide market. The French art
dealer and publisher Goupil & Company, with its close ties to Knoedler in New York, was
instrumental in the wide dissemination of French history painting in America, and in the creation
of a national audience for French academic painting. In cartoons such as The Political Death of a
Bogus Caesar and Democracy, Nast utilized the resulting familiarity of Harper’s Weekly’s
audience with the reproductive prints of French paintings to comment on national politics.

26

27

ibid.

Harper’s Weekly’s circulation is estimated to have exceeded 100,000 during the Reconstruction, peaking at
300,000 on occasion, while readership probably exceeded half a million people. The newspaper was distributed
nation-wide. (Exman, The House of Harper)
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Nast’s Death of a Bogus Caesar shows an unusual approach to the relationship between
high art, history painting, and illustrated journalism. Originally composed for the impeachment
of Johnson in 1868, Nast offered The Political Death of a Bogus Caesar to the editor of Harper’s
Weekly after the end of Johnson’s tenure as president of the United States. The composition of
the cartoon is much closer to the original painting than any other work Nast had created before.
The cartoon is almost an exact transcription of all the elements of Gérôme’s work into a wood
engraving: locale and disposition of the protagonists, details of the furniture, architectural
decorations etc.28 Nast’s version, however, is centered on a close-up view of the main action
represented in the left part of Gérôme’s canvas by cutting out the right side of the original
composition and emphasizing or adding several details so that they stand out in sharper focus.29
In Gérôme’s work, Caesar’s face remains slightly hidden in the shade whereas Nast depicted
Andrew Johnson’s entire body and head in full light. Johnson is lying dead on the floor with his
chair upside down and his vetoes at his side. Johnson’s own words "Treason is a crime and must
be punished" are carved in the niche above his head. In the middle ground, the Republican
senators with their swords upraised can be identified as the Managers that conducted Johnson’s
Impeachment in 1868.30

28

Gérôme’s original painting is in the collection of the Walters Art Museum in Baltimore.
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Later publications such as John L. Stoddard’s Lectures on Rome or A. B. Poland and John H. Haaren’s Famous
Men of Rome (New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, 1904) suggest that partial reproductions of Gérôme’s canvas also
circulated in the United States in the late nineteenth-century and were used to illustrate the life of Caesar. These late
reproductions also focus on the left part of Gérôme’s work.
30

The managers that conducted the impeachment represented in Nast’s cartoon are (from the left) George Boutwell
(Mass.), John Logan (IL.), John Bingham (Ohio), James Wilson (Iowa), Benjamin Butler (Mass.), and Thomas
Williams (PA). Thaddeus Stevens (PA) is shown exiting the scene on the far right. (Note that Stevens died in
August 1868).
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Nast’s transformation removed the poetic contrasts between violence and repose, light
and darkness, crowd and solitude present in Gérôme’s canvas. He only kept the painting’
historical content: the representation of a major political event that shaped the destiny of the
Roman Empire. In Nast’s image, the attention of the viewer is thus focused on the parallel
between the event that brought the beginning of the Roman Empire, and the current change in
the presidency of the United States, suggesting that the end of Johnson’s tenure marked the dawn
of a new historical era for the country. Yet, Nast’s historicist cartoon was designed for an event
that did not take place—Johnson’s impeachment failed in 1868. By publishing it later, at the time
Andrew Johnson’s defeat in the elections of 1869, Harper’s Weekly gave it a wider significance,
an ability to comment on Johnson’s presidency at large. Focusing on the representation of a
political assassination as the result of a president’s accumulated vetoes—which stood as a proof
of the president’s disregard for the Congress’s legislative power—The Political Death of a
Bogus Caesar could signify beyond its historicist analysis.

3. Nast, History and the American Cartoon in the Aftermaths of the Civil War

History and the Pictorial Representation of the Civil War

Nast’s cartoon style and his exceptional attention given to grand manner and history
painting emerged during the Civil War.31 In 1861, after almost a year in Europe where he

31

Allowing some minuteness in the depiction of details to give a specific interpretation to the story represented,
history and grand manner painting also relied on idealization, symbols, allegories, and codified expressions to
suggest the noble qualities of the picture’s key protagonists, and the larger meaning of celebrated mythical, biblical
and historical episodes.
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traveled extensively, he joined Harper’s Weekly’s permanent staff and participated with many
other artists in the creation of graphic illustrations of the conflict’s battles, heroes, and home
front.32 Nast and other illustrators frequently borrowed elements of the visual language of the
fine arts to illustrate war news. During the Civil War many illustrators used the conventions of
grand manner and history painting to create representations of battles and portraits of military
commanders in the guise of historically decisive events and powerful leaders.
In order to comprehend the war, northern newspapers and intellectuals encouraged a
sense of the war as history happening here and now, of its consisting of the events themselves.
Harper’s Weekly and Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper widely advertised their war pictorial
journalism not only as news reports but also as historical records:
Every large camp in the present war has had in it some representative of
our leading journals; and the country is more indebted to these industrious,
energetic, and courageous reporters for early and authentic accounts of battles
and important movements than the mass of our people usually admit. But for
these enterprising and adventurous spirits, who penetrate into all sorts of
dangers, and sketch, with the hail of battle failing around them, the scenes and
actions in which the public has so great an interest, we must very often have
remained in ignorance for days and weeks of events vitally affecting our
interests and happiness. Nor this is all: the materials for the history of this great
conflict are furnished almost entirely by these gatherers of ‘things great and
small’ on the field, and posterity would be wholly ignorant, but for them, of that
vast body of incident and adventure which finds no mention in official reports,
and which is absolutely necessary to a proper appreciation of central facts and
events.33
Editors and artists put at the forefront both the reliability of the visual information displayed in
newspaper form, and their importance for understanding the war in historical terms. Newspaper
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Nast’s prolific career started as newspaper illustrator in the antebellum era in New York. At age 15, he received
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Harper’s Weekly, “The Press on the Field,” April 30, 1864, 277.
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illustrations thus attempted to provide the reader with both an objective visual reportage, and the
larger meaning of the war’s events in images informed by a multiplicity of sources, not only
including photographs but also other forms of visual and textual evidence, such as sketches and
printed reproduction of famous paintings of historical battles. 34
Thomas Nast’s Civil War illustrations reflected the eclectic style and sources
characteristic of the outburst of image-publication with which the illustrated press presented the
war. Despite the artist’s limited experience of the battlefront, Nast’s double-page illustration The
Press on the Field, published by Harper’s in 1864, insisted on the newspaper artist’s direct
experience of the front. [Fig. 71] Its format and content is characteristic of many war illustrations
and their attempt to reconcile reportorial authenticity and the creation of a visual account of the
war. The assemblage of vignettes into a single but compartmented image with its captions, which
comment the scenes represented can be understood in relation to concurrent development of the
formal properties of comic art in nineteenth-century visual culture.35 At the same time, the format
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Whereas images were previously created using mostly textual evidence, and were drawn and carved directly on
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chosen for each section of the image also brings to mind the representation of a triptych—
recalling old masters’ religious paintings and devotional images. Nast used dramatic
chiaroscuros and expressive gestures to enhance the narrative in each of the scenes drawn in the
triptych’s panels. In spite of the conspicuous absence of photographers in the picture, the choice
of scenes represented and the method of representation—very fine lines conveying tonal values
rather than outlines—betray a photographic influence on Nast’s picture. Because of the
medium’s technical capacities at the time, photographers were primarily restricted to scenes of
camp life, drills and picket lines, and artillery batteries, as in Nast’s vignettes, rather than actual
battles—which are evoked in the central vignette’s indistinct background.36 Nast’s The Press on
the Field juxtaposed various drawing styles corresponding to the wide variety of media from
which such illustrations were constructed: clear outlines, and an absence of defined edge or
frame for certain area of the composite image; a reliance on cross-hatching to convey depth and
shadows at the picture’s margins, together with the very fine parallel lines that attempted to
suggest the tonal values and contrasts of light and shadow of photography inside each panel of
Nast’s triptych.
Alternatively, draftsmen and artists did provide representations of military action based
on newspapers clippings and written accounts. Nast’s On to Richmond published also by
Harper’s Weekly in 1864 did not represent the scene “drawn on the spot” by the artist. [Fig. 74]

(Tamara, Florida: Poorhouse Press, 1985) and Scott McCloud, Understand Comics (New York: Harper Perennial,
1994).
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See Panzer, “Washington and the War Year,” in Mathew Brady and the Image of History (Washington DC:
Smithsonian Institution Press for the National Portrait Gallery, 1997), 93-111. Pictures taken after famous battles—
consequently the closest photographs one could get to the reality of the event itself—such as Gardner’s celebrated
Death at Antietam or Harvest of Death taken after Gettysburg—constituted in fact an extremely limited portion of
the entire photographic data produced during the war. See Christina Ferrando’s unpublished MA Thesis,
“Memorable Fields” The Celebration of Place in Alexander Gardner’s Photographic Sketch Book of the Civil War,
Columbia University, May 2003.
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Nast rather utilized both the conventions of battle paintings, and the available photographs of the
aftermaths of the war’s battles--such as Alexander Gardner’s a Harvest of Death--to enhance the
visual representations of military action with authentic details.37 [Fig. 72] Trying to reconcile the
relay of information and an analysis of the significance of the actual events or reports depicted,
illustrations such as The Press on the Field and On to Richmond juxtaposed eclectic pictorial
styles using the conventions of the fine arts with visual references to photography’s accuracy and
historical value.
A sense of history was indeed felt to be particularly acute when looking at the war’s
photographs, hailed to be the Clio of the war, its historical reality preserved in image form.38
However, the difficulties and contradictions inherent in seeing the photographic images of the
Civil War photographs as history were tremendous. As Alan Trachtenberg justly inquired: “How
was it possible to see photographically, in single, segmented images, and to see politically or
historically, as it were, with an eye to the meaning of the transcribed scenes, their meaning with a
war itself so difficult to see intelligibly?”39 Furthermore, war photographs were widely known in
the form of their reproduction in wood engraving published in illustrated weeklies. This
reproductive technique transformed the photographic image in significant ways. Gardner’s Death
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at Antietam was printed within a larger illustration titled Scenes on the Battlefield of Antietam.
[Fig. 75] The Scenes on the Battlefield’s central panel was drawn almost like a pastoral
landscape with two soldiers walking on the field bordered by beautiful trees and a picturesque
bridge.40 Gardner’s photographic image was transformed into a side vignette drawn by human
hand. Its relatively small size and the wood engraving translation of Gardner’s photographic
print assuaged much of the image’s power to convey the Civil War battlefield’s death tolls.
Eclectic in style and sources, Civil War newspaper illustrations have often been
considered unsuccessful both artistically and in terms of their historical analysis.41 On the one
hand, their reliance on outdated pictorial structures attempted to create and artificial continuity
with the past that failed to come to term with the conflict’s utterly new conditions and modernity.
On the other hand, the images’ propagandistic content is highly apparent to the contemporary
viewer and seems to cancel out the newspapers’ claim of historical objectivity. However, these
very elements—the emphasis on politics and the reliance on some of the visual codes of grand
manner painting—together with an attention to visual ruptures between painting, graphic, and
photographic elements would become the basis of Thomas Nast’s re-invention of history
painting in the form of political cartoon.

Nast’s Civil War Emblematic Images: Towards the Political Cartoon
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In the last two years of the Civil War, Thomas Nast created large emblematic images that
moved away from any attempt at a descriptive or reportorial representation of war-related events.
These large-scale illustrations can be seen as Nast’s exploration of new ways with which to
combine and utilize the fine arts and the graphic arts with the photographic aura of authenticity
in order to produce politically powerful images. In these pictures, Nast elaborated a unique
approach to illustrated journalism, in which his own political analysis is clearly perceptible,
anticipating his famous cartoons of the Reconstruction era. Within a couple of years after the
start of the conflict, the artist was drawing a very particular type of composition bearing evidence
of his own political analysis of the subject represented. Occupying a full-page of Harper’s
Weekly, Compromise with the South, one of Nast’s early emblematic images, combined
iconographic elements of history and grand manner painting with a layout characteristic of
newspaper illustration.42 The composition discredited General McClellan, the democrat candidate
for the presidential elections of 1864 as well as his advocacy of ceasefire and negotiation with
the Confederacy. It was centered on a disabled Union veteran shaking hands with a Confederate
soldier stepping on a Union grave inscribed “In memory of the Union heroes who fell in a
useless war,” with a mourning allegorical figure, Columbia, at the forefront the picture. The
background showed devastation in the north and re-enslavement in the South. In this picture,
Nast juxtaposed visual metaphors such as the allegorical figure of Columbia with more
reportorial elements. The political significance of Nast’s critique of the Democrats’ platform
emerged from the contrast between the two pictorial modes of representation. Its force was
immediately perceived by the Republican Party, which widely reproduced it for President
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Compromise with the South, Harper’s Weekly, September 3, 1864, 572.
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Lincoln’s re-election campaign. Compromise with the South can thus be considered the artist’s
first direct incursion into American politics.
Rather than shaping the American Civil War into the visual language of history painting,
Nast transformed newspaper illustrations into large-scale emblematic images that derived their
power of expression from the contrast between references to the old masters and the
simultaneous use of the formal properties of photographs and comic art. In, Lincoln, a picture
published at the time of the president’s assassination, Nast used allegorical elements—again a
figure of Columbia is the main protagonist of the central scene—juxtaposed with two contrasting
‘photographic’ vignettes located at the bottom of the page. [Fig. 76] For this monumental
double-page wood engraving, the artist also assembled distinct vignettes into a single but
compartmented image with caption, which relied on the concurrent developments of the comic
art in nineteenth-century visual culture.43 Instead of building on the conventions of grand manner
painting to create a representation establishing an artificial continuity between past military
campaigns and the Civil War, this image brought about a new type of political image in which
the visual vocabulary of illustration, photography, and that of reproductive prints are included
and adapted to form a new language of representation. The small scenes at the bottom of the
composition represent a harbor view and a funeral ceremony. Together the vignettes evoke the
procession of the president’s remains and the mourning ceremonies that took place throughout
the country on its trip back to Ohio. On the one hand, the main image’s allegorical mode stands
out against the apparently objective scenes at the bottom. The harbor and the church ceremony
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are not identified; they are generic. Yet they closely resemble the usual manner with which
newspaper illustrations used photographic prints to represent the news. The drawing is based on
tonal values, and the central medallion’s well-defined border evokes the common photographic
frames of daguerreotypes or tintypes—a photographic image on metal particularly popular
during the war. On the other hand, the central scene represents Columbia, grieving over
Lincoln’s coffin placed in a solemn classical architectural space, covered with the American flag.
Above, separated by a wide white strip, two emblematic soldiers frame the central composition.
They symbolize the Union army and navy mourning the president.
The allegorical figure, the framework of the central scene dominated by a round arch that
echoes the interior classical architecture, and the seated figures drawn above it are borrowed
from the visual vocabulary of sixteenth-century Italian painting and sculpture such as Raphael’s
Stanza della Segnatura (1510-1511) or Michelangelo’s figures from the Medici chapel of the
church of San Lorenzo in Florence (1519-1534).44 Renaissance architectural decoration was
particularly popular in the United States and had been recently used as a model for the Capitol in
Washington. Furthermore, Nast would have seen Renaissance original works during his 1860
stay in Italy. The artist was also familiar with the paintings of old masters through his studies of
the available copies in New York private collections, and most importantly through his own
collection of printed reproductions.45 Even though there is no detailed account of his methods at
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this early stage of his career, later reports indicate that he worked with photographs and
reproductive prints—in particular with a series of reproductions of the seventeenth-century cycle
that Rubens painted for Marie Medici for the Luxembourg palace in Paris. Incorporating
allegorical figures with contemporary portraits, Rubens had created a kind of history painting
that glorified political rulers while placing them in a timeless realm.46 Nast was therefore in a
position to appreciate both the political contents of European old master’s paintings, and the
transformative process required by reproductive engraving.
Far from only inserting the pictorial language of Renaissance and Baroque painting and
sculpture into his image, Nast made important changes to his artistic models. Renaissance
frescoes such as Raphael’s School of Athens in the Vatican were framed by architectural
elements, which set the boundaries governing the history (istoria) represented. Whether real or
painted in trompe l’oeil these architectural elements were transcribed into decorative frames in
reproductive engravings where they communicated a sense of unity of the architectural space
despite the flatness, change in scale, and fragmentation inherent in the process of translation of a
fresco painting into an engraving on paper.47 In Lincoln, Nast’s adaptation of the formal
languages of the Italian and Flemish artists into the two-dimensional black and white wood
engraving does not try to convey the idea of a coherent three-dimensional space. The central

pictures and biographical sketches of the painters by Richard Grant White (New York: Baker, Goodwin and
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frame with Columbia and Lincoln is in fact architecturally incoherent in relation to the space
implied by the upper panel’s geometric shape. Furthermore, the cartoonist transformed the usual
drawing of cornices representing the architecture’s vault line into the bland white strip
characteristic of comic language emerging in the nineteenth-century. [Fig. 77] In comics, white
strips allow the juxtaposition of apparently unrelated events in an expressive narrative. Nast
separated the vignettes representing reality in newspaper illustration style from the ones that
characterized the event’s allegorical significance. The only formal device that established a
visual link between the central frame and the city and church views at the bottom is a curtain that
is partly lifted so as to reveal the real world hidden behind Columbia. Nast’s use of this device is
certainly not accidental. While old masters have used painted curtains to allude to the function of
the painted surface as a window onto another world, Nast reversed its purpose.48 [Fig. 78] Rather
than an opening onto the world of the painting, the cartoon’s curtain added a layer to the image,
covering the vignette’s world of illusionistic representation. Both the curtain and the white strips
allowed him to juxtapose the contrasting realms of reality, symbols, and allegorical meanings in
separate frames while using the distortion of scale between them to insist on the central
interpretative role of the main panel. This panel thus added a layer to reality, that is Nast and
Harper’s Weekly’s interpretation of the national impact of the late president’s death. Rather than
creating a cartoon that only inserted the language of sixteenth and seventeenth-centuries images,
Nast’s composition used elements of the graphic art of comic strip to insist on a rupture with the
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conventions of illustrations and history painting, and to inscribe the representation of Lincoln’s
death with his own interpretation of its significance for the Union.

4. Nast’s Translations: French History Painting and the Creation of a New Medium

Cartoons and Nineteenth-Century Visual Caricature

Nast’s reference to high art was not a new feature of caricature and political cartoon. The
fine arts and its exhibitions were often satirized in nineteenth-century French and British
caricatures and cartoons. Honoré Daumier attacked the nineteenth-century taste for antiquity and
classical art forms and subjects in several series of lithographs including L’Histoire ancienne,
published between 1841 and 1843 in Le Charivari. [Fig. 80] Daumier’s images transposed the
lives of Homer’s heroes into contemporary situations, attacking both fine arts conventions and
bourgeois cultural values.49 During the 1840s in France also appeared the phenomenon of the
Salon in caricature, where the annual Paris Salon was reproduced in visual satire either in single
sheets, comic strips published in the illustrated press, or in entire booklets. These ‘”Salons” were
drawn by famous caricaturists such as Cham, Nadar, Robida and Gill.50 [Fig. 81]
During the same period in England, the weekly democratic newspaper Punch, also known
as the London Charivari, regularly attacked the Royal Academy exhibitions and high art
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patronage.51 Numerous social and political caricatures published by the British paper were
closely based on celebrated pictures. In 1849, John Leech copied the second scene of Hogarth’s
Marriage à la mode in his “Political Marriage à la mode” with Lord Russell as the dissolute
husband, sprawled on a chair, a small dog with the unmistakable face of Disraeli alongside him.
His wife was depicted as Britannia brandishing her trident, an allusion to the increased naval
expenditures that threatened to break the budget.52 Punch’s wrapper itself was a parody of two of
William Hogarth’s self-portraits.53 [Fig. 82-84]
More importantly, the word cartoon, originally a full-size preparatory drawing for a
fresco, a tapestry or a mosaic, only acquired its modern meaning as a pictorial parody during the
1840s in relation to contemporary British history painting. Punch coined the new meaning of
cartoon when it satirized the proposed compositions for the frescoes of the New Westminster
Palace in a series called “Punch’s Cartoons” in 1843. Titled “John Bull’s Idol,” “King Arthur’s
Court,” “Capital and Labor,” “The ‘Satisfaction’ of a ‘Gentleman’,” or “Substance and Shadow,”
Punch’s pictures addressed contemporary social issues. Nast would have certainly been familiar
with the original 1843 Punch cartoons as he owned several publications on British caricatures,
and, more importantly, collected Punch itself.54 [Fig. 85]
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Punch’s cartoons were similar to Nast’s early emblematic illustrations of the Civil War
insofar as they occupied an entire page and used elements of the visual language of high art such
as emblems, allegories, and eighteenth-century historical costumes. However, they differed from
the American artist’s images in several important ways. Punch’s cartoons of 1843 were not
parodies of specific paintings or drawings. Using the competition for the Westminster Palace
frescoes, “Labor and Capital,” “Substance and Shadow,” or “King Arthur’s Court,” created an
equivalence between high art patronage and Britain’s upper classes’ deficiencies vis-à-vis the
lower classes. Punch’s cartoons were in fact social critiques of the life style and cultural
concerns of Britain’s upper classes at large.
Nast’s Civil War emblematic illustrations and his Reconstruction cartoons utilized the
conventions of grand manner and history paintings in a radically different fashion. Rather than
mocking a social class’s interest for the fine arts (as both Punch and Le Charivari did), Nast
relied on his audience’s knowledge of European paintings in the form of printed reproductions
and on the inversion the structure of history and grand manner painting to address American
politics and contemporary history.
Both Lincoln and Democracy, Nast’s 1865 cartoons described at the beginning of this
chapter, were constructed on the disjunction between the cartoon and its original painted
model—though with different visual means. Democracy made full use of the possibilities that
comics and cartoons offered, such as unusual framing, the formal qualities of included texts, and
the disregard for spatial and temporal unity. While the compositions of David’s two paintings
were easily recognized, the final image bore no resemblance to an oil painting, nor to its
transposition into a reproductive print. The image format, a cross, made room for abundant
textual quotations located symmetrically in the four corners of the magazine’s double-page, and
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in the four sides of the image’s dark border. The texts were not only important elements of the
cartoon’s political meaning; they also participated in the formal composition of the image. The
quotations framed Nast’s cartoon and further contributed to the pattern of repetition and change
prevailing in the composition. Only two elements did not have duplicates in the final cartoon: the
title Democracy included in the image and the central protagonist president Johnson.
Nast utilized the attention given to meaningful gestures and expressions in the classic
theory of history painting to communicate his analysis of the characters’ personalities. However,
he reversed the rule of unity of action, time, and place that history painting had inherited from
seventeenth-century literary theory’s adaptation of Aristotle. In his picture, time is split into two
parallel moments that created two reversed actions expressed by the image’s inspiration from
two different compositions. Finally instead of the pregnant or fruitful moment structuring history
painting’s compositions, here the central protagonist Johnson is simply doing nothing.
With Democracy, Nast created a politically powerful image from the distortion between
the austere rhetoric of David’s paintings and their transformation into a florid cartoon. The
image’s comic effect emerged from the audience’s knowledge of David’s original paintings and
their elevated subjects confronted with the cartoon’s silly details and its protagonists’ caricatured
expressions. The alteration of the original composition stripped Van Buren, and Marble of their
political credibility.55 Instead of the Greek and Roman clothing, the contemporary suits and
uniforms of the 1860s; instead of the nearly-bare walls of either paintings’ background, Nast’s
busy rain of cats, eggs, butter, vegetables, and other unidentified flying objects; instead of noble
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sentiments and attitudes in the carefully painted facial expressions and gestures of the antique
figures, the shifting expressions of the democrats’ angered or reverent faces; instead of the
dignified poses of male Roman and Greek heroes at the center of David’s paintings; Johnson’s
posture, effeminate by association with the Horatii’s sisters.
Nast’s cartoons based on well-known history paintings reflected and engaged with their
pervasiveness in reproduction in American visual culture. If reproductive prints were primarily
understood as the translation of the original painting into a new portable medium, Nast’s
cartoons transformed the relationship between original painting and printed image by taking a
particular freedom with its model—without turning the final ‘version’ of the original work of art
into a simple parody.56 In Lincoln, Nast did not imitate the visual language of history painting in
a derisive fashion. In Democracy, his satire of New York’s democrats not only analyzed the
visual structure of his sources, but also made it perceptible to his audience by reversing it. At the
same time, juxtaposing the essential elements of the visual language of history painting with
those of other graphic arts such as caricature and comics, the artist inscribed a formal
discontinuity in his compositions that highlighted his own artistic transformative intervention.

Nast’s Cartoons as Political Translations
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Democracy and its overt allusion to David’s celebrated paintings emerged from Nast’s
experimentation with newspaper illustrations during the crucial years of the Civil War, and
further reflected the artist’s interpretation of the significance of French history painting and
European caricature for American culture. Showing undeniable affinities with nineteenth-century
European cartoonists referencing the Fine Arts such as Honoré Daumier and John Leech, Nast’s
cartoons nevertheless reveal a different outlook on high art, tied to contemporary local debates
about translation—including that of a work of art in reproductive form—and about the
representation of contemporary history with modern media in the aftermaths of the Civil War.
Nast’s conversion of famous history paintings into political cartoons reflected the terms
of a recent debate on literary translation stirred by several publications of Homer’s Iliad in
England and America. In 1861 the British poet and critic Matthew Arnold published On
Translating Homer, which he followed with the publication of On Translating Homer, Last
Words.57 Arnold’s essays were discussed at length during the 1860s in several American journals
including The North American Review, The Atlantic Monthly, and Putnam’s Monthly Magazine,
which Nast read.58 While Arnold’s essays focused on the definition of the Homeric style and
discussed several translations of Homer and their respective merit—in particular that of his
contemporary Francis W. Newman—they developed important innovations to the literary theory
of translation at the time. Arnold intensified the attention given to the difficulty of finding
semantic equivalencies between languages expressed by earlier German scholars such as
Wilhelm von Humboldt and Friedrich Schleiermacher. Accepting the difficulty, even the
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impossibility of producing a modern equivalent for an ancient text in the process of translation,
Arnold proposed a theory of translation anchored in the present and in the translator’s individual
response to the original. He argued that it was impossible for the translator to reconstruct the
original nature and impact of a work of poetry because of the temporal and spatial distances
between the translator and his text. Consequently, he promoted the idea that a translator should
not try to reconstruct the effect of Homer’s text on its ancient audiences, but should try to convey
the impression he/she received while reading the original. Finally, he insisted on the need for an
in-depth analysis of the essential elements of the effects of the original text before any attempt at
translation, in order to establish a basic set of principles that would not only facilitate an
evaluation of former translations but would be used as guiding principles throughout the
translator’s task. In other words, Arnold accepted the spatial and temporal distance with the
original text as a positive constraint, and urged translators to analyze the original before
interpreting their own individual response to it.
The controversy started by Arnold had a significant impact in the United States.59 Most
American scholars and critics did not agree on the nature of the best Homeric translation, nor on
the proper effect that Homer’s text should have on its reader. However, they generally concurred
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with Arnold that it was impossible to attempt to give the contemporary reader the original effect
of Homer’s poetry. “Mr. Newman says he sometimes used low words; and since his theory of the
duty of a translator is, that he should reproduce the moral effect of his author … so he would
render low words by words as low. But here his own dilemma meets him: how does he know that
Homer’s words did seem low to a Greek?”60 Furthermore, several American commentators
articulated their point of view by introducing visual comparisons and the relation between reality
and the work of art. If feeling the original impact of Homer’s text was impossible, the worthy
modern translation offered its reader an informed interpretation of it, similar to an artist’s
interpretation of life itself. “Which should we prefer,—a cast taken unmistakably after death, or a
likeness, less obviously true, perhaps, to the mere features, but instinct with the expression and
genius of the original?”61 In other words, the translator’s task was a creative endeavor closer to
that of an artist creating a new work of art rather than a mere reproductive activity.
Articulating both an analysis and a personal interpretation of the original compositions,
Nast’s transformations of well-known French history paintings into political cartoons explored,
with a humorous distance, the formal and conceptual possibilities that an adaptation of Arnold’s
precepts to the visual arts offered for the political cartoon. Nast’s cartoons using old masters and
French history paintings called as much attention to the visual characteristics of the original
works of art—composition, gestures, expression, architectural vocabulary, allegories etc.—as
they did to the conventions of the visual language of caricature and comics—irregular framing,
anachronistic juxtapositions, white strips, and the inclusion of texts. Juxtaposing high art
conventions with the inherently popular and ‘low’ comic strip and caricature, Nast’s political
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cartoons thus visually asserted the transformations that history paintings undertook when their
reproductions were transposed into a new medium. The analysis of his cartoons demonstrates
that by pointing to the differences between his models and his own creations, the artist exposed
the original purpose of such paintings and produced a critical analysis of their function in
America. In doing so, Nast proposed a new medium and function for historical representation in
American visual culture.

5. David, Gérôme, and Nast: History Painting, American Cartoon and the Political Subject

Nast’s cutting and montage of various sections of Gérôme or David’s paintings in
Democracy and The Death of a Bogus Caesar parodied the work of the painter-historian
attempting to form a continuous and explanatory visual narrative out of discreet pieces of
evidence from the past. With The Political Death of a Bogus Caesar, Nast utilized the
understanding of history painting as a visual “realistic narrative” to give a historical dimension to
a contemporary political event.62 In America, history painting was appreciated by Nast’s
contemporaries mainly for the visual exploration of the past it offered. It is well known that
nineteenth-century American artists interested in the grand manner or history painting would find
little patronage at home. However, French contemporary representations of the past, which
attempted to create visual reconstructions of the past, had become extremely popular in the
United States by the end of the Civil War.63 The noted critic James Jackson Jarves explained that
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the French “seek to illustrate and recreate [history] on its own ground of truth of scene, event,
and accessories, and from its own basis of thought and feeling. Instead of trying to make the past
talk the language of our time, they take us back to the old, and introduce us to its actual life and
character.” 64 The most characteristic element of the French school of painting was understood to
be this archaeological reconstruction of the past in visual form. Gérôme, one of the painters
repeatedly taken as source in Nast’s cartoons, was seen as one of the French school’s utmost
representatives.
The Political Death of a Bogus Caesar, however, proposed a new function for French
history painting translated into cartoon form: an analysis of contemporary politics in historicist
terms, and the creation of an image projected towards the future. Looking at a contemporary
event in its close relationship to the past, Nast’s image proposed that history painting understood
as a visual reconstruction of the past could be changed into an analytical device for
contemporary political events. Furthermore, the delayed publication of The Political Death of a
Bogus Caesar had given the image an extended political dimension. No longer confined to its
historicist analysis of a specific event—the impeachment that actually did not take place—Nast’s
image published after the presidential elections of 1869 addressed its audience in a new fashion.
Nast’s image could come close to a warning for any political figure that would disregards the
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American people and its democratic institutions. That the gap between the original and its
transformation remained clearly perceptible in the final cartoon was essential for Nast’s political
analysis to be effective. In other words, the original French painting had to be seen as an exact
reconstruction of a past event in order for the cartoon’s analysis to function politically in
American society. The contemporary French school of history painting was thus an ideal
material for Nast’s political project and visual translation was its ideal form since—in contrast to
literary translation—in the translated image, the original could co-exist with its transformation.
Titled The Tammany Tiger Loose: What are you going to do about it? Nast’s most
renowned cartoon against boss Tweed, Tammany Hall and the corruption of New York City’s
politics, shows the intended scope of the artist’s assimilation of nineteenth-century French
history painting. [Fig. 67] Published by Harper’s Weekly on November 11, 1871, the cartoon is
closely constructed using Gérôme’s Ave Caesar Imperator Morituri te Salutant. Gérôme’s
painting was first exhibited at the Paris Salon in 1859 and immediately published in
photographic reproduction by Goupil & Cie.65 Constructed with a large perspective showing a
Roman arena and its public in the background, Nast’s two-page cartoon is centered on a tiger
about to kill its third victim, an allegory of the American Republic. She crawls under the big
cat’s paw in an impossible attempt to escape; her crown has been thrown aside during the fight.
The main protagonist, Americus, is a symbol of William Tweed’s Lower East Side firefighter
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company, called the American firefighter company No. 6 that Tweed had founded and used to
make his entrance into New York politics.
In his cartoon, Nast has kept the general elements of Gérôme’s composition, the arena
and its public and most importantly the strong diagonal leading from the dead body in the
foreground to the fighting figure, and then to the emperor—here Tweed himself accompanied by
his collaborators. The cartoonist introduced significant changes. While Gérôme’s painting is
centered on a group of gladiators about to fight for their lives, Nast’s combatant is a wild animal
killing for pleasure—he did not even eat his former victims seen in the middle ground of the
cartoon. The Roman emperor, who was left in the shadow in Gérôme’s work, is easily
recognized in the cartoon as a caricature of William M. Tweed, the leader of Tammany Hall,
sitting together with his collaborators, Sweeney, Hall, Connolly, and others. Nast’s
transformation allows the viewer to see Tweed’s reaction to the spectacle: he is enjoying the
massacre. The tiger’s victims are almost already dead. Columbia as the Republic is still alive but
not for long, while Justice and Commerce’s bodies lay dead in the middle ground.
As in previous cartoons, Nast’s image calls as much attention to the original work of art
than to the differences between his design and that of Gérôme. The accumulation of warrior’s
weaponry and bodies in the first ground of the French painting invite the viewer to spend time
contemplating the details of this visual reconstruction of the past, and the strange costumes of the
gladiators about to fight. The viewer is encouraged to feel like a spectator taking pleasure in the
scene represented on canvas. Consequently, the painting leads the viewer to identify with the
Roman audience’s pleasure. In contrast, the main action in Nast’s image is frozen just before the
tiger’s next attack. Americus, unsatisfied by the killing, directly engages the viewer, implying
him as his next victim. The caption, “What are you going to do about it?” calls upon the viewer’s
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sense of urgency, and asks him to take action in the struggle against New York City’s corruption.
Nast’s interpretation of Gérôme’s popular image in cartoon form transforms the viewer’s relation
to the work of art. In other words, Nast’s cartoon literally and metaphorically reverses the French
painter’s painting of history. Rather than Gérôme’s pictorial contemplation, The Tammany Tiger
Loose addresses the viewer as a political subject and calls for his political intervention.

***

Nast expressed his own view of the relation between his work and that of a history
painter by including himself in some of his cartoons and in several self-portraits. One of Nast’s
most important self-portraits was created in 1867. Known today only through a photograph, the
canvas introduced the thirty-two grand-format paintings realized by Nast between June and
December 1867 for his Grand Caricaturama, a moving panorama narrating in a comic mode the
history of the United States with an emphasis on the Civil War.66 The show opened on Broadway
on December 4, 1867, and traveled throughout the country in the following year. As all the
paintings of Nast’s Caricaturama, The Artist’s Dream, a self-portrait, was nine by twelve feet,
and accompanied by music and a spoken narrative. [Fig. 86] While its title and music alluded to
Thomas Cole’s The Architect’s Dream (1840), the composition closely relies on a classical
representation of a painter at work in his studio established since the seventeenth-century, and
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recently reinterpreted by the American painter William Sidney Mount.67 [Fig. 87] However,
whereas Mount emphasized the ability of the painter to astonish an unsophisticated viewer,
Nast’s work remains closer to the rhetoric of the intellectual endeavor of history painting. Nast’s
depiction of himself, caricatured as a history painter asleep in front of his large canvas, is a play
on classic theory’s emphasis on the painter’s mental power, and on his intellectual ability to
interpret historical subjects. In the painting, however, while Nast the history painter sleeps, his
mind produces a political history in large painted cartoons.
Despite the ambiguous status of Nast’s self-portrait—are we laughing at Nast the history
painter or Nast the cartoonist? —the artist’s conception of the inherent relationship between art
and politics prevails. The American flag and trophy occupying the left studio wall and located at
the end of a diagonal connecting, from left to right, the artist, his canvas, and the flag emphasize
an unmistakable political dimension to the painter’s task at hand: a patriotic visual interpretation
of national history on a grand scale. “The Artist’s Dream” thus makes explicit Nast’s conception
of his political and artistic role: to use the visual language of history painting in order to make an
intervention in the American public sphere.
It is not coincidental that Nast’s first cartoon referencing specific works of art was
constructed after Jacques-Louis David’s paintings expressing political relations of the individual
to the community. The French painter was not generally held in very high esteem in
contemporary American art criticism. However, his life and works were well known and
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associated with the political changes and excesses brought by the French Revolution. “The most
remarkable point in the history of David, … , is the influence of the great political changes it was
his fate to participate in upon his own style and mode of thought. … Some idea may be formed
of the revolutionary fanaticism of David by the fact that, when Marat, denounced by the
Convention, called the Assembly a group of assassins, he also, in his frenzy, shouted out, ‘I also
asked to be assassinated; I am also a virtuous man, Liberty will triumph!”68 In America David
was widely considered as the political artist par excellence. The revolutionary painter was seen
as an artist passionately engaged in the political struggles of his own time, a role that Nast
aspired to take and adapt to his own time and place.
During the Civil War and Reconstruction era, Nast elaborated a unique style of political
cartoon by utilizing the visual vocabulary of grand manner painting or by transforming entire
compositions of well-known history paintings. He particularly relied on the fame of
contemporary French works of art, which had become popular in printed form in America during
the 1850s. He found a rich language source in the works of French painters such as David and
Gérôme. These works of art summed up the main functions of history painting, as they were
understood in America at the time. David embodied history painting’s ties to politics and the
formation of a political subject and Gérôme’s work characterized the archaeological visual
reconstruction of the past that had become the expected task of history painting for many
American critics at mid-century.
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However, Nast’s adaptations of French history paintings into cartoons were not designed
as a satire of the American enthusiasm for a foreign visual culture. Nor did they ridicule
Gérôme’s archaeological or David’s political approach to history painting. Rather, Nast’s
cartoons built on the functions of history paintings popularized in reproductive prints, and
questioned their relevance for American society. Nast called attention to the model’s visual
transformations taking place within his images as a source of political meaning. The curtain
covering the illusionistic vignettes in Lincoln defined the analytical role of Nast’s cartoon just as
The Tammany Tiger Loose’s composition overturned the viewer’s passive role of Gérôme’s
painting. By juxtaposing disruptive visual elements of grand manner painting and comic art, or
by invalidating the structure and principles at the core of a well-known painting, Nast defined the
visual language, medium, and function of his cartoons in American society as a transformation,
or an adaptation of the visual language, medium, and function of well-known foreign paintings.
Using the nineteenth-century capacity of paintings to be disseminated and well known in the
form of reproduction, Nast translated grand manner and French contemporary history painting
into the American political cartoon.
In light of the transatlantic circulation of reproductive prints from Europe, particularly
from France, and in light of the metaphorical understanding of engraving as translation, Clarence
Cook’s observation that Nast “had devised his own method of translating facts into black and
white and was quite innocent of any indebtedness to the schools” demonstrates that the art critic
was not only sensitive to Nast’s habit of making extensive use of famous paintings in his
cartoons, but also that he appreciated the artist’s unique interpretation of translation in visual
form. Cook, who was a frequent commentator of contemporary French paintings in several
American newspapers and journals such as Putnam’s Monthly or The Round Table, understood
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that Nast responded to the dissemination of reproductive prints after French paintings by creating
his own translations of French history painting into analytical commentaries on contemporary
American politics.
While Nast adapted French history paintings in his images, he defined the form and
function of American political cartoons in relation to that of French history paintings and their
dissemination in reproductive form. Nast’s cartoons transforming celebrated French history
paintings questioned the general understanding of the value of history painting in America at the
time: that of an exact reconstruction of the past presented in visual form. Rather than giving
priority to the original, Nast spelled out his transformative intervention in his political cartoons.
His emphasis on the juxtaposition of opposite visual languages—the high art of history painting
and the low art of comics and cartoons—left the viewer with a graphic representation of a
process of transformation. Re-presenting history painting in the medium of political cartoon,
Nast’s images thus embodied the very outcome they attempt to provoke: a rupture with the
continuum of history, a moment of transition, and political change. Nast’s constant insistence on
the transformative process inherent in translation incited his audience to political intervention.
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Fig. 1. The French art dealer and publisher Goupil, & Company in New York:
The print shop and art gallery at 772 Broadway (corner of 9th St).
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Fig. 2. At Goupil’s Window, Caricature in Harper’s Weekly.
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Fig. 3. Asher B. Durand, etching and engraving after John Vanderlyn, Ariadne, 1835-1840,
Published by A.B. Durand New York, Hodsgon, Boys & Graves, London, & Rittner & Goupil,
Paris.

Fig. 4. John Sartain, title page of Scenes in the Life of the Saviour by the Poets and Painters,
edited by Rufus W. Griswold. Philadelphia. Lindsay and Blakiston, 1845.
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Fig. 5 (left). Paul Delaroche, Joan of Arc in Prison, 1824, oil on canvas.
Musée des Beaux Arts, Rouen (France).
Fig. 6 (right). Joan of Arc, John B. Neagle (ca. 1796-1766) after Paul Delaroche (1797-1856)
Steel engraving published first in Token, Gray & Bowen, Boston. Duffee & Stevens, printers,
1833, facing p. 185. Also appears as the frontispiece in Gift of friendship for 1850, Philadelphia,
c1849 and accompanies “Joan of Arc” by Christoph Durang on p. [13]-19. Also appears facing p.
[75] in Hyacinth, or Affection's gift, Philadelphia, c1851 and accompanies “Joan of Arc” by
Joseph Fearn on p. [75]-79. (American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA).
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Fig. 7 One dollar bill
The Branch County Bank, Michigan Branch, n. d.

Fig. 8. William Sidney Mount, Farmer Husking Corn
Oil on canvas, 1833-1834.
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Fig. 9. Andrew Jackson, drawn on stone by Lafosse after a daguerreotype by Brady, printed by
Lemercier, Paris.
Paris and New York: Goupil & Company, publisher, 1856.
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Fig. 10. Augustus Kollner, four views from the Series of American Views including United States
Hotel Saratoga, The Natural Bridge, Mount Vernon, and Philadelphia’s Laurel-Hill Cemetery
Lithotints published in New York and Paris by Goupil, Vibert & Company, 1848.
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Fig. 11. Alfonse-Léon Noël after William Sidney Mount, The Power of Music!.
Colored lithograph, 47 x 56 cm. American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA.

Fig. 12. William Sidney Mount, The Power of Music.
Oil on canvas, 1847. 43.4 x 53.5 cm .
Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, OH.
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Fig. 13. Alfonse-Léon Noël after William Sidney Mount, The Power of Music!. Detail.
Colored lithograph, American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA.

Fig. 14. William Sidney Mount, The Power of Music. Detail.
Oil on canvas, 1847. Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, OH.
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Fig. 15. William Sidney Mount, Dance of the Haymakers.
Oil on canvas, 1845. 61 x 73.5 cm .
Museum at Stony Brook, Long Island, NY.

Fig. 16. Alfonse-Léon Noël after William Sidney Mount, Music is Contagious!.
Lithograph, 47 x 56 cm. American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA.
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Fig. 17 (left). Claude Thielley after William Sidney Mount, The Herald in the Country/Le
Journal à la Campagne. 1854. Paris & New York: Goupil & Company
Colored Lithograph, image & text: 46 x 33 cm. American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA.
Fig. 18 (right). Alfonse-Léon Noël after William Sidney Mount, Catching Rabbits!, 1854.
(Landscape by Bichebois), Paris & New York: Goupil & Company
Lithograph, 48 x 52 cm. American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA.

Fig. 19. George Caleb Bingham, The Emigration of Daniel Boone and his Family.
Oil on canvas, 1851-52. 92.71 x 127 cm. Washington University Gallery of Art, St. Louis, MO.
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Fig. 20. Distribution of the American Art Union Prizes, at the Tabernacle, Broadway, December
24, 1847. Lithographed by Sarony & Major (New York, NY), after Tompkins Harrison
Matteson, and published in New York by John P. Ridner.

Fig. 21. T. Doney after George Caleb Bingham, The jolly flat boat men, New York, printed by
Powell & Company, for the American Art-Union, 1847. American Antiquarian Society,
Worcester, MA.
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Fig. 22 (left). George Caleb Bingham, Canvassing for a Vote. Oil on canvas, 1851-52. 63.8 x
76.7 cm. Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, MO.
Fig. 23. George Caleb Bingham, Country Politician. Oil on canvas, 1849. 51.8 × 61 cm.
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, San Francisco, CA.

Fig. 24 (left). Claude Régnier after George Caleb Bingham, Canvassing for a Vote.
Colored lithograph, image & text: 37 x 45 cm. American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA.
(Another colored version is in the State Historical Society of Missouri, Columbia, MO.)
Fig. 25 (right). John T. Bowen & William Hall. Log Cabin Politicians. 36.83 x 50.165 cm
Lithograph, Philadelphia, ca. 1841.
This print: Peters Collection, NMAH, Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C.
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Fig. 26. George Caleb Bingham, The County Election, 1852-53, oil on canvas, 90 x 123.8 cm
Saint Louis Art Museum, St. Louis, MO.

Fig. 27. George Caleb Bingham, The County Election, 1852, oil on canvas, 96.5 x 132.1 cm
Saint Louis Art Museum, St. Louis, MO.
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Fig. 28. John Sartain after George Caleb Bingham, The County Election, 1854, mezzotint
engraving, image and text 57 x 77 cm.
American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA. (Another colored version is in the State
Historical Society of Missouri, Columbia, MO.)
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Fig. 29. George Caleb Bingham, Stump Speaking or The County Canvass, 1853-54, oil on
canvas, 108 x 147.3 cm. Saint Louis Art Museum, St. Louis, MO.

Fig. 30. Gautier after George Caleb Bingham, The County Canvass, 1854, mezzotint engraving,
image and text: 57 x 77 cm.
Private collection. (Five differently colored and non colored versions are in the State Historical
Society of Missouri, Columbia, MO.)
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Fig. 31. George Caleb Bingham, Raftsmen Playing Cards, 1847, oil on canvas, 71.3 x 96.7 cm
Saint Louis Art Museum, St. Louis, MO.
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Fig. 32. George Caleb Bingham, In a Quandary, 1851, oil on canvas, 44.5 x 53 cm
The Huntington Library Art Collections, San Marino, CA.

Fig. 33. Claude Régnier after George Caleb Bingham, In a Quandary. 1852
Colored lithograph, image & text: 37 x 45 cm, the State Historical Society of Missouri,
Columbia, MO.
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Fig. 34. Claude Régnier after George Caleb Bingham, The Emigration of Daniel Boone and his
Family/Emigration de Daniel Boone et de sa Famille.
Colored lithograph, image & text: 47 x 60 cm, the Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis, MO.
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Fig. 35. Richard Caton Woodville, The Card Players, 1846, oil on canvas, 47.0 x 63.5 cm.
Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit, MI.

Fig. 36. Charles Burt after Richard Caton Woodville, The Card Players, New York, printed by J.
Dalton for the American Art-Union, 1851, image and text ; 24 x 26 cm.
American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA.
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Fig. 37. Woodville, The Card Players, details.
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Fig. 38. Woodville, The Card Players, details.
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Fig. 39. Richard Caton Woodville, Soldiers’ Experience, 1848, watercolor, 24.7 x 27.3 cm.
The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, MD.

Fig. 40. J. I. Pease after Richard Caton Woodville, Old ‘76 and Young ‘48, New York, printed by
J. Dalton for the American Art-Union, 1853, image and text ; 24 x 24.5 cm.
American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA.
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Fig. 41. Asher B. Durand after John Trumbull
The Declaration of Independence. Mezzotint engraving, 1823. Image and text 56.5 x 75.5 cm
This copy: re-engraving by Waterman L. Ormsby and published by George Pratt in 1849,
American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA.

Fig. 42. Richard Caton Woodville, Old ‘76 and Young ‘48, 1849, oil on canvas, 53.6 x 68 cm.
The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, MD.
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Fig. 43. Michele Fanoli, Politics in an Oyster-House/Les Politiques au Cabaret, 1851,
image and text 47.5 x 35 cm. After Richard Caton Woodville. Lithograph printed by
Lemercier in Paris and published by Goupil in Paris and New York, and Gambart in London
This print (and detail of letter below: Library of Congress, Washington D.C.
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Fig. 44. Richard Caton Woodville, Politics in an Oyster-House, 1848,
oil on canvas, 41.2 x 33.1 cm.
The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, MD.
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Fig. 45. Michele Fanoli, Politics in an Oyster-House/Les Politiques au Cabaret, 1851,
After Richard Caton Woodville.
Left: copy of the American Antiquarian Society; Right: copy of the Walters Art Museum
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Fig. 46. Woodville/Fanoli: Politics in an Oyster-House, details of the old man:
Lower right: lithograph at Walters Art Museum; Upper right: lithograph at the Library of
Congress. Lower left: painting at the Walters Art Museum; Upper left: lithograph at the
American Antiquarian Society.
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Fig. 47. C. Schultz, Cornered!, 1851. After Richard Caton Woodville’s Waiting for the Stage
(1851). Lithograph printed by Lemercier in Paris and published by Goupil in Paris, London, and
New York. This print, Bibliothèque nationale de France.

Fig. 48. Richard Caton Woodville, Waiting for the Stage, 1851,
oil on canvas, 37.6 x 46 cm. Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.
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Fig. 49. Richard Caton Woodville, A Sailor’s Wedding, 1852, oil on canvas, 46.2 x 55.2 cm.
The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, MD.

Fig. 50. Claude Thielley, Un Mariage Civil Aux Etats-Unis/A Civil Marriage in the United
States/Die Civis-Ehe in den Vereinigten Staten [sic.], image and text 44 x 50 cm. After Richard
Caton Woodville’s A Sailor’s Wedding. Lithograph printed by Lemercier in Paris and published
by Goupil in Paris, New York, and Berlin, and by Gambart in London in 1855.
This print: American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA.
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Fig. 51. From left to right:
Régnier’s In a Quandary, Noël’s Music is Contagious (1849), and Schultz’s Cornered (1851)
All published by Goupil in Paris and New York.

Fig. 52. Richard Caton Woodville, War News from Mexico, 1848,
oil on canvas, 68.6 x 63.5 cm.
The Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art, Bentonville, AR.
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Fig. 53. William Sidney Mount, The Tough Story, 1837,
oil on panel, 42.6 x 55.9 cm.
Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.
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Fig. 54. Thomas Nast
“Nast’s first interview with Frank Leslie,” caricature drawing
Library of Congress, Cabinet of American Illustration.
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Fig. 55. Thomas Nast, photographed in the 1860s
Library of Congress collection.
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Fig. 56. Thomas Nast, Democracy, Harper’s Weekly, November 11, 1865.

Fig. 57. Jacques-Louis David
The Oath of the Horatii, 1784
Paris, Musée du Louvre.
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Fig. 58. Jacques-Louis David. The Death of Socrates, 1787
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Fig. 59 (left). Thomas Nast, Wilkes Booth II, Harper’s Weekly, November 7, 1868.
Fig. 60 (right). Ernest Meissonier, The Hired Assassins, Oil on canvas, 1852.
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Fig. 61. Thomas Nast, The Death of a Bogus Caesar, Harper’s Weekly, March 13, 1869.

Fig. 62. Jean-Léon Gérôme, La mort de César, Oil on canvas, 1859-1867,
Walters Museum, Baltimore.
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Fig. 63. Thomas Nast, Mr. David Dudley Field (Erie Ring Council): “Gone to a Higher
Tribunal,” Harper’s Weekly, January 27, 1872, p. 85.

Fig. 64. Paul Delaroche
Cromwell before the Coffin of Charles 1, 1831, oil on canvas, Nîmes, Musée des Beaux-Arts.
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Fig. 65. Thomas Nast, The Pirates under False Colors, Harper’s Weekly, November 9, 1872,
p. 872-873.

Fig. 66. Théodore Géricault,
The Raft of the Medusa, oil on canvas, 1819
Musée du Louvre, Paris.
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Fig. 67. Thomas Nast
The Tammny Tiger Loose—What are you going to do about it? Harper’s Weekly, 11 November
1871.

Fig. 68. Jean-Léon Gérôme, Ave Cesar Imperator Morituri te Salutant, 1859.
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Fig. 69. Nast’s studio and at work in his home, the “Villa Fontana, Morristown, N.J”
Photograph from the collection of McCulloh Hall, Morristown, NJ.
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Fig. 70. Thomas Nast, The Death of a Bogus Caesar, Harper’s Weekly, March 13, 1869 (above)
Jean-Léon Gérôme, La mort de César, Photographed by Bingham and published by Goupil &
Co, 1867 (below).
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Fig. 71 Thomas Nast, The Press on the field, Harper’s Weekly, April 30, 1864.

Fig. 72. Alexander Gardner, A Harvest of Death, Gettysburg, July 1863. Photograph.
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Fig. 73. Currier and Ives, Battle of Williamsburg, May 5, 1862.

Fig. 74. Thomas Nast, The Campaign in Virginia, On_to_Richmond!
Harper’s Weekly, June 18, 1864.
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Fig. 75. Scenes on the Battle Field of Antietam, Harper’s Weekly, October 18, 1862.

Fig. 76. Thomas Nast, Lincoln, Harper’s Weekly, April 29, 1865.
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Fig. 77. Comparison of Nast’s cartoon with a reproductive engraving after Michelangelo’s
Sistine Chapel (top right) and with a section of Watchmen by Alan Moore (lower right).
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Fig. 78. Thomas Nast’s Lincoln (detail), Harper’s Weekly, April 29, 1865, with Raphael’s Sistine
Madonna and Charles Willson Peale’s The Artist in his Museum.
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Fig. 79. Edward W. Clay
Life in Philadelphia
Above: “How you find youself dis hot weader Miss Chloe?...”
Below: “What you tink of my new poke bonnett...?”
Philadelphia: S. Hart, ca.
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Fig. 80. Daumier, Histoire ancienne, “Ulysses and Penelope.”

Fig. 81. Premières Impressions du Salon de 1843
Salon in Caricature (1843) from Gazette des Beaux-Arts (1968).
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Fig. 82 (left). Punch’s wrapper.
Fig. 83 (below). Hogarth, Self-Portrait, ca. 1757. London, National Portrait Gallery.
Fig. 84 (right). Hogarth, The Painter and his Pug, 1745. London, The Tate Britain.
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Fig. 85. Punch, Cartoons (1843).
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Fig. 86. Thomas Nast
The artist’s dream, first painting of Nast’s Caricaturama, as known from a photograph (186667).

Fig. 87. William Sidney Mount
The Painter’s Triumph, Philadelphia, PAFA.

